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Preface 

The 1st International Conference on Geo-Energy and Geo-Environment successfully took 
place on December 4–5, 2015 at the Hong Kong University of Science Technology (HKUST) 
Jockey Club Institute for Advanced Study (IAS). The event was jointly organised by the 
HKUST, the HKUST Jockey Club IAS, the School of Engineering and Department of Civil 
and Environmental Engineering of HKUST, Chongqing University, Hohai University, 
Zhejiang University, and the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL). Support 
was received from the Hong Kong Geotechnical Society, the Geotechnical Division of the 
Hong Kong Institution of Engineers, and TC215 Environmental Geotechnics and TC308 
Energy Geotechnics of the International Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical 
Engineering (ISSMGE).   

The year 2016 marks the 25th anniversary of the HKUST. Building on past achievements, 
the university aims to become a world leader in environment and sustainable development by 
2020 as one of the milestones in its strategic roadmap. It was only fitting that the first-ever 
International Conference on Geo-Energy and Geo-Environment was held at this time.  

The HKUST Jockey Club IAS was established in 2005 with a mission to meet the grand 
challenges of the 21st century through scientific breakthrough and innovation. It was only 
appropriate that knowledge in geotechnics for building a sustainable future was disseminated 
at this venue.  

In addition to Professor James Mitchell and Professor Kerry Rowe who gave two 
distinguished IAS lectures on the themes of Geo-Energy and Geo-Environment, respectively, 
11 other invited keynote speakers together delivered 12 speeches to drive home the 
importance of geotechnical engineering to sustainable development during the two-day 
conference. These keynote speakers included Professor Malek Bouazza, Professor Yunmin 
Chen, Professor Yufeng Gao, Professor Suzanne Lacasse, Professor Hanlong Liu, Professor 
Laloui Lyesse, Professor Carlos Santamarina, Professor Kenichi Soga, Professor Lizhong 
Wang, Professor Tony Liangtong Zhan and myself. The conference was a resounding success 
thanks to the generous assistance provided by Professor Clarence Choi, Professor Zhou Chao, 
Ms Shirley Tse, Mr Michael Wu and also many of my research students, Mr André Archer in 
particular. Their contributions and support are highly appreciated.  

Professor Charles W.W. Ng 

Chairman of the Organising Committee 
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INDUCED SEISMICITY CONSIDERATIONS IN GEO-ENERGY 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 

 
J.K. Mitchell and R.A. Green 

Virginia Tech Blacksburg, Virginia, USA 
 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

It has been documented since the 1920s that anthropogenic activities are responsible for 
inducing or triggering1 very few of the nearly 15,000 earthquakes of M 4.0 or greater and 
more than 1.4 million events with M greater than 2.0 that occur worldwide each year. Until 
the last few years most of the induced events could be attributed to such activities as reservoir 
impoundment, controlled explosions related to mining or construction, or underground 
nuclear tests. More recently seismic events have also been related to new energy technology 
developments, and they have become the subject of increased attention owing to the potential 
associated hazards and risks posed to the environment and existing and new infrastructure. 

The results of a recent comprehensive study of the induced seismicity potential related to 
energy technologies, as of 2012, done by the National Research Council of the U.S. National 
Academies are presented in NRC (2013). The energy technologies and their potential for 
inducing seismicity addressed in this study include:  (1) geothermal energy, (2) oil and gas 
development, (3) shale gas recovery, and (4) carbon capture and storage (CCS). In each case 
fluid injection and/or withdrawal rates and volumes were found to be a primary controlling 
factor in the rate and magnitude of the earthquakes. 

In this paper, we first draw heavily on the NRC report and summarize the main 
characteristics of these technologies as they relate to potential seismicity. Then we turn to 
three issues with significant geotechnical components that have received extensive additional 
study and clarification or emerged during the last three years as important problems needing 
further study and resolution. These are:  (1) hydraulic fracturing and injection wells, (2) 
carbon capture and storage (CCS) and whether it can be done safely and economically, and 
(3) assessing the induced seismicity hazards and risks related to ground motion characteristics 
and their potential impacts on hydrocarbon resource recovery, ground stability and 
infrastructure.  Other environmental and societal impacts of energy technology and resource 
development; e.g., water and air pollution are outside the scope of this paper. 
 
THE STATE OF KNOWLEDGE IN 2012 (The NRC Report) 
 

The mechanisms for fault rupture and sliding are well known. Extensive field 
measurements and other evidence indicate that the earth's crust, even within stable tectonic 
plates, is stressed to near the critical limit for fault slip (e.g., Zoback and Zoback, 1980). As a 
result even small changes in the rock stress and/or pore fluid pressure can cause a critically 
oriented fault to slip in accordance with the Coulomb strength criterion. Each unit increase in 
earthquake magnitude corresponds to an increase of about 8 times in fault rupture area and 

1 Most of the earth's crust is highly stressed, and an earthquake is "triggered" in response to a small shear stress 
change in relation to the pre-existing stress on a fault; i.e., analogous to pulling the trigger of a loaded gun; 
whereas, a fully "induced" earthquake would involve a stress change of considerably greater magnitude on an 
initially more stable fault; i.e., analogous to loading the gun and then pulling the trigger. Consistent with current 
practice the term "induced" is used herein for both cases. 
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about 4-1/2 times in rupture displacement (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). For a M 4.0 event 
the rupture area is about 1.4 km2 and the fault displacement is about 1 cm. 

Three types of geothermal energy have been developed, and modest levels of induced 
seismicity have been associated with each. They are (1) "vapour dominated," in which steam 
is in the rock fractures and pores (maximum felt event in the U.S. M 4.6), (2) "liquid 
dominated," where hot water is in the rock (max M 4.1), and (3) "enhanced geothermal 
systems" (EGS), where water is injected into a hot, dry rock (max M 2.6).  

Conventional hydrocarbon withdrawal has led to felt seismic events at 20 sites from ~6000 
projects in the U.S., with a maximum M of 6.5 associated with basin subsidence. Secondary 
oil and gas recovery, usually using water flooding, has caused  one or more felt events at 18 
sites among ~108,000 wells in the U.S., with a maximum M of 4.9. Enhanced or tertiary oil 
recovery (EOR) often using CO2 injection, has not been responsible for any known felt 
events. As of 2012 only one event of M 2.8 has been suspected during hydraulic fracturing in 
about 35,000 shale gas wells. One event of M 2.3 has been attributed to hydraulic fracturing 
in England. Nine felt events, with a maximum M of 4.8, were recorded from about 30,000 
wastewater disposal wells. However, since then a significant number of additional induced 
earthquakes from disposal wells have occurred, and this increase in frequency is discussed 
further subsequently. 

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) for permanent underground sequestration of CO2 has 
been proposed as a means to reduce atmospheric emissions of greenhouse gases. Given that a 
single large coal-burning power plant may emit up to 25 million tonnes of CO2 per year, the 
underground storage volumes required are large. The injected gas must be in the fluid phase, 
requiring a confining pressure of about 73 atm, thereby putting the repository rock structures 
under high stress . While several CCS installations and pilot plants have been in operation for 
several years, the injection rates are only of the order of 1 million tonnes per year. No felt 
induced earthquakes have been recorded; however, a number of uncertainties remain, 
especially relative to scaling the injection rates and volumes to much greater levels. Recent 
developments in relation to CCS and seismicity are described briefly later. 

Many factors influence the potential for induced seismicity at a site, including rate of fluid 
injection and extraction, temperature and volume of the fluids, pore pressure, permeability 
and storativity of the geologic materials, rock fault and fracture orientations, distance from 
the injection or withdrawal well, in-situ rock stress, and time since operations began. 
Balancing the amount of fluid extracted and injected tends to minimize the frequency and 
magnitude of events; however, the greater the imbalance between the injection and extraction 
volumes, the larger the magnitude of induced earthquakes, Figure 1. 

 
INJECTION WELLS 
 

The use of hydraulic fracturing ("fracking") for shale gas extraction has increased 
enormously in the U.S. in recent years. Although initially thought by some to have the 
potential to induce earthquakes owing to the fluid injection and dynamic nature of the 
fracking process, this has so far not become a major issue. On the other hand, large volumes 
of waste water produced by fracking, as well as wastewater from other oil and gas production 
processes, mining, and industrial operations are injected into the subsurface through a limited 
number of disposal wells. Eight of the U.S. states have experienced a significant increase in 
seismic activity in the last few years. A comprehensive review of the seismicity associated 
with injection wells is given by Ellsworth (2013). McGarr (2014) proposes relationships for 
induced maximum seismic moment and earthquake magnitude as a function of the volume of 
injected fluid. We summarize pertinent geotechnical aspects of these and other recent 
findings in the paper. 
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CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAGE (CCS) 
 

The large volumes of CO2 proposed for underground storage using CCS may have 
potential for inducing felt earthquakes owing to increases in pore pressure over time and the 
possibility that the increasing storage volume intersects a critically stressed fault. This, as 
well as concerns that small to moderate size earthquakes could threaten the seal and cap-rock 
integrity of CCS repositories, led Zoback and Gorelick (2012) to conclude that large scale 
CCS may be a risky and unsuccessful strategy for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Some 
have challenged this position, and the current situation will be addressed further in our paper. 
 
ASSESSING AND DEALING WITH THE HAZARDS AND RISKS 
 

The seismicity generated by anthropogenic activities (e.g., fluid injection and withdrawal 
from the ground) impacts the seismic hazard of the affected region, which in turn impacts the 
seismic risk. In this context, hazard relates to the occurrence of the earthquake shaking and 
risk relates to the consequences of the shaking. From a societal perspective, it is ultimately 
the risk that is most important. Risk is often expressed in terms of the likelihood or 
probability of different levels of undesirable consequences (e.g., damage to infrastructure, 
loss of life, economic costs, business interruptions, among others) (Bommer et al. 2015). To 
compute seismic risk it is necessary to know the seismic hazard, the level of undesirable 
consequence as a function of intensity of the earthquake shaking, and the exposure time (e.g., 
remaining life of a building or other facility under consideration).  

Methods for estimating seismic hazard and risk due to natural tectonic seismicity are well 
established (e.g., McGuire 2004). However, these methods are largely based on the 
assumption that the seismicity in a region is stationary in time (i.e., the likelihood of the 
occurrence of a given intensity of shaking at a given location does not change with time, and 
past history is an indicator of future occurrence). Clearly this assumption does not hold for 
seismicity resulting from anthropogenic activities. Consequently, the commonly used 
approaches developed for estimating seismic hazard and risk due to natural tectonic 
seismicity cannot be directly applied for predicting induced seismicity (Bourne et al. 2015). 
In addition, the limitations inhibiting the use of existing methods go beyond the stationarity 

Figure 1:  Maximum induced seismic event as a function of injected or extracted fluid 
volume from a single well or field. Global data as of 2012 (from NRC, 2013). 
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assumption, and relate to differences in the characteristics of natural tectonic and induced 
earthquake ground motions.  

Because induced earthquakes occur at shallower depths than natural earthquakes, for a 
given magnitude event, shaking intensity tends to be more severe in the epicentral region of 
an induced earthquake than for a natural tectonic earthquake (Atkinson 2015), and the 
intensity of shaking from induced earthquakes attenuates with distance at a faster rate than 
the shaking intensity for natural tectonic earthquakes. The attenuation rate of induced 
earthquake shaking intensity tends to be very region dependent as well. As a result, empirical 
ground motion prediction equations developed from statistical analysis of ground motions 
recorded during natural tectonic earthquakes cannot be used to predict ground motions from 
induced earthquakes. Also the frequency content of the ground motions tends to differ 
between the two types of earthquakes. This implies that empirical correlations relating the 
level of undesirable consequence as a function of intensity of the earthquake shaking may 
also differ for the two types of earthquakes. Developing new approaches for estimating 
seismic hazard and risk from induced earthquakes that overcome these issues is currently an 
active area of research and will be addressed further in our paper (e.g., Bommer et al. 2015; 
Bourne et al. 2015; Walters et al. 2015). 
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MODERN LANDFILL BARRIERS 
 

Problems associated with waste disposal in unlined pits in many parts of the world 
prompted the development of modern engineered barrier systems for landfills. These 
barrier systems may be used both above (in covers/caps) and below (in bottom liners) the 
waste to control the escape of gases and the ingress or egress of liquids. Many countries 
now require an engineered barrier system for modern landfills. Typically that barrier system 
will involve a drainage layer to control the water (or gas) pressures on the liner and the liner 
itself. Typically the minimal liner will be a natural low permeability clay layer or a 
reworked clayey soil (i.e., a compacted clay liner). A clay liner is much better than no liner 
and in some cases may be sufficient in and of itself. But what represents an adequate liner 
for waste depends on many factors including the type of waste, the amount of waste 
(especially per unit area), and the local hydrogeology and climate. Often a single clay liner 
on its own will not be sufficient to provide adequate environmental protection. From a 
scientific perspective this has been well understood for several decades and papers and in 
some cases even regulatory documents dealing with this can be traced back to 30 or more 
years ago, however the implications that arise from this are still not as widely recognized 
in practice as one might hope. This presentation will begin by discussing some of these 
implications. 

Regulations now commonly require the use of a leachate drainage layer and 
composite liner. The leachate drainage layer may range from a geocomposite or a sand 
layer to a layer of coarse uniform gravel (with perforated leachate collection pipes at a 
regular spacing). What represents a suitable leachate drainage layer also depends on the 
type of waste, the amount of waste (especially per unit area), and the local climate. One 
issue of particular concern is the potential for biological, chemical, and physical clogging 
of the drainage layer. This is especially, but not exclusively, so for municipal solid 
waste landfills where, as a generalization to which there are exceptions, geocomposite 
and sand are not recommended and a relatively uniformly graded coarse gravel layer is 
often required (e.g., Rowe et al. 2004; Rowe 2005; Rowe and Yu 2010). 

Regulations commonly require 1.5 – 3 mm thick high density polyethylene over a 
compacted clay or geosynthetic clay liner underlain by a suitable geological 
(attenuation) layer. When properly designed and constructed, and in a well operated 
landfill, a composite layer can substantially reduce contaminant escape and have a 
potential service life of centuries. However, as discussed in this lecture, there are many 
factors that can affect this performance that often do not receive adequate consideration 
such as: (i) the subgrade below the geomembrane, (ii) adequate protection of the 
geomembrane from excessive strains caused by the drainage layer, (iii) the effect of liner 
temperature, (iv) the need to control wrinkles in the geomembrane to a modest level, and 
(v) the need to cover the geomembrane in a timely manner to prevent desiccation of a 
compacted clay liner, shrinkage of a GCL or down-slope bentonite erosion (e.g., Rowe et 
al. 2004, 2014; Rowe 1998, 2005, 2012, 2014). The presentation will discuss the practical 
implications of not addressing these four issues and design, construction, and operational 
issues that should be addressed. Some common oversights will be highlighted. 
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MINING AND OIL/GAS APPLICATIONS 
 

The excellent performance of well designed and constructed geosynthetic liners in 
landfill applications has led to their use is a wide variety of other applications where there is 
a need to prevent the escape of fluids that could impact on the environment. The use of 
geomembranes in mining applications now represents about 50% of the geomembrane 
market. Applications include heap leach pads with lined areas approaching 1000 ha and 
heights approaching 240m, ponds for fluids (e.g. pregnant liquor, brines etc.), and tailings 
and waste rock storage facilities. 

While the objective of containing fluids is similar in both landfill and mining 
applications, there are many significant differences. This lecture will discuss some of these 
differences and their engineering implications. Compared to typical landfills, mining 
applications  may involve far more challenging subgrade conditions and very large vertical 
loads (up to 3MPa) that effect the formation of holes and the strains developed in the 
geomembrane (Rowe et al. 2013; Brachman et al. 2014). Other differences that may 
affect leakage through holes in geomembranes include the presence of relatively fine 
grained tailings directly over the liner but also hydrostatic heads approaching 150m and 
total stresses approaching 3MPa (Joshi et al. 2014). Finally the chemistry of the fluid to be 
contained may vary substantially from that in landfills and in some cases the temperature 
may exceed 40°C. The fluid chemistry and liner temperature can affect performance of 
different geomembranes in different ways (Abdelaal et al. 2012; Abdelaal and Rowe, 2014, 
2015). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Geosynthetic liners involving high density polyethylene geomembranes and geosynthetic 

clay liners now have decades of proven excellent performance in landfill liners when 
properly designed, installed and operated at typical municipal solid waste landfill liner 
temperatures of ≤ 40°C. 

2. The excellent performance noted above can lead to complacency that leads to problems. 
For many landfill and mining applications it is not enough to just show a 1.5 mm HDPE 
geomembrane and a GCL on the design drawing and specify that the product must meet a 
minimum industry standard. In the design, careful attention must be paid to how the 
materials above and below the liner, the chemistry of the fluid to be retained, and the 
temperature of the liner all of which may affect its performance. 

3. Good design must be combined with good construction to ensure that the materials being 
used for the liner itself but also above and below the liner meet the specification, that 
composite liners are not exposed for an extended period of time unless this exposure 
conditions has been explicitly addressed in the design, and to ensure that there are not 
excessive wrinkles when the geomembrane is covered. 

4. Not all geomembranes and GCLs are the same even if they all meet typical industrial 
specifications. Some products are far better suited for extreme applications than others – 
especially applications involving aggressive solutions (e.g., high or low pH, high salt 
concentrations, high concentrations of organic contaminants), high stresses, high 
temperatures, or long period of exposure prior to covering. Careful consideration must be 
given to selection of the appropriate products and the overall design of the barrier system 
for these applications. Claims of suitability should be carefully evaluated against the 
actual data that can be produced to support the claims. 

5. Provided factors such as those discussed in the lecture are appropriately addressed 
geosynthetic liners can be expected to provide excellent long-term performance. 
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GCLs IN COMPOSITE LINERS SUBJECTED TO HIGH 
TEMPERATURES: CASE OF BRINE PONDS IN UNCONVENTIONAL 

GAS EXTRACTION SITES 
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Monash University, Melbourne, Australia 

 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

In recent times coal seam gas (CSG) has gained popularity in Australia as an alternate 
energy source compared to coal. CSG, also known as coal bed methane or coal seam methane 
is basically a natural gas that is mostly composed of methane (CH4) gas and is found in un-
minable coal seams beneath the ground surface. Coal seams are filled with salty water which 
comes out with the CSG upon extraction. This salty water is generally stored in purpose-built 
brine ponds lined with engineering composite barriers such as geomembrane (GMB) and 
compacted clay liner (CCL) or geomembrane (GMB) and geosynthetic clay liner (GCL) 
overlying a compacted subgrade as presented in Figure 1.  

Brine ponds have a tendency to store heat if exposed directly to solar radiation. They are 
similar to salinity gradient solar ponds where temperatures range from 50 to 90°C. Some 
estimates suggest that brine ponds can reach temperatures close to 70ºC-80ºC due to the 
combined effect of solar radiation and brine processing. These high temperatures can be 
detrimental to the lining system hydraulic performance. 

One potential consequence of the presence of elevated temperatures is the development of 
thermal gradients across the liner towards the cooler subgrade soil. The presence of a thermal 
gradient can create a risk of outward moisture movement and possible desiccation of the 
mineral liner (GCL in the present case). The situation is further exacerbated by the presence 
of an overlying geomembrane (if devoid of voids) preventing rehydration of the GCL with 
moisture from above.  Presently there is a lack of understanding about how prolonged 
exposure to elevated temperatures can affect the moisture dynamics in GCL especially in a 
brine pond scenario. This paper presents the results of an experimental and numerical 
modelling of heat and moisture migration conducted on a composite liner comprised of a 
geomembrane (GMB) and a geosynthetic clay liner (GCL). It investigates different practical 
scenarios and highlights the importance of careful planning of the operation of the ponds to 
minimise the effect of elevated temperature on GCLs.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Brine pond composite lining system (a) GMB and CCL (b) GMB and GCL 
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Figure 1: Water saturation and gas pressure distribution of HFWC and LFWC-MSW  

NUMERICAL MODELLING OF BIOCHEMICAL, HYDRAULIC AND 
MECHANICAL BEHAVIOURS FOR LANDFILLS WITH HIGH-FOOD-

WASTE-CONTENT MSW 
 

Y.M. Chen, W.J. Xu, X.B. Xu and T.L.T. Zhan 
MOE Key Laboratory of Soft Soils and Geoenvironmental Engineering, Zhejiang University, 

China 
 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Municipal solid waste (MSW) in developing countries often has a high food waste content 
(HFWC). HFWC results in high leachate mounds, low landfill gas collection efficiency, and 
high gas pressure in the landfills. The design, management and control techniques for 
landfills with low-food-waste-content (LFWC)-MSW used in developed countries may not be 
fully suitable for landfills with HFWC-MSW in developing countries. 

 In this paper, the biochemical, hydraulic and mechanical behaviours of landfills with 
HFWC-MSW are investigated using a biochemo-hydro-mechanical coupled numerical 
model. The biological process is based on a two-stage degradation model, in which the 
hydrolysis and methanogensis processes are involved. The intra-particle water release is also 
considered and related to the mass loss of the fast degradable component. The hydraulic 
process takes the transport of both liquid and gas phases. The intra-particle water release and 
landfill gas generation are considered as source terms for liquid and gas flow, respectively. 
The deformation behaviour of the MSW is described by a stress and degradation dependent 
model. The model parameters are all based on previous studies on laboratory and in-situ 
experiments. 

Figure 1 shows the saturation and gas pressure distribution in a 5 m height model at 0, 100 
and 300 days, and compared between the HFWC and LFWC. The initial saturation of the 
HFWC MSW is much higher than the LFWC-MSW. The saturation of the HFWC model is 
increased significantly with the time, due to the intra-particle water release. After 300 days 
the saturation at the bottom of the model reached a fully saturated state. A high leachate 
mound in HFWC landfill can be expected. With high leachate mound the gas transport is 
retarded. The results of gas pressure distribution show the increased saturation of the HFWC-
MSW can cause the accumulation of the gas pressure. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. In the early degradation period of HFWC-MSW a large amount of leachate production 

and an acid inhibition phase occur. LFG generation rate increases significantly when the 
acid inhibition is relieved after the early degradation period. Recirculation with dosed 
leachate is suggested to relieve the gas generation potential for acid inhibition in the early 
degradation period. 

2. A high leachate mound in landfills with HFWC-MSW leads to gas flow retardation and 
gas pressure accumulation. The LFG generation can be assessed in terms of the ratio of 
generated LFG and initial LFG potential. A formulation involving the LFG generation of 
rapidly and slowly degradable components is proposed for landfills with HFWC-MSW to 
predict LFG production 

3. A drainage system with leachate-gas separation is recommended to lower the leachate 
mound, as well as the accumulated gas pressure, and increase the LFG collection 
efficiency. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS 
 

It is commonly acknowledged that two-dimensional (2D) plane-strain solutions are 
conservative to analyze slope stability when compared with three-dimensional (3D) solutions. 
Many attempts have thus been made to extrapolate the application of traditional methods for 
slope stability analysis from 2D to 3D cases. These include the limit equilibrium method, the 
finite element method, the discrete element method and the limit analysis method. The 
application of the limit analysis method to 3D slope stability is, however, not as common as 
that of the other methods, because of the difficulties in constructing admissible failure 
mechanisms in frictional soils. Michalowski and Drescher (2009) have recently proposed a 
class of 3D admissible rotational failure mechanisms for slopes in both frictional/cohesive 
and purely cohesive soils, which will undoubtedly promote the application of the limit 
analysis method in 3D stability of earth slopes. Nevertheless, the toe-failure mechanism alone 
is considered in their work. As a result, the 3D mechanism is limited to specific slopes where 
the critical failure surface is expected to pass through the toe. 

The aim of this study is to extend the 3D mechanism proposed by Michalowski & 
Drescher (2009) to take into account both face failure and base failure, as shown in Figure 1. 
Moreover, an efficient optimization method proposed by Chen (1992) is attempted to find the 
least upper bounds to the critical heights of slopes and the corresponding critical failure 
surfaces. A meaningful comparison is presented to verify the criticality of the derived upper-
bound solutions from this study. 

 

 
Figure 1: Extension of the rotational failure mechanism: (a) face failure (b) base failure 
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Stability charts for slopes provide an efficient tool for the preliminary assessment of slope 
safety. Michalowski (2010) adopted the mechanisms and presented stability charts to evaluate 
the safety of 3D homogeneous slopes. Michalowski and Martel (2011) also presented a set of 
charts for 3D failures of steep slopes subjected to the seismic excitation. Nevertheless, toe-
failure mechanism alone is considered in their work. The extended failure mechanism is 
further exploited to derive the stability charts for 3D homogeneous slopes under both static 
and pseudo-static seismic loading conditions. The stability charts are plotted for a range of 
geometrical and material parameters wider than those presented before. The corresponding 
type of failure mechanism is incorporated in the charts. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. An efficient optimization method is simultaneously employed to find the least upper 

bounds to the critical height in order to avoid missing the global minimum. Compared 
with the results from the analysis based on toe failure alone, best estimates on the upper 
bounds and the critical failure mechanism are obtained. Compared with the limit 
equilibrium method, the limit equilibrium method yields a conservative estimate on the 
safety factors for 3D slopes in purely cohesive soils. Compared with the finite-element 
limit analysis method, the proposed analytical approach gives the better estimate of the 
upper bounds on the safety factors of the 3D slopes. 

2. The face-failure mechanism gives the best estimates of the upper bounds for 3D slopes in 
frictional soils with very small width-to-height ratios of B/H, except the vertical slopes. 
For slopes with small values of friction angle φ and slope angle β, the base-failure 
mechanism is more critical than the toe-failure mechanism. The difference in the upper-
bound solution between them increases with an increasing ratio of B/H. The width 
constraint of slope B/H and the internal friction angle of soil φ have significant influences 
on the critical failure mechanism. For slopes in frictional soils, the critical failure 
mechanism changes gradually from toe failure to face failure with a decreasing ratio of 
B/H and increasing friction angle. The gentler slopes are more prone to the base-failure 
mechanism. The base-failure mechanism gives the best estimates on the upper bounds for 
some steeper slopes subjected to the stronger seismic excitation. 

3. A set of stability charts is presented in a wide range of parameters for 3D homogeneous 
slopes under both static and pseudo-static seismic loading conditions. It is convenient to 
assess the safety for the 3D homogeneous slopes in practical applications. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 
To promote cost-effective design, and to evaluate the required resistance factor for ge-

otechnical foundation design, an approach was developed to evaluate the annual probability 
of failure and to calibrate the required deterministic safety factors for three jacket structures 
offshore Norway and the UK. The results of generic calculations of load and resistance fac-
tors are also presented. These compared well with the calibrated load and resistance factors 
obtained for the three "real-life" jackets. The calibration of the load and resistance factors re-
quires the evaluation of the model uncertainty for each pile design method and the statistics 
of the uncertain parameters in the analyses. The results show that the annual probability of 
failure depended strongly on the uncertainty in the geotechnical calculation model.  

The foundation of offshore installations for oil and gas exploitation or for wind energy 
turbines must resist several combinations of static loads (weight of superstructure, buoyancy 
etc), Pstat, and environmental (dynamic) loads (wind, waves, earthquake, ship impact, etc.), 
Penv. Typically, the design equation in standards has the following format: 

γl stat⋅Pstat + γl env⋅Penv  <  Qult / γm       (1) 

where γl stat is the load factor on the characteristic static load, γl env is the load factor on the 
characteristic dynamic (environmental) load, γm is the resistance factor, and Qult is the charac-
teristic foundation capacity. A return period for Penv of 100 years is typically used for check-
ing the ultimate limit state of offshore structures in the North Sea. There will always be a fi-
nite probability that the loads can cause damage or collapse of an offshore structure. Defining 
the level of finite probability of failure that is tolerable is a key challenge in the derivation of 
partial safety factors. Equation 1 should ensure that the annual probability of foundation fail-
ure is less than a target value, typically, 10-4/yr to 2.5×10-4/yr.  

The study was to recommend the 'appropriate' resistance factor and pile penetration depth 
for the design of the piles. A reliability approach was used to achieve a systematic treatment 
of the uncertainties associated with environmental loadings and geotechnical conditions and 
models. The reliability analysis of the axial pile capacity has six steps: 

1. Statistical description of soil and load parameters, 
2. Statistical analysis of the model uncertainty,  
3. Deterministic analysis of axial pile capacity, 
4. Probabilistic analysis of the axial pile capacity, 
5. Calculation of the annual probability of failure, and 
6. Calibration of the required safety factors for a target annual probability of failure of 10-4.  

The calibration used the axial pile capacity with the characteristic values (Qult char), the 
mean axial pile capacity (Qult mean) and the annual probability of failure, Pf. Figure 1 illustrates 
the calibration with Probability Density Functions (PDF) for Qult and for Penv. The overlap of 
the two PDFs is an approximate measure of the probability of failure. The PDF for the Penv 
was kept the same for Pf1 and Pf2 for the calibration.  
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The partial safety factors from the 
actual three designs and the generic 
calculations agreed very well. Table 
1 compares the resulting pile pene-
tration depths, as calculated with the 
NGI-05 CPT-based axial pile capaci-
ty design method. The significant 
reduction in the required pile pene-
tration depth and associated savings 
were possible because one could 
demonstrate that the annual probabil-
ity failure was less than the target Pf 
of 10-4/yr for the piles originally de-
signed with a resistance factor of 1.5.  
 
 
Table 1: Required pile penetration depths, Pf = 10-4/yr 

Jacket Jacket A (Clay) Jacket B (Sand) Jacket C (Sand & 
Clay) 

Reduction in pile 
penetration depth 

90 to 75m 51 to 27m 45 to 36m 

 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

In the three designs, the use of reliability concepts led to significant savings in pile pene-
tration depths and offshore operation time, thus optimizing safety and costs. The resistance 
factors and Pf  obtained are however specific to the cases studied and cannot be transferred to 
other sites. The resistance factor needs also to be associated with the characteristic soil pa-
rameters used in design.  

The results show that the annual probability of failure vary with the pile design method, 
and that the CPT- based pile design methods are as reliable as the current API (American Pe-
troleum Institute)-method. The code-specified load and resistance factors do not always result 
in consistent annual failure probabilities for offshore foundations. It is possible to calibrate 
the resistance factors such that a more consistent reliability level is achieved. The approach 
developed is general and can be applied to any foundation, and in particular to wind turbines. 
Further work is warranted to quantify model uncertainty for pile design. In design, one should 
consider using statistical and reliability analyses to estimate the margin of safety and ensure 
approximately same margin of safety for comparable offshore installations, and at the same 
time avoid over-conservative designs. 
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INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Geothermal heat exchanger foundations are ground structures equipped with absorber 
pipes with a heat carried fluid circulating into them that exchange heat with the surrounding 
ground. Temperature variations associated to the geothermal operation of these foundations 
bring new challenges to geotechnical and structural engineers. Thermal expansions and 
contractions of these elements and the surrounding soil, with associated variations of the 
stress and displacement fields in these media, are examples of such challenges. These 
phenomena must be kept within acceptable limits to ensure an adequate serviceability 
performance (e.g., mechanical) of heat exchanger foundations.  
This lecture proposes insights into the analysis of various challenges associated to the 
geothermal and structural support operations of heat exchanger foundations. It also proposes 
approaches, methods, and tools that may be considered for the geotechnical, structural, and 
energy analysis of such ground structures. The goal of this lecture is to increase the 
confidence of civil engineers on the performance of heat exchanger foundations, looking at 
their increasing worldwide diffusion. 

First, the mechanisms and phenomena governing the thermo-mechanical behaviour of heat 
exchanger piles are presented. The results of a number of in-situ tests carried out on single 
and groups of real-scale heat exchanger piles are summarised for the considered purpose. 
Data obtained through laboratory tests dealing with concrete-soil interface shear tests under 
non-isothermal cyclic conditions are also proposed. Results of fully coupled thermo-
mechanical and thermo-hydro-mechanical finite element simulations devoted to capture the 
thermo-mechanical behaviour of single and groups of heat exchanger piles are furthermore 
summarised. Based on the results obtained through all of these tests, it is shown that the 
mechanical behaviour of heat exchanger piles can be crucially affected by the coupled action 
of mechanical and thermal loads characterising the structural and geothermal operation of 
such foundations. In particular, a number of cases in which temperature variations proper of 
the geothermal functioning of the analysed foundations induce stress and displacement 
variations comparable to those induced by superstructure loads in these elements are 
highlighted. Analyses devoted to assess the energy performance of heat exchanger piles are 
also proposed. Those include finite element simulations devoted to investigate the considered 
aspect with reference to a real-scale heat exchanger pile for different pipe configurations, 
foundation aspect ratios, mass flow rates of the fluid circulating in the pipes, and fluid 
mixture compositions. 

Other types of geothermal heat exchanger applications that may be exploited for a number 
of engineering purposes dealing with the collection and transfer of energy from the ground to 
structures and infrastructures are finally illustrated. These applications deal with the 
sustainability of heat storage through tunnel anchors as well as for the de-icing of bridges. In 
the last case, seasonal storage of solar energy captured directly through the asphalt layer is 
presented as a promising solution that can be achieved cost-effectively if the foundations are 
used as heat-exchanger. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION 
 

Energy pile is increasingly adopted in many countries, which is compatible with the 
principles of sustainable development. It is equipped with a closed-loop heat exchanger in 
general to transfer heat between the surrounding soil and upper building (Laloui et al. 2003, 
Brandl, 2006; Adam et al. 2009, Do Mel et al. 2010; Nicholson et al. 2013). It takes 
advantage of the geothermal energy as season changes, reducing the use of fossil fuels. 
Compared with conventional GSHP, it is not only more cost-effective to install due to the 
dual purposes of the material, but also it may be more efficient heat exchangers for high 
thermal conductivity of concrete (McCartney, 2011). However, the thermal expansion and 
contraction of the foundation or surrounding soil will led to the potential for foundation 
movements, which may influence the safety of the building (Hueckel et al. 2009, Hueckel et 
al. 2011). So study based on the mechanisms of thermo-mechanical soil-structure interaction 
is very important. Several full-scale case histories (Laloui et al. 2006; Bourne-Webb et al. 
2009; Bouazza et al. 2011; McCartney et al. 2012; Olgun et al. (2012; Akrouch et al. 2014; 
Wang et al. 2014; Murphy et al. 2015; Sutman et al. 2015) are carried out. Model test is also 
developed by some authors (McCartney et al. 2010, 2011; Wang et al. 2011; Stewart et al. 
2012, 2013; Goode et al. 2013, 2014, 2015; Yavari N et al. 2014; Ng et al. 2014a, 2014b). 
These studies have shed light on the coupled loading conditions and temperature effects on 
the pile. However, the analysis based on a complete heating, natural recovery and cooling 
process is limited for studying seasonal operation. And the thermal mechanical response of 
different heat exchange type piles hasn't been reported. In addition, the evaluation of cyclic 
heating and cooling effects on the pile is not enough, which is important to the safety and 
serviceability of energy piles under seasonal thermal cycle load in practical use. 

  In this paper, model tests on four heat exchange type piles were designed and were 
carried out in dry and saturated sand. The cyclic thermal load and a vertical load was applied 
to the piles aiming to study the mechanisms of thermo-mechanical soil-structure interaction. 

 
METHODOLOGY  
 

A model tank with size: 1750 mm × 2000 mm × 3000 mm (length × width × high) were 
used in model test. Four types of heat exchanger piles were shown in Figure 1. Three sets of 
strain gauges and thermocouples were installed in the reinforcement cage to monitor the pile 
behaviour. The length of the piles is 1600 mm and the diameter is 104 mm. And the 
embedded pile length is 1400 mm. The concrete mix design of the piles was defined as 
0.44:1:1.79:3 water to cement to fine aggregate to course aggregate by mass. Each of the 
energy piles was fitted with 9 mm inner diameter and 11 mm outer diameter heat transfer 
pipe loops. The temperature of the water in the pipe when heating and cooling is 55 °C and 
5 °C  

Dry sand and saturated sand was used in the model tests. The maximum and minimum dry 
densities are equal to 1.77 g/cm³ and 1.40 g/cm³, respectively. The uniformity coefficient (Cu) 
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Figure 1: Test arrangement of model piles 
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Figure 2: Displacement of pile with and without a vertical 
load during heating and cooling 

and curvature coefficient (Cc) are 
equal to 2.69 and 0.97, 
respectively. The pile-soil 
interface angles were about 30.1º–
32.2º. The mean particle size d50 
was equal to 0.28 mm. The model 
tests were prepared using the 
pluvial deposition method. 

Under no load, the piles were 
heated 305 minutes. Then stopped 
heating. After 1080 minutes 
natural recovery, the piles were 
cooled 265 minutes. After 
cooling, the natural recovery 
followed. For the working load 
test, the working load 10 kN was 
applied to piles in an increment of 1 kN with a constant time interval of 15 minutes. Then the 
piles were heated 305 minutes. After 1080 minutes natural recovery, the piles were then 
cooled 265 minutes. Figure 1 shows the physical diagram of thermal and static load system 
layout. During cycle thermal load, the working load 10 kN was applied to piles in an 
increment of 1 kN with a constant time interval of 15 minutes. After the settlement was 
stable, the piles were heated 5 hours. Then stop heating. After 8 hours natural recovery, the 
piles were cooled 4.5 hours. Then stop cooling. After 6.5 hours natural recovery, the second 
cycle follows. And three cycles were conducted eventually.  

 
KEY RESULTS  
 

Figure 2 shows the variations in pile head displacement versus time with and without a 
vertical load. The pile head displacement versus time was comparative analysed in Knellwolf 
et al. (2012) and this study. The trend of the two tests was similar when heating and cooling 
to ambient temperature with and without a vertical load. Heating induced heave and cooling 
induced settlement. The cumulative settlement could be observed for a head load higher than 
40% of the pile resistance. And the settlement was reversible when a pile was not loaded 
axially. Moreover, compared 
with vertical load, the heave 
amplitude was larger under no 
load. When cooling to lower 
temperature than ambient 
temperature, the settlement 
under no load was only 64% of 
that under vertical load as the 
dead load which was 50% of 
the pile resistance contributed 
to the settlement when the soil 
contracted during cooling. The 
settlement under the vertical 
load should be taken into 
account in the design stage. 

  Figure 3 shows 
displacement at pile head over 
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Figure 3: Displacement at pile head over time under cycle thermal load: (a) this paper; and (b) 
Kalantidou et al. (2012) 

time under cycle thermal load. The heave increased when heating and the settlement 
increased when cooling. It could be observed that the settlement will accumulate as the cycles 
increased. Moreover, the heave during heating and settlement during cooling was larger in 
the subsequent cycle than that in the prior cycle. This may be due to the plastic contraction of 
the soil. And the trend of pile head displacement was similar to that shown in Figure 3(b) 
(Kalantidou et al. 2012). In this figure, when the head load exceeded 40 % of the ultimate 
load, the irreversible pile settlement continued to develop in the following cycle. Meanwhile, 
the heave during heating in the second cycle was larger than that during first cycle, and it 
indicted the same trend to the study in this paper. At the end of the third cycle, the settlement 
was 0.34% D, 0.43% D, 0.56% D for U- shaped, spiral, and W- shaped respectively. 
Although the settlement was small, it should be paid attention to for the cumulative 
settlement affecting the safety of structure. 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. In this test condition, during heating, the heave under no load was 143% of that under a 

vertical load. However, the settlement under no load was only 64% of that under vertical 
load, and the mechanical load contributed to the settlement during cooling. 

2. The curve slope of thermal strain for different heat exchange piles was similar in each 
figure. Thermal strain of W-shaped type pile was higher than other two piles.  

3. The cumulative settlement will be observed after each cycle. And the heave induced by 
heating and settlement induced by cooling was larger in the subsequent cycle than that in 
the prior cycle. 
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A NEW ALTERNATIVE ALL-WEATHER EARTHEN LANDFILL 
COVER SYSTEM 
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INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

The main purposes of a landfill cover system are to minimize water infiltration and to 
reduce landfill gas emissions and hence reduce excessive leachate production and air 
pollution, respectively. One possible way to prevent rainfall infiltration into a landfill is to 
use a two-layer earthen cover with capillary barrier effects (CCBEs). A CCBE basically 
consists of two earthen layers, i.e., a layer of fine-grained soil overlying a layer of coarse-
grained soil. This type of earthen CCBE has been used in semi-arid and arid regions 
satisfactorily. However, the two-layer CCBE cover is not designed for reducing water 
infiltration in humid climates and minimizing gas emission in arid and semi-arid regions. 
Evaporation in arid and semi-arid climates can lead to substantial water loss in the fine-
grained layer of a CCBE and hence causes significant increase in gas permeability which 
renders it as an ineffective gas barrier. As a result, a new three-layer earthen cover system is 
proposed for minimizing rainfall infiltration and also landfill gas emission under all-weather 
conditions. The feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed earthen cover system are 
investigated through theoretical examination and physical modelling (e.g., one-dimensional 
(1D) soil column and two-dimensional (2D) large flume tests). In addition, a full-scale field 
trial is being constructed and conducted. 

 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

This new system is based on the theory of unsaturated soil 
mechanics (Ng and Menzies, 2007). It consists of a clay, a 
coarse-grained layer (i.e., gravelly sand) and a fine-grained layer 
(i.e., silt), compacted successively from the bottom to the top of 
the system (Ng et al., 2015a). Figure 1 shows a schematic 
diagram illustrating the water permeability function of each soil 
layer of this three-layer soil system. When soil suction in the 
cover is larger than S1 (i.e., representing semi-arid or arid 
climates), water permeability of silt is much higher than gravelly 
sand. Infiltrated water stores in the silt layer (unsaturated), which 
can minimize desiccation cracks in the bottom clay layer. If soil 
suction in the cover is less than S1 (i.e., humid climates), water 
permeability of gravelly sand is higher than silt. Water can 
infiltrate into the gravelly sand layer. At this point, the clay layer 
can prevent the infiltrated water from percolating to the wastes. 
This gravelly sand serves as a drainage layer in a sloping cover. 

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram illustrating the 
relationship between gas flow rate and landfill gas pressure of 
each soil layer. When landfill gas pressure is less than A, landfill 
gas cannot permeate the bottom clay layer. Since the limiting gas 
breakthrough pressure of clay is larger than typical landfill gas 
pressure, landfill gas cannot breakthrough the clay. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Schematic diagram 
showing the water 
permeability functions (after 
Ng et al., 2015a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram 
showing the relationship of 
applied gas pressure and gas 
flow rate (after Ng et al., 
2015a)  
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KEY RESULTS  
 

Figure 3 shows the measured profile of 
volumetric water content along soil depth for a 2D 
water infiltration test in a 3 m long, 1.5 m tall and 1 
m wide flume (Ng et al., 2015b). After 0.5 hours into 
a 4-hour rainfall event having an equivalent return 
period of 100 years in humid climatic regions such 
as Hong Kong, water breakthrough occurred in the 
upper CCBE. This is evidenced by the increase in 
volumetric water content in the gravelly sand layer. 
After water breakthrough of the upper CCBE, 
negligible changes in volumetric water content were 
measured in the clay layer. Percolation in the clay 
layer remained zero for the entire duration of the 4-
hour rainfall (100 year return period). More details 
of experimental results are given by (Ng et al., 
2015b; Ng et al., 2015c) 

Figure 4 shows the relationship between gas 
emission rate and gas pressure at three different 
degrees of saturation with thickness of 0.4 m. 
Comparisons between the three curves clearly reveal 
that at the same gas pressure, gas emission rate is 
significantly lower at higher degree of saturation. 
According to the Australian guideline, methane 
emission rate in a landfill should be less than 63 
ml/m2/min (Carbon Farming Initiative, 2013). To 
meet this requirement, a clay layer with thickness of 
0.4 m at the degree of saturation of 40% (i.e., semi-
arid regions) is only sufficient if the gas pressure is 
less than 5 kPa (Ng et al., 2015d).  A possible solution to this problem is to increase the 
thickness of clay layer. Detailed experimental and numerical studies are given in Ng et al., 
(2015d). 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Based on the 2D water infiltration experiment, water breakthrough of the two upper 

layers occurred after a 4-hour intensive rainfall event having an equivalent rainfall return 
period of 100 years. After water breakthrough in the top two layers, percolation was 
prevented by the bottom clay for the entire duration of the intensive rainfall. 

2. One-dimensional gas emission test results reveal that a 0.4 m thick clay at the degree of 
saturation of 40% (i.e., semi-arid regions) may be sufficient to satisfy the requirement set 
by the Australian guideline (Carbon Farming Initiative, 2013) when landfill gas pressure 
is 5 kPa or less. However, further work is needed to allow for the possibility of cracking 
induced in the bottom clay layer due to differential settlement of landfill materials.  
 

FUTURE WORK 
 

In order to further verify the newly proposed three-layer earthen cover system, a full-scale 
field trial is being constructed and conducted. The main objectives of this field study are to 

Figure 4: Measured gas emission rates at 
different degrees of saturation (H = 0.4 m) 
(after Ng et al., 2015d) 
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validate the proposed earth cover system under 
natural and extreme climatic conditions. Figure 
5 shows the overview of the proposed field test 
in the XiaPing landfill. The field test is being 
conducted on a sloping ground (15 m wide, 20 
m long and 30º sloping angle), including a flat 
ground on top (20 m x 15 m). Figure 6 shows a 
typical cross-section of the instrumented flat 
ground. Instrumentation includes tensiometers, 
moisture probes, gas pressure sensors and gas 
concentration sensors to monitor the variations 
of pore-water pressure, water content, pore-
gas pressure and gas composition with depth, 
respectively. Lysimeters were also installed 
at the interface between the lowest layer and 
waste to measure any percolation that occurs 
during the test. In addition, atmospheric 
parameters such as net radiation, relative 
humidity, air temperature, wind speed and 
hourly rainfall are also monitored. The field 
trial is expected to be completed by July 
2016.  
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Figure 5: Overview of the XiaPing landfill 
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INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 
 

To prolong the longevity of imminent depletion of fossil fuel, it is necessary to reduce the 
consumption rate of energy. One possible way to reduce energy consumption is via energy 
pile. Energy pile can save energy required for space heating and cooling by up to 75%, and 
considering that 25% of the world’s energy is dedicated for this need (Patel & Bull, 2011). 
Thus, the potential energy saving is substantial. Although energy pile has gained popularity 
and widely implemented in some countries like Europe and Japan, some technical 
uncertainties in energy pile performance remain, resulting in the lack of application of it in 
other countries. This is because the pile and surrounding soil experience cyclic temperature 
variations during energy pile operation, leading to complex thermo-mechanical interaction at 
the pile-soil interface. Changes in pile capacity, as well as additional heave and settlement 
can potentially occur.  

To investigate the performance of energy pile, three series of centrifuge model tests of 
energy piles have been carried out at HKUST. By subjecting a model to an enhanced 
centripetal acceleration (Ng, where N is the gravitational force multiplier), a prototype 
problem can be modelled N times smaller while maintaining the correct stress state 
approximately. In addition, time for heat conduction can be modelled N2 times faster; 
meaning that energy piles problem can be simulated much cheaper and quicker via 
centrifuge. 

The first series of centrifuge tests (Ng et al. 2015a) is dedicated to study the effect of 
heating on replacement energy pile ultimate capacity. One reference pile, and two energy 
piles of diameter (D) 22 mm (0.88 m in prototype) were embedded in saturated medium 
dense Toyoura Sand to a depth of 490 mm (19.6 m in prototype). One energy pile was heated 
to 37 °C, and the second to 52 °C, all piles were then loaded to failure. The second series (Ng 
et al. 2014) is dedicated to study the serviceability of replacement energy piles subjected 
thermal cyclic loading in clay. Two energy piles with the same diameter were embedded in 
saturated lightly and medium overconsolidated Kaolin clay to a depth of 420 mm. Each 
energy pile was subjected to a working load (FoS = 2.5) followed by five thermal cycles with 
temperature amplitude of 15 °C (7 ~ 37 °C). In the third series (Ng et al. 2015b), comparative 
tests were carried out to investigate the difference between working replacement and 
displacement energy piles subjected to thermal cyclic loading in saturated medium dense 
Toyoura sand. The replacement pile follows the same loading path as the test in Kaolin clay. 
As for the displacement pile, the pile was initially installed 3D shallower than the 
replacement pile in 1g condition. Thereafter, the pile was jacked in to the same depth as 
replacement pile in high g condition to simulate displacement pile. The pile was then 
unloaded to the same working load as replacement pile, followed by the same thermal cycles. 

  
KEY RESULTS 
 

Figure 1 shows the measured load-settlement curves from the first series of replacement 
pile tests in sand. The observed pile-load settlement characteristics from all piles are very 
similar to 2% D displacement. However, noticeable difference among the piles can be seen 
upon further mechanical loading, with the energy pile with highest temperature, (EP-S2-
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52 °C) showing highest capacity. 
At 10% D failure criterion, EP-S1 
and EP-S2 have gained additional 
19% and 42% pile capacity 
respective to EP-R. The increase in 
pile capacity is mainly caused by 
increase in horizontal stress when 
energy pile expands radially. 
Further tests at appropriate low 
temperatures will be carried out to 
investigate cooling effects on the 
pile capacity.  

Figure 2 shows the measured 
pile settlement under working load 
over time from the second and 
third series of serviceability tests. 
For the initial heating phase, all 
three replacement piles show 
similar heave, corresponding to the 
elastic thermal expansion of the 
model pile. However, when the 
heating is maintained, each pile 
settles by different amounts.  This 
is likely caused by the thermal 
contraction of sand and clay 
(Kosar, 1983 & Cekerevac and 
Laloui, 2006). Upon cooling, 
further settlement occurs which is 
attributed by loss of shaft 
resistance when pile radially 
contracts, in addition to thermal 
contraction. Subsequent thermal 
cycles cause ratcheting settlement 
but at a reducing rate.  In contrast, 
the displacement energy pile (i.e., 
EP-D-sand) behaved very 
differently. The displacement pile heaves more than those of the three replacement pile 
during the initial heating phase. Subsequent thermal cycles do not cause settlement but 
further heaving. This is likely caused by densification effects on adjacent soil when pile was 
jacked in. It is well-known that sand with higher relative density is prone to be more dilative.  
Furthermore, it is plausible that particle crushing occurred at the soil-pile interface due to the 
pile driving (Yang et al., 2010). The particle crushing cause the uniformly-graded sand to 
become well-graded, allowing a more well-packed structure to form, i.e. reduction of emin. At 
this state, further thermal-induced shearing of soil, due to axial elongation (or shortening) and 
expansion (or contraction) in the radial direction of pile, experiences strong dilative respond 
at the soil-pile interface, resulting in cumulative heaving of the pile gently. It is evident that 
soil density (i.e., pile construction method: replacement versus displacement piles) has 
determining effects on the serviceability of energy piles in sand.  
 
 

 
Figure 2: Normalized pile load settlement curves at various 
temperatures 

 
Figure 1: Normalized pile head displacement under constant 
mechanical working load over thermal cycles 
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CONCLUSIONS 
    

Temperature has significant effects on pile behaviour, in terms of the ultimate capacity as 
well as the serviceability limit state. It is especially critical in the serviceability as 
replacement energy piles are shown to experience ratcheting pile settlements in both clay 
and sand, which could reach unacceptable settlement limit. On the contrary, only cumulative 
pile heave is observed for displacement energy pile. This implies that soil density (or pile 
construction method) has determining effects on the serviceability of energy piles in sand. 
Design has to take into account the temperature effects on energy pile supported structures.  
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INTRODUCTION  
 

Geo-storage is a critical component in a sustainable energy system. Energy geo-storage 
enhances conventional power generation and optimizes the use of renewable energy sources 
by addressing the intrinsic fluctuations and time mismatch between energy demand and 
renewable sources. On the other hand, the geo-storage of energy waste -such as CO2 and 
nuclear waste- is required to reduce the environmental impact of energy consumption. 
 
ENERGY STORAGE  

 
 Increasing energy demand, the mismatch between generation and load, and the growing 

use of renewable energy accentuate the need for energy storage.  Energy geo-storage 
alternatives depend on the quality of the surplus energy.  

In terms of power and energy capacity, mechanical energy storage, such as compressed air 
and pumped hydro, is suitable for large scale power systems since it has a lower levelized 
annual cost for high discharge times compared to batteries, flywheels, and electric storage 
systems. Compressed air energy storage system uses less volume than an equivalent pumped 
hydro storage system because higher energy density can be achieved in compressed air than 
in elevated water under typical conditions.  In addition, the underground space of compressed 
air energy storage has a lower environmental impact than surface water impoundment.  

Thermal energy storage either as sensible or latent heat is recommended when the 
available surplus energy is heat.  These systems can be coupled with solar water/air heating 
systems.  Under volume restrictions, latent heat systems are preferred because of their higher 
energy densities in the range of working temperatures. Although thermal heat storage can 
reach higher energy densities, energy recovery is limited by the Carnot efficiency. 

Energy geostorage requires proper understanding of material behaviour and the 
development of innovative geotechnical solutions for optimal long-term operation. Issues 
range from geomaterial response to repetitive loading (including thermal, chemical, 
saturation and stress cycles), coupled processes, localization (strains as well as fluid flow), 
spatial variability and scale effects, and engineered geomaterials among others. 
 
ENERGY WASTE GEO-STORAGE: CO2  

 
Carbon geological sequestration emerges as an important alternative to mitigate global 

warming in a C-economy dependent on fossil fuels. The injection of supercritical CO2 
triggers mineral dissolution and changes in interparticle forces (electrical and capillary). 

CO2 enters supercritical state at temperature and pressure conditions that correspond to 
reservoir depths in excess of ~800m (T>304.1K and P>7.38MPa). The solubility of 
supercritical CO2 in water can reach 1~2 moles/L. In the presence of CO2, water with 
hydrogen ions H+ and aqueous carbon dioxide CO2(aq) acidifies to pH~3, and prompts 
mineral dissolution. The evolution of reactive fluid flow depends on mineral reactivity, 
advection and diffusion.  

Shales may serve as seal layers to retain pressurized and buoyant CO2. Clay minerals 
determine the response of shale seals. Fine-grained clay fabrics have small pore size and can 
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resist the pressure difference between the saturating water and the buoyant CO2 pool. 
However, clayey sediments are susceptible to electrical and capillary forces. Sedimentation 
experiments show that both montmorillonite and kaolinite aggregate when submerged in CO2 
and the final porosity in CO2 is smaller than in brine. In agreement with experimental 
observations, the analysis of inter-particle forces shows a decrease in electrical repulsion and 
an increase in electrical attraction. In particular, Lifschitz theory predicts a three-fold increase 
in the Hamaker constant from clay-water-clay to clay-CO2-clay systems.  

Interfacial tension brings about capillary forces in water-CO2-mineral systems. Gradually, 
water dissolves into the CO2 and suction increases in the seal layer. 

The change in electrical forces and the emergence of capillary effects anticipates volume 
contraction following the injection of CO2 in initially water-saturated formations. Electrical 
and capillary effects anticipate complex chemo-hydro-mechanical coupled processes. In 
particular, positive feedback mechanisms can alter CO2 injectability into the reservoir and 
degrade the caprock seal capacity. 
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Figure 1: Map of Ratio of Capacity to Demand of 
Westminster for Heating and Cooling (Scenario 2: 
Around Buildings) 

SHALLOW GEOTHERMAL ENERGY AT CITY SCALE 
 

K. Soga, Y. Zhang, and R. Choudhary 
University of Cambridge, UK 

 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

In the UK, nearly half of the energy is used to produce heat. As a significantly important 
sector of energy demand, it is deemed that 12% of space heating demand must be generated 
from renewable energy sources by 2020, which is a sharp increase from around 2% currently. 
In order to achieve this, a large-scale renewable energy network for heating should be 
developed to contribute to net-zero energy districts, security of energy supplies, and meeting 
the renewable energy targets. Geothermal energy is an efficient low carbon solution for the 
heating and cooling of buildings. For many megacities, the amount of energy that can be 
stored in the urban local subsurface is greater than their annual heating and cooling demands. 

The ground source heat pump (GSHP) is a shallow geothermal technology that provides 
heating and cooling for buildings. GSHP systems can be operated anywhere, including in 
countries that are not actively volcanic. Among the types of GSHP available, vertical closed-
loop GSHP systems are more suitable to be widely installed in cities and urban areas because 
they require a small land area, can be used with a wide range of building types, have higher 
system efficiency, and can be also operated in a stable environment. The GSHP system has 
been used increasingly in recent years, but its application has been generally limited to single 
buildings. If the ground source energy systems are to be employed to provide space heating 
and cooling at a much wider scale, a low carbon city can be developed. To achieve such an 
ambitious scaling-up of the technology, it is necessary to examine the capacity of GSHP 
system applications at city scale. There is currently no study to investigate the use of GSHP 
system planning at city scale, but there are only a few studies on the determination of heat 
potential of shallow geothermal energy on large scales. 

In this study, a city-scale simulation tool was developed to examine the geothermal energy 
potential at a certain city and to identify how many GSHP systems can be installed in 
contributing to the heating and 
cooling demand of buildings and 
infrastructures at the city scale. 
This simulation tool showed a 
good performance by testing with 
case studies. In the case study of 
Westminster, two scenarios for 
borehole installations (‘under 
buildings’ and ‘around buildings’) 
were considered, and both cases 
of ‘Heating only’ and ‘Heating 
and Cooling’ were estimated. 
According to the results, a large 
proportion of buildings can install 
enough boreholes to support their 
own heating demands. Compared 
with the case of ‘Heating Only’, 
there are slightly fewer buildings 
that can get fully satisfied in the 
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case of ‘Heating and Cooling’. Although majority of buildings use natural gas, a quarter of 
CO2 emissions can be saved by bringing in the GSHP systems. In terms of thermal balance 
analysis, around 20%-25% of the total buildings in Westminster can get thermal balance by 
its own energy demands with GSHP systems, the rest have to consume more electricity to 
achieve absolute thermal balance underground. The district sharing is suggested to be an 
effective solution to achieve thermal balance without causing unnecessary CO2 emissions. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

The related parametric studies were conducted to provide a better decision making on the 
value selection for the input parameters. The influences of demand estimation methods and 
the difference in the COP between design and operation were considered. In terms of the 
demand estimation methods, the annual and monthly estimations provide similar results, and 
the hourly estimation leads to a comparatively lower capacity to demand (C/D) ratio. It is 
suggested to consider the capital cost, C/D ratio distribution and also the building load as a 
whole to produce a wise design choice. In terms of the difference in COP, the annual 
electricity cost change from design to operation is mainly concentrated within the range from 
£0 to £2 per unit floor area (m2), with the largest portion being from £0 to £1 per unit floor 
area (m2). 

The district sharing is suggested to improve the thermal balance and the overall GSHP 
capacity at city scale. The related district planning parameters, the borehole length and the 
district size, were considered for the parametric analysis on the C/D ratio distribution. In 
terms of the borehole length, it is suggested that 150 m is the most suitable borehole length 
among these three options for planning at city scale in the city of Westminster. In terms of the 
district size, compared to increasing the district size further, taking a district size of 50 m by 
50 m and using supplementary energy sources for unsatisfied districts is considered to be 
more cost-effective. 
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RECENT ADVANCES IN DEEP WATER PIPELINE GEOTECHNICS 
 

L.Z. Wang 
Zhejiang University, China 

 
INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY, RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS  
 

With the gradual depletion of fossil production in shallow waters, the rapidly increasing 
global demand for energy has been driving extraction of hydrocarbons from deep waters 
(water depth exceeding 1000 m). The hydrocarbons are commonly transported through a steel 
pipe, which rests on very soft seabed at one end and is connected to a floating production 
platform (such as a vessel) at the other end.  

Throughout the lifetime of the pipeline, significant damage may be developed due to 
laying of the pipe. During the subsequent long-term operation of the as-laid pipeline, it is 
repeatedly loaded by the floating platform and underwater current, leading to cyclic seabed-
pipe interaction in the touchdown zone (see Figure 1) and further accumulation of fatigue 
damage in the pipeline. The pipeline in operation is susceptible to lateral/upheaval buckling 
or walking, due to significant temperature change and high pressure inside the pipe during the 
transportation of the hydrocarbons. Another challenge facing safety design is concerned with 
pipelines resting on uneven seabed. Under this circumstance, flow turbulence and instability 
is likely to occur around the freely spanned portion of the pipe, causing scour under the 
suspended pipeline. This will enlarge the free span of the pipeline and increase the potential 
of vortex-induced vibration of the suspended structure. 

This paper summarises the author’s recent work to advance the four afore-mentioned 
issues regarding deep water pipeline geotechnics: (i) performance of pipeline during laying; 
(ii) cyclic pipe-soil interaction in the touchdown zone; (iii) pipe buckling due to thermal 
expansion; (iv) scour under a suspended pipeline. 

 

(1) Pipeline laying

(2) Cyclic pipe-soil  
interaction

(3) Buckling due to 
thermal expansion

(4) Scour under a   
suspended pipeline

Catenary zone Touchdown zone Surface zone Suspended zone
 

Figure 1: Major challenges facing pipelines in deep water 
 

To predict deformation and bending stress induced by pipe laying, analytical and 
numerical solutions are proposed for S-lay and J-lay, which are commonly adopted while 
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laying pipelines in deep water. Major influence factors affecting the performance of pipeline 
during laying are considered in the analytical solutions, i.e., characteristics of the current, 
mechanical properties of the seabed and self-weight of the pipeline. To verify the newly 
proposed analytical solutions, large-scaled model tests simulating pipe laying are also carried 
out. It is found that when there is a strong current, smaller bending stress is induced by S-lay 
as compared to J-lay. The test results also show that ‘touchdown factor’ and ‘dynamic lay 
factor’ recommended by the API code are not suitable for predicting pipe embedment due to 
laying. The newly developed analytical solutions provide an effective way to calculate 
laying-induced deformation profile and embedment of the pipe, which are two important 
inputs for analysing the subsequent cyclic response of the as-laid pipeline in deep water.  

With the aim to investigate the performance of an as-laid pipeline subjected to 
hydrodynamic loadings, large scaled model tests are carried out using a novel bi-axis cyclic 
loading system, to simulate vertical and horizontal cycling of an as-laid pipeline resting on 
soft clay. The cyclic loadings applied in the model tests are realistically estimated by a 
marine dynamic programme (i.e., OrcaFlex), which is able to simulate platform-pipeline-
seabed interaction and cyclic degradation of the seabed. It is found that vertical cycling may 
result in an increase of pipe embedment depth and bending moment by 60 and 31%, 
respectively. This implies that the fatigue life of the pipeline should have been shortened with 
the increasing cyclic bending moment, as a result of the softened seabed. On the other hand, 
much smaller variations of pipe embedment depth and bending moment are resulted from 
horizontal cycling, than vertical cycling.  

In addition to laying-induced damage and the subsequent cyclic fatigue of an as-laid 
pipeline (due to hydrodynamic loadings), thermal buckling is another factor which could 
damage a pipeline. To access the buckling potential of a thermally loaded pipe, analytical 
solutions are proposed for pipelines susceptible to upheaval and lateral buckling, respectively. 
With the new solutions, systematic parametric studies are carried out to investigate and 
quantify the effects of material nonlinearity and initial geometric imperfection of pipeline, 
and undrained shear strength of clayey seabed on thermal bulking. Calculation charts are also 
developed for estimating critical axial load and temperature rise at any given triggering force. 

To assess the potential of vortex-induced vibration in a suspended pipeline, sour under the 
free spanned portion of the pipe is firstly investigated. This is achieved by developing an 
integrated numerical model, which considers multi-fields coupling between the current flow, 
the pipeline and the porous plastic seabed. In the numerical analyses, the SST (Shear-Stress 
Transport) turbulence model is adopted to simulate the vertex shedding process around the 
pipeline. The soil model adopted in the analysis is able to capture both oscillatory and 
residual pore water pressures due to shearing. The traditional dimensionless Shields number 
is improved by considering the contributions of seepage forces to the incipient motion of 
sediment particles. Based on the newly developed numerical model, systematic parametric 
studies are carried out to investigate the effects of permeability, degree of saturation and 
shear stiffness on sediment mobility of the sandy seabed. It is revealed that mobility of the 
sandy seabed, which governs the initiation of scour, is most significantly affected by 
permeability, followed by shear stiffness and degree of saturation of the seabed. 
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Figure 1: Change of volumetric water content profiles 

        
Figure 2: Comparison of gas permeability versus 
saturation degree curve between laboratory and field study 

PERFORMANCE OF A COMPACTED LOESS/GRAVEL COVER AS A 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 
In the northwest of China, loess is widely distributed, and the climate is mainly arid and 

semiarid. The use of loess as an alternative earthen final cover material is promising. 
However, the understanding on the performance of a compacted loess final cover is far from 
adequate, especially for its performance of limiting landfill gas (LFG) emission. A multi-
scale study program has been established to investigate the performance of loess final covers 
for MSW landfills in northwest China. Soil element tests were performed in lab to measure 
water retention curves, water and gas permeability of re-compacted loess. Water infiltration 
tests and gas permeation tests were carried out on loess soil columns to investigate the water-
air coupled flow behavior. A loess final cover testing facility with an area of 600 m2 was 
constructed at the Xi’an landfill of MSWs, rainfall simulation tests and gas injection tests 
were carried out to measure the in-situ water and gas permeability of the loess. The testing 
facility was well instrumented for long-term monitoring of the performance of the loess final 
cover for limiting both water percolation and LFG emission. It was the first testing facility 
established in China for studying the performance of an earthen final cover. The results from 
the extreme rainfall simulation 
test on the full-scale facility 
demonstrated that the capillary 
barrier effect at the loess/gravel 
interface resulted in an increase 
in water storage capacity by 55% 
as compared with that of a 
monolithic cover with the same 
loess thickness (Figure 1). The 
increase in water storage results 
in a decrease in the gas 
permeability of the loess layer by 
one order, which is favorable for 
LFG emission control. Figure 2 
shows that the field 
measurements of gas 
permeability were about one 
order of magnitude greater than 
the In the northwest of China, 
loess is widely distributed, and 
the climate is mainly arid and 
semiarid. The use of loess as an 
alternative earthen final cover 
material is promising. However, 
the understanding on the 
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performance of a compacted loess final cover is far from adequate, especially for its 
performance of limiting landfill gas (LFG) emission. A multi-scale study program has been 
established to investigate the performance of loess final covers for MSW landfills in 
northwest China. Soil element tests were performed in lab to measure water retention curves, 
water and gas permeability of re-compacted loess. Water infiltration tests and gas permeation 
tests were carried out on loess soil columns to investigate the water-air coupled flow 
behavior. A loess final cover testing facility with an area of 600 m2 was constructed at the 
Xi’an landfill of MSWs, rainfall simulation tests and gas injection tests were carried out to 
measure the in-situ water and gas permeability of the loess. The testing facility was well 
instrumented for long-term monitoring of the performance of the loess final cover for limiting 
both water percolation and LFG emission. It was the first testing facility established in China 
for studying the performance of an earthen final cover. The results from the extreme rainfall 
simulation test on the full-scale facility demonstrated that the capillary barrier effect at the 
loess/gravel interface resulted in an increase in water storage capacity by 55% as compared 
with that of a monolithic cover with the same loess thickness (Figure 1). The increase in 
water storage results in a decrease in the gas permeability of the loess layer by one order, 
which is favorable for LFG emission control. Figure 2 shows that the field measurements of 
gas permeability were about one order of magnitude greater than the laboratory 
measurements because that the compacted loess in the field consisted of more clods, being 
relatively non-uniform. Numerical simulation was performed to evaluate the performance of 
the loess/grave cover as a capillary barrier and LFG emission controller. The results from 
numerical simulation indicated that the compacted clayey loess (1.3 m) underlain by a gravel 
layer (0.3m) performs well at limiting water percolation. The predicted annual percolation of 
water was close to zero in the wettest year of Xi’an in between 1960 and 2010. The good 
performance was attributed to the enhanced water storage capacity and the intense 
evaporation and evapotranspiration in the wet summer season. The predicted annual LFG 
emission in the driest year of Xi’an was likely to be greater than the limit of Australian 
standard. The excessive LFG emission could be drawn down by LFG extraction at the gravel 
layer, which has high gas permeability.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The compacted clayey loess (1.3 m) underlain by a gravel layer (0.3m) performs well at 

limiting water percolation in Xi’an with a semi-humid monsoon climate condition. The 
capillary barrier effect at the loess/gravel interface resulted in an increase in water storage 
capacity by 55% as compared with that of a monolithic cover with the same thickness of 
loess. The intense evaporation and evapotranspiration from the cover in the wet summer 
season are favorable for the hydrological performance. 

2. The field measurements of gas permeability were about one order of magnitude greater 
than the laboratory measurements. The predicted annual LFG emission from the 
compacted loess final cover in the driest year of Xi’an was likely to be greater than the 
limiting value suggested by the Australian standard. The excessive LFG emission could 
be drawn down by controlling the gas pressure under the final cover via active collection 
of LFG. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS 
 

Shallow geothermal energy makes an important contribution to the supply renewable 
energy for heating and cooling spaces with significantly low CO2 emission rates. Classical 
absorber systems to access the available geothermal energy in the ground are borehole heat 
exchangers (BHE), which typically consist of HDPE pipes (i.e., loops) embedded in vertical 
boreholes. Heat is exchanged between the ground and a building area through the circulating 
fluid in the pipes via a ground source heat pump. The application of thermal activation of 
foundation elements with a dual purpose (structural and thermal) such as piles or diaphragm 
walls has recently become more widespread (Eicker and Thumm, 2012). Tunnels can also be 
used as a potential heat exchanger with a high degree of contact with the subsoil; however, 
worldwide only 6 tunnels use this technology (Frodl et al., 2010; Islam et al., 2006; Lee et 
al., 2012; Markiewicz, 2004; Schneider, 2013; Zhang et al., 2013). 

Geothermal tunnels can be assigned to duo-hybrid systems, where in addition to the heat 
exchanged with the surrounding soil, the geothermal structures also exchanges heat with the 
air inside the tunnels. Depending on the depth of the tunnel beneath the ground surface, the 
heat extraction rate benefits not only 
from the seasonal subsoil 
temperatures fluctuations (at shallow 
depths) but also by the highly 
unsteady air temperature inside the 
tunnel. In all cases, the heat 
extraction rate is influenced by the 
thermal properties of the ground, far 
field ground temperature, presence 
of groundwater (and groundwater 
movement), geometrical arrangement   
of   the   HDPE   pipes   and spacing 
between heat exchangers (e.g. 
tunnels, BHEs). Figure 1 gives and 
overview of the boundary conditions 
under which geothermal heat is 
extracted by geothermal tunnels 
and BHEs. 

Tunnel sections of the Tunnel Jenbach, Austria, and the Tunnel Stuttgart-Fasanenhof, 
Germany are geothermally activated and equipped with sophisticated measurement devices. 
Since 2011 they have provided reliable temperature data of the underground, the tunnel 
lining and the tunnel air. Together with parameters of the primary, secondary and heat pump 
cycles, this is a good basis for understanding the system of subsoil, absorber and tunnel 
interaction. 

To properly simulate heat transfer in geothermal tunnels, BHEs and the surrounding 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Overview of boundary conditions for 
geothermal heat extraction 
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ground, a calibrated, validated 3D numerical model based on fundamental principles has been 
implemented using finite element methods. The governing equations for fluid flow and heat 
transfer are coupled numerically within the finite element package COMSOL Multiphysics to 
evaluate the thermal performance of geothermal tunnels and BHEs (Bidarmaghz, 2014). 
Heat transfer is modelled by conduction and convection in the ground due to the ground 
water flow existence. 

Pure conduction occurs in the HDPE pipe wall, grouted BHEs and partially in the 
carrier fluid (water). Heat convection dominates in the carrier fluid circulating in the pipes. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
An extensive monitoring of a geothermal tunnel has been taking place since 2011. To 

obtain a better understanding of the potential interference between geothermal tunnels and 
BHEs in their proximity, a new numerical model is proposed. This model will provide 
insights into the heat transfer mechanisms and the amount of energy obtained from the 
ground, including quantifying the effects of geothermal tunnel-BHEs thermal interference. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Heating and air conditioning for public and residential buildings have become a large 
demand in social energy consumption. For energy-saving and emission-reduction, ground 
source heat pump (GSHP) system utilizing geothermal energy was innovated and has been 
applied in more and more countries. GSHP systems circulate a fluid between the heat pump 
and heat exchange elements in the ground. Energy piles utilize pile foundation as heat 
exchange elements for GSHP systems to reduce installation cost. Energy pile serves as an 
integral support to the super-structure as well as a heat exchanger for heating and cooling the 
structure. Although energy piles have been implemented in many countries, the performance 
and mechanism of energy piles have not been comprehensively studied. 

Previous field studies on energy pile pay more attention on the performance of single 
energy pile. In this study, two pre-stressed concrete pipe piles installed with water pipe loops 
inside were tested in the field as energy piles. Heating water was circulated in the water pipes 
of the energy piles to a pool with a water pump. Vibrating-wire stress gauges and temperature 
sensors were installed inside one energy pile at depths of 0.2 m, 2.7 m, 5.2 m, 7.7 m and 
10.2 m. The performance of the instrumented energy pile during heating was investigated.  

Figure 1 shows the variations of temperature distribution along depth inside the 
instrumented energy pile during heating of single pile and two piles. Before heating, the 
temperature inside the pile decreases with depth. The temperatures at 0.2 m and 10.2 m are 
about 30 °C and 25 °C, respectively. During heating, the temperature at each depth increases 
with heating duration but at reduced rates. After heating of single pile for 48 hours, the 
variation of temperature with depth becomes less significant. The average temperature 
increment of the pile is about 28 °C. On the other hand, the average temperature increment of 
the instrumented pile is only about 15 °C after heating of two piles for 48 hours. This is 
because the total amount of heating energy is limited by the power of heaters.  
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(a) Heating of single pile                                                 (b) Heating of two piles 

Figure 1: Variations of temperature distribution inside energy pile during heating 
 

Figure 2 shows the variations of shaft resistance distribution along the instrumented 
energy pile during heating of single pile and two piles. At beginning of heating of single pile, 
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the shaft resistance of the pile above 7.7 m depth shows negative skin friction and decreases 
with depth. Below 7.7 m depth, the shaft resistance becomes positive and increases with 
depth. During heating, the magnitude of negative shaft resistance above 7.7 m depth increases 
with temperature increase. Similarly, the positive shaft resistance below 7.7 m depth also 
increases with temperature increase. The shaft resistance at 7.7 m depth changes from 
positive to negative. This implies that the neutral plane shift from above 7.7 m to below 7.7 m 
depth due to heating. This observation is consistent with that from centrifuge modelling tests 
by Ng et al. (2015). During heating of two piles, the magnitude of negative shaft resistance 
above 2.7 m depth and the magnitude of positive shaft resistance below 7.7 m both increase 
with temperature increase. The shaft resistance between 2.7 m and 7.7 m almost has no 
change, because the temperature increment is not significant.  
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    (a) Heating of single pile                                                  (b) Heating of two piles 
Figure 2: Variations of shaft resistance distribution during heating 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Two pre-stressed concrete pipe piles installed with water pipe loops inside were tested in 

the field as energy piles. Heating water inside the water pipes was circulated for heating 
of energy piles. Vibrating-wire stress gauges and temperature sensors were installed 
inside one energy pile at different depths to investigate the performance of energy pile. 
The temperature increments inside energy pile due to heating of single pile and two piles 
are about 28 °C and 15 °C, respectively, due to the limit of total amount of heating energy. 

2. The shaft resistance at 7.7 m depth changes from positive to negative during heating of 
single pile. This implies that the neutral plane shift from above 7.7 m to below 7.7 m 
depth due to heating. The magnitude of shaft resistance increases with temperature during 
heating of two piles, but the increment is not significant. 
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ABSTRACT  
 

The study of gas capture and storage aims to relief the global climate warming which 
brings from carbon dioxide (CO2) and other gases. The objective of this study was to 
investigate coal’s performance for storing CO2 gas molecules in the form of CO2 hydrates 
when the in-situ hydrates-forming method is applied with the use of promoters. Sodium 
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and pressure augmentation were adopted as a promoter for the hydrate 
formation in coal. The use of SDS considerably increased the rate of hydrates-forming 
reaction in coal. The calculated rates of the reaction in the presence of SDS reached 
143.70 cm3/min at 3 MPa and 50% of the maximum storage capacity was attained within 2 
hours. Pressure also controlled the final gas storage capacity of coal. The maximum gas 
storage capacity of coal under 3 MPa was 188.65 volume of CO2 gas at standard temperature 
(273.15 K) and pressure (100 kPa) condition per unit volume of coal, comparing to 136.30 
under 2.3 MPa. 
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ABSTRACT  
 

Geothermal is an alternative energy resource for engineering needs. The deep geothermal 
energy can be used to supply the power plants and the shallow geothermal energy can support 
the cooling and heating systems for houses and commercial buildings. Moreover, the 
geothermal energy can also be introduced in snow melting purposes due to the constant 
temperature distribution in subsurface below 30-foot depth. The technique is to utilize the 
geothermal energy to melt snow on the pavement. Several advantages of applying this 
technique can be observed such as the improvement of road maintenance, increase the road 
safety in winter, lower the CO2 emission and the resource is sustainable and free. A few 
examples have been demonstrated in some countries such as USA, Japan and Switzerland. 
The snow melting design using the renewable energy is absolutely beneficial to the cold 
regions. To assess the feasibility of the snow melting system in cold regions, this research 
presents a case study of snow melting system design for the airport runway pavement in the 
USA. This feasibility study includes a review of design criteria and the snow melting 
mathematical model. The intrinsic factors such as the weather conditions and the properties 
of geomaterials are considered. Additionally, the extrinsic factors such as the subsurface heat 
transfer mechanism and concrete pavement are also characterized. The advantages of using 
geothermal snow melting system in cold region are presented. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Shallow geothermal energy has been exploited by means of Ground Source Heat Pump 
(GSHP) in connection with existing foundations such as piles, tunnels and underground 
structure (e.g. Brandl, 2006). Generally, in temperate countries, the natural ground 
temperature is used as a heat source for heating building in winter, and for cooling building in 
summer. In Bangkok area, where pile foundations are commonly used, there is a potential for 
utilization of energy piles for cooling building during hot season as well as water heating 
system during cool months, hence potential cost-savings for air-conditioning system and 
additional benefit of reducing heat-island phenomena in the city. The efficiency of the GSHP 
system depends on ground temperature and heat transfer between absorber fluid, concrete and 
soil. Previous study by Yasukawa et al. (2009) indicated that temperature in groundwater 
well in central plain of Thailand at depths between 20 to 50 m ranged from 27.8 °C to 
31.5 °C, which was less than the atmospheric temperature by about 5 degree for about 4 
months. Takashima et al. (2011) conduct GSHP experiment at Kasetsart University with 
horizontal ground loops at about 1 m depth. They found the COP (coefficient of 
performance) of 3-4 and that underground temperature was recovered quickly. Nevertheless, 
there has not been any experiment on energy piles in Bangkok. 

A research program is now on-going at Kasetsart University aimed at determining 
feasibility of energy pile utilization in Bangkok area. The study consists of various parts, 
namely thermal characterization of the soft ground in Bangkok, incorporation of ground loop 
into the existing piling technology, determining its COP and influence of cyclic thermal load 
on piles. A preliminary study was carried out by ways of model energy pile to investigate 
heat exchange character of soft Bangkok clay and other media (pile and water). A model 
reinforced-concrete pile was 15 cm in diameter and 60 cm in height. PE plastic tube used as 
heat absorber was of 6 mm outer-diameter and thickness of 1 mm, having a total embedded 
length of 12 m inside the concrete pile. The energy pile was placed in the middle of large 
acrylic container A (0.75 m high and 1 m in diameter). The experiment involved circulating 
water from a plastic Container B which contained 10 litre of water having initial temperature 
of 50 °C, through Container A and then back to Container B. Water circulation was controlled 
using a peristaltic pump at a discharge rate of 3.2 cm3/sec. Due to heat transfer into the pile 
model and environment during circulation, the temperature measured in water in Container B 
reduced until reaching a constant value and the test stopped. Three tests were carried out, 
whereby water, clay slurry, and nothing (air) were placed inside Container A. During all tests, 
a dummy Container C also of 10 litre of water at initial temperature of 50 °C, was left 
exposed to the environment, in a similar manner as Container B, except that no water 
circulation was done in Container C. The heat dissipated to the environment from Container 
B mainly through exposure to the air at the top and conduction through containers. This part 
of heat is estimated from temperature measured in dummy Container C. The values of 
temperatures measured in Containers B and C were then used to calculate the net heat 
transfer through energy piles. In addition, another set of tests were performed whereby only 
loops of polyethylene (PE) plastic tube of equivalent length (12 m) attached to a PVC frame 
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Figure 1: Energy transferred through absorber 
pipes via various media (Tube-Water, Tube-Air, 
Pile-Water, Pile-Air, Pile-Clay slurry) 

submerged in Container A. In this group, two 
tests were carried out with water and air 
media in Container A.   

Figure 1 shows typical transferred energy 
with time for various tests. The amount of 
transferred heat for energy pile was nearly 
the same through water, and clay which were 
nearly twice that of pile through air (P-W ≈ 
P-C > P-A). The heat transfer for Tube-
Water case appeared similar to that of Pile-
Water. Likewise, the Tube-Air case was 
nearly the same as Pile-Air. This suggests 
that thermal resistance of pile is no greater 
than the soil. Considering that GSHP system 
of Takashima et al. (2011) with horizontal 
ground loops at about 1 m depth worked well with the COP (coefficient of performance) of 3-
4 in Bangkok, it is reasonable to expect that the energy piles in Bangkok would demonstrate a 
similar COP given a similar pump efficiency and environmental conditions. More detailed 
field scale trials of energy piles are feasible and will be conducted in near future.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

Previous study has indicated that shallow GSHP with horizontal ground loops at about 1 m 
depth worked well in Bangkok area with the COP (coefficient of performance) of 3-4. In 
Bangkok area, there is a potential for utilization of energy piles based on Ground-Source-
Heat-Pump concept for cooling building during hot season as well as water heating system 
during cool months. A model energy pile was used to investigate the general heat transfer 
character of energy piles in various media, including water, air and Bangkok clay slurry. The 
amounts of heat transfer for energy pile in contact with water, and with clay were nearly the 
same, and nearly twice that of pile with air. The heat transfer for energy pile appeared similar 
to the case of plastic tube alone. Nevertheless, the study of energy piles in Bangkok is still at 
early stage and more works are needed, e.g. influence of pile temperature on ground 
settlement, efficiency analysis of energy piles in field scale, etc. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

As a form of Marine energy geo-structures, suction anchor foundation, also called suction 
pile, suction caisson or bucket foundation, and was applied to offshore wind turbines just 
only in recent years. However, in the construction of offshore wind farms, particularly in 
complex marine geology regions, fan base bearing stability analysis under wind loads and 
wave loads as well as seismic loads is deemed to be a huge challenge for researchers. For the 
previous fan bases, including some suction anchor foundations, they all have the following 
three shortcomings: first, the seabed wave erosion around the fan base is serious; second, the 
horizontal load-bearing capacity under the cyclic loading declines rapidly; third, foundation 
installation makes enormous disturbance to the marine geological environment, etc. Focusing 
on the disadvantages of existing fan bases, a novel fan base - Umbrella Suction Anchor 
Foundation (USAF) as shown in Figure 1, was designed by Liu & Li (2013) and its 
advantages had been confirmed.  

The dynamic capability of offshore wind turbines foundation shows more complex, 
comparing with the one on the land. The work presented in this paper is to conduct a 
comprehensive analysis on the dynamic characteristics of USAF and determine the stability 
of the structure.  The different model vibration modes and vibration regularities of the master 
cylinder, the tube skirt and the anchor branches of the USAF structure were all obtained. Also
， the structural harmonic response under the loads of 0 ~ 130 Hz was simulated and 
discussed. In addition, the original 
structure vibration response to wave loads 
was analyzed based on power spectrum 
density (PSD) method successively. 

Figure 2 reflects the PSD-frequency 
response curves of the master cylinder top, 
the tube skirt top and the anchor branches 
successively. As the figure show, the PSD 
curves of the tube skirt top and the anchor 
branches have similar trends with only 
one peak, while that of the master cylinder 
is no observable change peak in the whole 
frequency range. In other words, the 
damage degree caused by wave loadings 
on the tube skirt and anchor branches is 
greater than that of the master cylinder. 
Meanwhile, there are no other peak points 
appeared in addition to the 0.1146Hz 
point, a point corresponded to the peak of 

 
Figure 1: Structural Schematics and model figures 
of Umbrella Suction Anchor Foundation (USAF): 
(a) Front view reflecting the whole structural 
components, and (b) top view reflecting the 
details of anchor branches. 
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the wave force spectrum, so that we can 
make a conclusion no resonance 
phenomenon occurred both on the tube 
skirt and the anchor branches because of 
the low-frequency wave loads. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The USAF different modal vibration 

modes and vibration rules are 
analysed and the initial vibration 
order of USAF facing dynamic 
loadings is found. The harmonic 
response characteristics of the 
structure under external loads of 0 ~ 
130 Hz are discussed, and then three 
resonance points of the tube skirt vibration are found from its horizontal displacement- 
frequency curve which is also used to illustrate the tube skirt’s horizontal coupling 
vibration together with modal vibration nephogram. 

2.  Such a result is gotten that the influence of wave loadings on the tube skirt and the 
anchor branches is dominant, and it is more difficult to generate a local stress 
concentration phenomenon on the master cylinder. Unlike wave loadings, the reaction of 
master cylinder response to seismic loads is more acute than that of the tube skirt and the 
anchor branches. What’s more, there are different degree "settlement" phenomena for 
USAF structure in the process of seismic waves loading. The results of the research will 
play an active and instructive role in the development of future USAF on the offshore 
wind power, and all those research contents are original about Umbrella Suction Anchor 
Foundation for its application. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

Under practical conditions, energy piles are subjected to thermal cycles. Experimental 
results show that energy piles experience accumulative settlement under thermal cycles (Ng 
et al., 2014). One possible reason for this phenomenon is the decrease of horizontal stress 
acting on pile shaft under thermal cycles. Cyclic temperature change of energy piles induces 
repeated thermal expansion and contraction of pile in both horizontal and vertical directions, 
which imposes cyclic compression, extension and shearing on surrounding soil. Due to 
possible volumetric contraction of surrounding soil under cyclic shearing, horizontal stress 
may decrease (Boulon and Foray, 1986). Consequently, additional pile settlement may occur 
to further mobilize the base resistance to balance the reduction of shaft resistance caused by a 
decrease in horizontal stress. In this study, possible additional settlement of energy piles 
under thermal cycles is investigated by finite element simulation, with focus on the effects of 
sand density.  

 The finite element software ABAQUS is used and the Hypoplastic soil constitutive model 
(Niemunis and Herle, 1997) is selected to simulate the volume change of sand under cyclic 
loading. It should be noted that thermal effects on sand cannot be captured by the Hypoplastic 
soil model. In this study, dry Toyoura sand is simulated, considering a wide range of relative 
density (Dr) from 25% to 85%. Diameter (D) and length (L) of the modelled energy pile are 
1m and 20m, respectively. Following establishment of static equilibrium condition, vertical 
working load (FOS=2.0) is applied on pile head and kept constant, and then 50 thermal cycles 
at constant amplitude (∆T) of 15°C. For all the cases analysed, additional pile settlement 
reaches the stabilized value in less than 50 thermal cycles. Apart from the numerical 
simulation, load transfer method is also used to estimate the additional pile settlement. In the 
load transfer method, horizontal stress decrease obtained from numerical simulation is 
incorporated, and the formula proposed by Nicola and Randolph (1999) is used to estimate 
the base resistance mobilization. 

 
KEY RESULTS 
 

Figure 1 shows the variation of stabilized 
additional settlement (ω50 

h ) with Dr from the 
numerical simulation and load transfer 
method. ω 50 

h is normalized by D. From the 
numerical analysis we can learn that as Dr 
increases from 25% to 85% ω50 

h decreases from 
1.5% to 1% corresponding to the factor of 
safety 2.0. Although the load transfer method 
gives similar trend as numerical simulation, 
quantitatively, significant difference exists. 
For all the cases the load transfer method 
overestimates the stabilized additional 
settlement. While the difference between them 

 
Figure 1. Stabilized additional pile settlement 
from numerical simulation and load transfer 
method 
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drops significantly as Dr increases. Inevitably, some uncertainties relating to the choice of 
base resistance mobilization function and the parameter values chosen can lead to some 
discrepancy. However, the major reason underlying this trend is that repeated thermal 
elongation and shortening of energy pile in the vertical direction imposes cyclic shearing on 
the soil below the pile base, which can contribute to densify the base soil. Hence, additional 
settlement required to further mobilize the base resistance should be reduced. This 
mechanism is well simulated in the numerical analysis, but not considered in the load transfer 
method, in which calculation of base resistance mobilization is based on the initial relative 
density. Therefore, the load transfer method overestimates the stabilized additional 
settlement. In addition, as Dr increases the potential densification effect due to cyclic shearing 
decreases (Shahnazari, 2001), and thus the gap narrows down and almost disappears for 
higher values of Dr. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. As the relative density of sand increases from 25% to 85%, the stabilized additional pile 

settlement decreases from about 1.5% to 1% of pile diameter corresponding to the FOS 
being 2.0.  

2. To use the load transfer method for estimating additional pile settlement under thermal 
cycles, both the negative effect of horizontal stress decrease and the positive effect of 
base soil densification should be considered. 

3. It should be noted that the Hypoplastic soil model adopted cannot consider thermal 
effects on sand. Further work is needed to include the thermal effects.  
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*University of California San Diego, La Jolla, CA USA 
+ Shannon and Wilson, Denver, CO USA 

 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

This paper focuses on the observations during the long-term monitoring of a full-scale 
energy pile beneath an 8-story building during operation of a heat pump over more than 3 
years. The 14.8 m long, 0.91 m-diameter drilled shaft foundation was through surficial layers 
of fill and sandy gravel and socketed into Denver blue shale claystone, as shown in Figure 1. 
The energy pile has three heat exchange loops, arranged in the configuration shown in the 
cross-sectional view in Figure 1. Vibrating wire strain gages were installed at different depths 
in the energy pile to monitor both axial strain as well as the foundation temperature. The 
mechanical and thermal behaviour of this energy pile was previously investigated by Murphy 
and McCartney (2015), but this study highlights new observations that have been 
encountered in the latest year of operation.    
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Figure 1: (a) Soil profile for the energy pile; (b) Cross-sectional schematic 

 
The temperature of the heat exchange fluid during the three years of operation is shown in 

Figure 2a. The erratic temperature differences in the spring and fall months are due to 
stagnant flow of the heat exchange fluid as the building redistributes heat internally. A 
comparison between the average fluid temperature and average foundation temperature 
measured using the gages is shown in Figure 2b. A temperature difference of up to 4 °C is 
observed between the fluid temperature and the location of the gage, which indicates a 
temperature differential across the foundation. This indicates that use of the temperature at 
the location of the strain gage for conversion of the thermal axial stress to thermal axial strain 
may result in errors. The temperature at different depths is shown in Figure 3a, indicating 
relatively uniform temperature with depth. The thermal axial strain at different depths is 
shown in Figure 3b, indicating the smallest movements at the lowest portion of the energy 
pile. Although the temperature changes are relatively similar each year, the strains are not.  
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Figure 2: (a) Heat exchanger fluid temperatures; (b) Average fluid and pile temperatures 
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Figure 3: (a) Temperature with depth in the energy pile; (b) Thermal axial strains with depth 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The temperature of the energy pile on average was observed to be up to 4 °C different 

than the temperature at the location of the heat exchanger pipes, indicating a significant 
temperature differential across the energy piles. 

2. As expected with such a differential, the temperature of the energy pile was observed to 
lag behind the temperature of the heat exchanger pipes by up to 1 week.  

3. For similar temperatures during the three heating-cooling cycles, similar magnitudes of 
expansive thermal axial strain are observed during the summer when the pile is being 
heated, indicating recoverable behaviour. However, greater magnitudes of contractile 
thermal axial strains are observed during the winter each year of operation, especially in 
the lower portion of the energy pile. This may be due to the superposition of compressible 
(positive) dragdown strains on the energy pile due to thermal volume change of the 
different soil layers, a phenomena that deserves further in-depth analysis. 
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SHEAR BEHAVIOR OF INTACT LOESS AT DIFFERENT SUCTIONS 
AND TEMPERATURES 

 
Q.Y. Mu, C.W.W. Ng and C. Zhou 

The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, HKSAR 
 
 
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 
 

Understanding the shear behavior of soil at various suctions and temperatures is vital for 
the ultimate limit state design of geo-energy structures such as energy pile founded in 
unsaturated soil (Uchaipichat and Khalili, 2009; Alsherif and McCartney, 2015). Although 
the construction of geo-energy structures in unsaturated intact loess soil is common, suction 
and thermal effects on the shear behavior of intact loess are rarely investigated. In this study, 
a newly developed suction- and temperature- controlled direct shear box is used to study the 
shear behavior of intact loess at different suctions and temperatures.  
 
 METHODOLOGY, TEST PROGRAMS AND TEST PROCEDURE 
 

A suction-controlled direct shear apparatus 
was developed by Zhan and Ng (2007) using 
the axis-translation technique. In the current 
study, the shear apparatus is modified to 
allow for independent control of suction and 
temperature, by adding a heating system (Ng 
and Zhou, 2014). Two series of suction and 
temperature controlled direct shear tests were 
conducted in this study. Figure 1 shows the 
thermal-hyro-mechanical path for all the tests 
before shearing. The first series of tests 
(IS0T20, IS50T20, IS100T20 and IS200T20) 
was carried out to study the shear behavior of intact loess at 20 ºC with different suctions (0, 
50, 100 and 200 kPa) and a net stress (σnet) of 50 kPa. Test procedures includes: i) applying 
σnet and suction of 200 and 50 kPa, respectively, followed by ii) wetting the specimens to 
target suctions of 200, 100, 50 and 0 kPa then iii) drained shearing. The second test series 
(IS0T60 and IS200T60) was designed to study the thermal effect (20 ºC and 60 ºC) on the 
shear behaviour of unsaturated intact loess. Test procedures are similar with the second test 
series with exception to an additional thermal loading process. 
 
KEY RESULTS 
 

Figure 2 shows the stress-strain relationship 
of specimens at different suctions (0, 50, 100 
and 200 kPa) and 20 ºC. It is clear that the 
stress strain relationship exhibits stiff behaviour 
at the early shear stage, and shear stress at large 
strain decreases significantly as suction 
decreases. It is also revealed in the figure that 
soil dilatancy is affected by suction values. 

 
Figure 2: Stress-strain relationships of intact 
loess under different suction values 

 
Figure 1: Thermal-hydro-mechanical path before 
shearing 
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With decrease of soil suction, the stress strain 
relationship changes from strain softening 
(s=200kPa) to strain hardening (s=0, 50 and 100 
kPa).  

Figure 3 shows the stress strain relationship of 
intact loess at different temperatures and suctions. 
Although the measured critical shear strength 
seems to be independent of temperature, the 
stress-strain relationship is affected by soil 
temperature. As compared with the results at 20 º
C, soil specimen exhibits a higher stiffness at 60 º
C at suction of 0kPa. The stiffer response at 
higher temperature is likely due to heating induced plastic contractive volumetric strains. In 
the current study, a contractive volumetric strain of 0.31% was observed as temperature was 
increased from 20 to 60 ºC.  For the suction value of 200kPa, the soil specimen shows a 
lower stiffness at 60 ºC and the stress strain relationship changes from strain softening to 
strain hardening. It could be explained by the thermal induced expansion volumetric strain as 
well as the thermal softening mechanisms (Alsherif and McCartney, 2015).  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. At a given suction and temperature condition, the stress-strain relationships exhibit high 

stiffness at early shear stage and the shear stress at large strain decrease significantly with 
decrease of suctions. It is also observed that the stress strain relationship changes from 
strain softening to strain hardening which validates the suction induced dilatancy. 

2. With an increase of soil temperature from 20 to 60 ºC, the shear stiffness increases and 
the critical state shear strength remains almost constant at suction of 0kPa. The higher 
stiffness at a higher temperature is mainly due to heating-induced contractive volumetric 
strain. Under suction of 200kPa, the peak shear strength decreases with soil temperature 
increased from 20 to 60 ºC. This reduction of peak shear strength would result in non-
conservative design of energy pile if the temperature is not considered. 
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Figure 3: Stress strain relationship of intact 
loess at different temperatures and suctions 
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INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS 
 

The analysis of the mechanical response of energy piles subjected to thermal loads has 
been characterised by a growing number of research over the last decade. This is because 
thermal loads involve variations of the displacement and stress fields along the length of 
energy piles, which can affect the mechanical performance of such elements. Elastic analyses 
of the mechanical behaviour of energy pile-related problems can be performed with success 
in a number of cases. However, when dealing with floating and/or semi-floating piles 
subjected to significant thermo-mechanical loads, analyses based on elasticity may not 
capture actual pile behaviour. Plastic mechanisms may in fact appear at the pile-soil interface.  

Due to the lack of an in-depth knowledge on this problem, the objective of this study is to 
analyse the effect of different magnitudes and combinations of monotonic heating loads and 
axial mechanical loads on the response of single energy piles. The work is based on the 
results of thermo-hydro-mechanical finite element analyses and centrifuge tests (Ng et al., 
2015; Rotta Loria et al., 2015). The response of aluminium semi-floating energy piles 
(diameter of 0.88 m and length of 19.6 m) surrounded by saturated Toyoura sand (relative 
density of 69%) is investigated. The key aspect for the investigation is the location of the null 
point (Laloui et al., 2003), i.e., the setting characterised by zero thermal-induced 
displacements. Knowledge about the location of null point allows the end-restraint conditions 
and the displacement and stress fields characterising the pile to be analysed in detail.  

Three kinds of energy pile tests are performed for this study: 1) mechanical loading until 
failure (e.g., failure criterion proposed by Ng et al., 2001); 2) thermal loading (temperature 
variations ΔT = 15, 30, 40 and 50 °C, with initial temperature of the system T0 = 22 °C) and 
mechanical loading until failure; 3) mechanical loading to working loads PAPPL = 20%, 40% 
and 60% of the ultimate load PULT (1670 kN) and thermal loading (ΔT = 15-50 °C). 

Based on the results of this study, three mechanisms appear to govern the mechanical 
performance of semi-floating energy piles: A) Increasing mechanical loads induce the 
transfer of larger forces towards the foundation depth with a concurrent and more pronounced 
mobilisation of bearing reactions in the soil region adjacent to the pile. Thus, for increasing 
applied mechanical loads and an equivalent temperature variation, an upward null point 
movement occurs to maintain equilibrium with the forces associated with thermal 
deformation. B) and C) Positive temperature variations can be associated with a transfer of 
forces at the pile-soil interface that is more pronounced from the null point location towards 
the top of the foundation and less significant from this setting with depth. Noteworthy 
temperature variations can be associated with a progressive yielding of these regions. As the 
deeper part of the pile-soil interface undergoes yielding, a less pronounced portion of load is 
transferred toward the bottom of the foundation. Thus, a less evident downward shifting of 
the null point is observed for increasing temperature variations. Then, increasing mechanical 
actions that are applied prior to thermal loading involve a higher redistribution of forces 
towards the foundation toe. Yielding of the deeper part of the pile-soil interface for the same 
consequently applied temperature variation can occur to a greater extent. Hence, the larger 
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the applied mechanical load prior to heating is and the greater the consequent thermal loading 
is, the less pronounced is the downward shifting of the null point. This phenomenon can be 
reversed for high magnitudes of mechanical loading that are applied prior to heating (i.e., 
upward shifting of null point with increasing temperature variations), as it enables the shaft 
resistance to be fully mobilised. Such evidences can be appreciated in Figure 1a and 1b. 

 

(a)    (b)  
 

Figure 1: (a) Thermal axial stress distribution along the length of energy piles for ΔT = 15 °C (EP15) 
and 30 °C (EP30). (b) Null point movements for different combinations of thermo-mechanical loads. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
    

1. Null point moves when energy piles are subjected to different magnitudes of thermal 
loads and mechanical loads imposed prior to the temperature changes. 

2. Null point movement is controlled by the distribution of forces at pile-soil interface 
and crucially governs force and displacement developments in energy piles. 

3. Plastic strain at pile-soil interface markedly influences null point shifts. 
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Figure 1: Overview of CCS Gundih area. 

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF CONTINUOUS GRAVIMETER TEST 
FOR CCS GUNDIH MONITORING 

 
E.J. Wahyudi*, Y. Fukuda+, M. Itakura+, N.N. Hauna* and S. Alawiyah* 

* Institut Teknologi Bandung, Indonesia 
+ Kyoto University, Japan 

 
 

INTRODUCTION  
 

A pilot Carbon Capture Storage (CCS) project will be implemented in Gundih, Central 
Java Province of Indonesia. The project right now is entering preparation stage to build the 
injection surface facilities. Overview of the Gundih area is shown in Figure 1. During this 
stage, we also conducted baseline monitoring survey using geophysical methods. In this 
project, super hybrid gravity measurement and other geophysical methods will be conducted 
to monitor CO2 injection. Simulation study on CCS injection by Sugihara et al. (2013) shows 
us that predicted signal of continuous gravity will be quite weak. We need to be careful and 
pay more attention in order to implement super hybrid gravity measurement as one of the 
geophysical monitoring methods in the Gundih CCS project. Super hybrid gravity 
measurement in the project will utilize three type of gravimeters, these are: continuous 
gravimeter (gPhone), absolute gravimeter (A10), and relative gravimeter (CG5). 

During this preparation stage, the gravity team in this project conducted gPhone 
performance test in Kyoto University and ITB campus. We want to understand the intrinsic 
performance of gPhone before we install it 
at Gundih area. Micro-g Lacoste as 
manufacturer of gPhone specified the 
capability of the instrument performing 
continuous recording with small drift 
(typically less than 500 µGal/month). One 
of the application of gPhone is very useful 
in ground water monitoring (Kang et al., 
2011; Tanaka et al., 2013; Weimin et al., 
2014). Data sample of gPhone #123 from 
Kyoto University and ITB campus 
recording will be describe in this paper.  

 
OBSERVATION  
 

In January until February 2014, the gravity team conducted gPhone and CG5 test in Japan 
(Kyoto University). After packaging the gPhone and CG5, the instrument moved to 
Indonesia. Since April until October 2014, performance test of gPhone was conducted in ITB 
Jatinangor. Figure 2 shows the activity of gravimeter test and gPhone set-up in KYOTO-A 
and ITBj station. We used the gMonitor software to record every 1 second. Gravimeter test of 
three gPhone placed in the same location and we make sure the input parameter is the same 
for each gPhone. Several improvement are possible to be done from this test because the 
standard accessory pads to the leg of a gPhone sensor are not attached for three meter box, 
the level-checking procedure for the meter box might not have been optimized, vibrations 
from the electronics box mainly from the uninterruptible power supply (UPS) was not yet 
suppressed. More detail description of observation notes are already described in a prior 
study (Wahyudi et al., 2015). 
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Started from 23rd January until 27th February 2014 gPhone #123 records data every 1 
second at KYOTO-A station. We analyzed 838 hours of data from KYOTO-A station. The 
original components from three gPhone tend to record a decreasing value. Based on Figure 3a 
gPhone #123 ranged in positive value. Original component range (with a step) for gPhone 
#123 is from 4346 to 7802 µGal. After one month process, gPhone moved to Indonesia, we 
started again the performance test on 4th April 2014 in ITBj station. We analyze 4977 hours 
of data from ITBj station. The original component from gPhone #123 tends to record a 
decreasing value. Based on Figure 3b, original component range for gPhone #123 is from 
6336 to 8641 µGal. At closer look, significant step also occur in gPhone #123 original 
component. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2: Activity of gravimeter test and gPhone set-up in: (a) KYOTO-A station and (b) ITBj station. 
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Figure 3: Original component from: (a) KYOTO-A and (b) ITBj station. 
 
DATA ANALYSIS  

 
Tidal analysis of gPhone data in ITBj was processed using BAYTAP software (Tamura et 

al., 1991). The tidal analysis program BAYTAP-G was used to decompose the gravity data 
into four components (tidal, trend, irregular, and response). Comparison of tide, response, 
trend, and irregular component from KYOTO-A and ITBj station are shown in Figure 4. 
More detail comparison study of tidal analysis between gPhone data and superconducting 
gravimeter data (Fukuda et al., 2004) are also mentioned in a previous study (Wahyudi et al., 
2015). 

Response component in KYOTO-A relatively shows lower frequency compare to ITBj 
station. Standard deviation of the response component from KYOTO-A and ITBj station 
respectively are 1.500 and 0.859 µGal. We can also see the comparison from irregular 
component in KYOTO-A station (with standard deviation = 0.044 µGal) are smaller 
compared to irregular component in ITBj station (with standard deviation = 0.210 µGal). 

Evaluation of trend component then continued with second order polynomial fitting. 
Polynomial fitting for this preliminary analysis is assumed as instrumental drift. We want to 
know the progression of drift rates monthly, and we try to optimize the results using several 
BAYTAP calculation with different input of span parameter. Figure 5 shows the histogram 
and statistical descriptive of trend rates from trend component of BAYTAP calculation. Mean 
value of trend rates tend to decrease from January-October 2014. After we applied second 
order polynomial fitting for each month data, we get instrumental drift rates and residual as 
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shown in histogram and statistical descriptive in Figure 6 and Figure 7. Best drive of gPhone 
#123 from this performance test achieved in October 2014 with average drift rates -4.5 
µGal/day. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of tide, response, irregular, and trend component from: (a) KYOTO-A and (b) 
ITBj station. 
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Figure 5: Histogram of trend rates for each month data. 
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Figure 6: Histogram of drift rates from second order polynomial fitting for each month data. 
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Figure 7: Histogram of residual for each month data. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

We conducted gPhone performance test during 2014 and then evaluated intrinsic 
performance of gPhone #123. Preliminary analysis from gPhone #123 shows comparison of 
response component in KYOTO-A with lower frequency compare to ITBj station. Standard 
deviation of response component from KYOTO-A and ITBj station respectively are 1.500 
and 0.859 µGal. While standard deviation of irregular component in KYOTO-A and ITBj 
station respectively are 0.044 and 0.210 µGal. Best drift achieved from this performance test 
was achieved in October 2014 with average drift rates of -4.5 µGal/day.  
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Figure 1: Measured volume change of 
saturated sand with different densities and 
stresses under heating 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 
In geo-energy and geo-environmental engineering, soils in many earth structures, 

including energy piles and landfill covers, are subjected to heating and cooling cycles. The 
thermally induced soil volume changes can have dramatic consequences for the serviceability 
of these structures. For example, thermally induced volume change of soils surrounding an 
energy pile would affect the normal stress acting on the pile and hence the pile settlement (Ng 
et al., 2015). Up to date, the behaviour of clay and silt under thermal loads has been widely 
studied (Zhou et al., 2015). Relatively little research has been reported on the volume 
changes of sand under thermal loads, although energy piles may be constructed in sands.  

In the first part of this paper, a newly developed temperature-controlled triaxial apparatus 
is described. This apparatus is intended to investigate thermally induced volume changes of 
soil skeleton of saturated Toyoura sand. Soil specimens with different initial densities were 
isotropically compressed and then subjected to heating from 23 to 50℃. In the second part of 
the paper, two-dimensional DEM simulations using PFC2D are reported with the intention to 
provide quantitative interpretation of the response of loose and dense specimen under 
heating. After sand specimens were prepared and consolidated to target isotropic stress value 
in DEM analyses, heating effects are simulated by increasing the radius of individual particle 
following the law of thermal expansion. 

 
KEY RESULTS 
 

Figure 1 shows the measured volume change of saturated sand with different relative 
densities (Dr) and mean effective stress (P) during heating. It indicates that for samples under 
effective stress of 200kPa, loose and medium dense specimens show contractive volumetric 
strains of about 0.15% and 0.05% respectively as the temperature rises from 23 to 35℃. Both 
specimens show dilative strain of approximately 0.05% as the temperature increases further 
from 35 to 50℃. On the contrary, for the dense specimen, only dilation is observed during 
heating with a volumetric strain of approximately 0.1%. It should be noted that these 
observed volume changes cannot be explained by existing thermo-elastic–plastic constitutive 
models, which would generally predict that under heating, soil dilates first and then contracts 
irreversibly (Cui et al. 2000). It is also 
observed that for loose sand with same density, 
heating can induce larger contraction at a 
higher effective stress. This is because soil 
behaviour is state-dependent: at a given 
density, soil specimens at higher stress behaves 
like looser soil, which has larger contractive 
strain under heating. 

Figure 2 shows the computed local 
microstructure of loose and dense specimen 
before and after heating. It can be seen that for 
loose sand with inherently unstable 
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Figure 2: Computed local microstructure of 
specimens (open circles represent sand 
particles, solid lines denote center-to-center 
particle contact), (a). loose specimen before 
heating; (b).loose specimen after heating 
(dash lines represent heating induced 
additional contacts); (c).dense specimen 
before heating; (d).dense specimen after 
heating. 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 

       
      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

polygonal-contact microstructure, heating can 
alter the force chain distribution inside the 
sample and generates additional contacts to 
strengthen the specimen structure so that it can 
sustain higher temperature. At the same time, 
plastic contraction is induced. For dense sample, 
on the contrary, heating almost does not cause 
any microstructure changes due to its inherently 
stable triangle-truss-contact microstructure, 
resulting in elastic response during heating 
arising from the thermal expansion of individual 
particle. It is evident that the computed results 
from the DEM simulations assist in the 
interpretation of observed volume changes during 
heating and cooling cycles. This suggests the 
effects of soil microstructure should also be 
considered when studying thermo-mechanical 
behaviour of soils. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. A series of triaxial tests were carried out to 

investigate the volume change behaviour of 
sand during heating. Measured results show that heating would firstly induce contraction 
and then dilation of loose sand, while for dense sand, only dilation is observed. The 
observed behaviour cannot be explained by existing thermoplastic constitutive models, 
which cannot capture the effects of soil microstructure, thus generally predict that under 
heating, soil dilates first and then contracts irreversibly.  

2. From the two-dimensional DEM simulations, different responses of dense and loose 
specimens during heating are studied. It is found that for loose specimen, heating could 
change the force chain distribution inside the specimen and thus induces plastic 
contraction due to its inherently unstable polygonal-contact microstructure. While for 
dense sample with stable triangle-truss-contact microstructure, on the contrary, heating 
almost does not cause any noticeable changes of microstructure.   
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

China is a vast country, 53.5% of which is covered by seasonal frozen soil. Under the 
influence of negative temperature during winter, on one hand, pore water in top soil layer 
freezes accompanied by volume expansion, on the other hand, water transfers to the top layer 
and freezes, causing even greater frost heaving. The total frost heaving amount can be as 
much as 10-30 cm, or even 40 cm. Structures can barely endure such great deformation. Solar 
photovoltaic power generation is a new green energy industry, and lights-rich regions it 
requires are widely distributed in seasonal frozen regions. So it’s of great significance to 
study photovoltaic foundation. Although research on pile foundation in seasonal region has 
been carried out for many years, it’s limited to deep-pile foundations bearing heavy load. The 
results can’t be applied to photovoltaic piles for that it bears low load and has shorter length. 
We choose screw pile foundation out of the consideration that it’s easy to construct, 
environmentally-friendly and convenient to recycle. Our tests are based on these to find out 
the optimal pile which has greatest anti-frost-heaving performance through parameter 
optimization. 

We picked site soils (sample A) to conduct experiments and Tibetan plateau clay (sample 
B) in contrast. The piles we chose were listed as: large-double-blade screw pile, small-
double-blade screw pile, large half-bladed screw pile, small half-bladed screw pile, all-bladed 
screw pile and smooth pile. The tests were divided into 8 groups: the first 6 groups were 
carried out using 6 different types of piles in soil sample A; In contrast, the last 2 groups were 
conducted in soil sample B. Based on actual conditions and similarity principle, we set test 
conditions as: cooling bath was -15 °C, froze 3 similar piles at the same time for 7 days. 
Temperature sensors and stress sensors were placed around the piles to monitor temperature 
and stress. Dial indicators were put on the 
top to detect displacement. 

Figure 1 shows the temperature 
varying with time during freezing cycle 
from different depths of the soils. The 
closer to the cooling bath, the more 
quickly the temperature dropped. At the 
end of the freezing cycle, the soil 30 cm 
below the surface reached the freezing 
temperature, which meant that the frozen 
depth had reached 30 cm, as we 
expected. Figure 2 shows that frost 
heaving amounts of 3 piles varying with 
time. These 3 piles showed same trend 
for the similar situation they were in. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Temperature of 1# pile vs. time    
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There were no frost heaving during initial 
period, then it began to frost heave gradually. 
After 144h, when it reached the third stage, 
the frost heaving amount grew rapidly, with 
average value reaching 0.352 mm. 

These screw piles differ in width and 
interval of blades and so on, which also leads 
to different performances in anti-frost–
heaving. The numbers of blades in unfrozen 
region and frozen region respectively will also 
play a part. In the series of experiments, large-
double-blade screw pile shows the best anti-
frost-heaving performance. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. According to the results, the average value of frost heaving of screw piles were less than 

that of smooth pile, which indicated that screw piles performed better than smooth pile, 
regardless of soil samples. 

2. The frost heaving amounts were listed as below: large-double-blade screw pile< large 
half-bladed screw pile < small half-bladed screw pile < small-double-blade screw pile < 
all-bladed screw pile. For large-blade screw pile: Partial blades of half-bladed screw pile 
were in frozen region, and they would generate great uplift force to pile in the process of 
freezing, which turned into larger frost heaving amount than double-blade screw pile 
(both blades in unfrozen region). However this effect wasn’t significant in small-blade 
screw pile, leading to result that half-bladed screw pile performed better than double-
blade screw pile. In all, large-double-blade screw pile shows the best anti-frost-heaving 
performance.  
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Figure 2: Frost heaving amount of small half-
bladed screw pile vs. time 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

The energy subway station is a new kind of energy-saving building which makes use of 
geothermal energy by ground source heat pump systems buried in underground structures 
such as diaphragm walls and energy piles.  When ground source heat pump systems work the 
heat exchange will occur between the outside buildings, which need to be cooled or heated, 
and the stratum under the subway station. Heat exchange will change the temperature field of 
underground structures and soils nearby, which leads to the change of soil pressure and the 
underground structures’ internal force. Therefore, research on the temperature field of 
underground structures and soils nearby is necessary. The main influence factors of 
temperature field are thermal conductivity and specific heat of underground structures and 
soil respectively. The influence of different material parameters on the temperature field of 
diaphragm wall and soils will be researched by numerical simulation in this paper.  

At first, a model test (shown in Figure 1) of the temperature field of a diaphragm wall in 
sand is carried out to verify the numerical simulation results. Figure 2 shows the numerical 
simulation temperature and model temperature measured at point T1 varying with time 
during 120 minutes. The trend of numerical simulation temperature of measuring point T1 
coincides with the model temperature as can be seen from Figure 2. The same can be said for 
the other measuring points’ temperature varying with time. Consequently the influence of 
different material parameters on the temperature field of diaphragm wall and soils can be 
researched by numerical simulation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
For more realistically simulating the temperature field, a 2D parametric numerical analysis 

has been carried out based on the model. The diaphragm walls’ thermal conductivity 
coefficient, specific heat ratio, and the sands’ thermal conductivity coefficient and specific 
heat ratio are changed respectively with other parameters keeping constant in numerical 
calculation, as to research the temperature field of diaphragm wall in sands. Numerical 

 
Figure 1: Model test and temperature measuring 
points’ distribution  

 
Figure 2: Temperature of measuring point T1 
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analyses results are as follows: when only the walls’ thermal conductivity coefficient varies, 
the upper wall temperature is higher and the sands’ temperature is lower if the wall is made 
of concrete, The highest temperature of the wall and sands is higher with the rising of the 
thermal conductivity of the diaphragm wall when only walls’ specific heat ratio varies; a 
diaphragm wall with high thermal conductivity and low specific heat will result in rapid 
increasing in temperature of wall and sands; when only sands’ thermal conductivity 
coefficient varies, the wall temperature is higher and the sands’ temperature is lower if the 
sands’ thermal conductivity ratio is small, and both walls’ temperature and sands’ 
temperature will drop when the sands’ thermal conductivity ratio becomes larger; and when 
only sands’ specific heat ratio varies, the variation of  sands’ specific heat has insignificant 
influence on the temperature field of diaphragm wall. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The highest temperature of wall and sands is higher with the rising of the thermal 

conductivity of diaphragm wall or the decreasing of the specific heat ratio of diaphragm 
wall. The temperature change of diaphragm wall and sands is uncertain when thermal 
conductivity and specific heat ratio of diaphragm wall become bigger. 

2. The highest temperature of wall and sands is higher and rises rapidly with the decreasing 
of the thermal conductivity of sands. When thermal conductivity and specific heat ratio of 
sands become bigger, the highest temperature of wall will fall and the temperature of 
sands will be uncertain. 

3. Diaphragm wall with high thermal conductivity and low specific heat and sands with low 
specific heat will result in higher peak temperature of wall and sands with rapid rise in 
experiment. 
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LABORATORY OBSERVATIONS OF SAND AGING AND POSSIBLE 
RELATION TO PILE SETUP 
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BACKGROUND, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Field observations of time-dependent increase in shaft capacity of displacement piles in 
marine sands have been well reported (Chow et al. 1998, Lim & Lehane 2014, Zhang & 
Wang 2015). Driven piles dominate foundations of offshore wind turbines and almost all 
tension leg platforms, and 55% of spars in Gulf of Mexico are built with driven piles 
(Schneider and Senders 2010). Knowing the mechanisms behind pile setup could potentially 
contribute to cost savings in construction of these energy facilities.  

Hypotheses that have been proposed by previous researchers fall into three categories: 
(a) time-dependent increase in radial stress, (b) aging-caused enhanced dilation of sand 
around piles, and (c) shaft-sand bonding (Chow 1998, Lim & Lehane 2014, Zhang & Wang 
2015). The former two hypotheses have received some support from a recent study of time-
dependent behaviour of contacts in sand (Michalowski & Nadukuru 2012, Nadukuru 2013, 
Wang & Michalowski 2015). Static fatigue of inter-grain contacts can alter force chains in 
sand around pile shaft, initially disturbed by pile installation. An increase in radial stress and 
a potential for dilation may be the outcomes of the sand aging process. Meso-scale laboratory 
tests on sand samples were carried out to observe evolution of horizontal stress in sand.  

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the 
test apparatus. In a modified 
oedometer test, a sand sample is 
deposited with a desired void ratio 
into a soft aluminium ring (50.8 mm 
tall, 66.0 mm in diameter and 0.1 mm 
in wall thickness). A constant dead 
load is applied on top of the sample. 
The radial stress in the sample can be 
easily computed from the measured 
hoop strain (using the thin-wall ring 
assumption). The hoop strain is 
measured by two strain gauges 
mounted on the soft ring. The 

settlement of the sample is recorded by a potentiometer. The duration of tests ranged from 
two to four weeks. Environmental vibrations were monitored with an accelerometer. The 
potentiometer and the strain gauges read data with 1-Hz and 0.05-Hz frequencies, 
respectively. The data from all sensors were recorded into a portable computer through a data 
acquisition system controlled by a LabVIEW program. In tests where the samples were 
submerged in a liquid, the liquid level was kept constant by a customized liquid-
compensating system. As static fatigue has been found to be a process sensitive to 
temperature and humidity, the tests were conducted in an environmental chamber where the 
temperature and relative humidity were maintained constant.  

 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of modified oedometer testing 
apparatus 
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Figure 2 shows some of the 
test results. Two types of sand 
were used in the tests, Ottawa 20-
30 sand and Lake Michigan 
Empire Beach sand, both silica 
sands with the latter having 
smaller grain sizes. Sands were 
tested under three conditions: dry, 
submerged in distilled water, and 
submerged in sodium hydroxide 
solution (pH = 11); all tests 
performed under a dead load of 
230 kPa. In Figure 2, radial stress 
for each test is divided by its 
initial value (i.e., the radial stress 
immediately after application of the dead load). An increase of 1.5 % to 9.0 % in radial stress 
was observed in the tests in 20 days. The results in Figure 2 indicate that horizontal stress 
builds up faster in sands with smaller grains, even faster in the presence of water, and yet 
faster in alkaline solution.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

Results from modified oedometer tests show substantial time-dependent increase in 
horizontal stress in sand subjected to sustained load. This increase in horizontal stress is 
favoured by sand with smaller grain sizes, and it occurs at a higher rate in the presence of 
moisture, especially alkaline solution. It is expected that, combined with grain-scale testing, 
the study will shed more light on the mechanisms of pile setup in marine sand, allowing to 
improve engineering design of foundations for offshore energy facilities.  
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Figure 2: Increase in radial stress in sand samples subjected 
to sustained load of 230 kPa 
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EVALUATION OF CONTROLLED LOW STRENGTH MATERIAL 
MADE WITH INDUSTRIAL BY-PRODUCTS AS A BACKFILL OF 

BOREHOLE HEAT EXCHANGERS 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

As the demand for cleaner, cheaper and sustainable energy sources, ground-source heat 
pump (GSHP) systems have progressively been evolved in Korea. This technology harnesses 
the heat stored at shallow depth of soils and near-surface rocks for the heating and cooling of 
buildings. The interest in GSHP is very huge since the conventional heating and air 
conditioning systems are currently considered as one of the most energy consuming devices 
(Been Jmaa Derbel and Kanoun, 2010). Therefore, GSHP systems can be a good solution for 
our energy problems in the near future. In GSHP systems, after the borehole is excavated, a 
backfill material is used to fill up as well as provide heat transfer medium between the poly-
ethylene U-tube heat exchanger and surrounding formation, control groundwater movement 
and prevent contamination of water supply. For that purpose, it is ideal to apply a controlled 
low strength material (CLSM) as a backfill material to oppose the use of conventional grouts. 
Meanwhile, with a generation of 3,245 MW thermal power plants every year, large quantities 
of by-products are being produced during incineration and stored at Honam area in Korea. 
The disposal of these wastes will be a big challenge in the near future for Korea to decrease 
harmful environmental effects (Do et al., 2015). Interestingly, CLSM can use these by-
products as a mixture component.  

The aim of this study is to evaluate the characteristics of CLSM made with pond ash and 
fly ash, the by-products generated in Honam area, before they are used as backfill material 
for boreholes of heat exchangers in GSHP. A family of pond ash based CLSM mixtures with 
a variable range of water to binder (W/B) and water to solid (W/S) ratios, different kinds of 
binders e.g., cement and cementless binder (CB) were systematically tested throughout a 
series of laboratory tests which includes bleeding, flowability, fresh unit weight, setting time, 
water absorption, unconfined compressive strength in accordance to its ASTM Standards 
(2004): C 940, D 6103, D 6023, C 403, C 642, D 4832, respectively. Subsequently, thermal 
conductivity was measured by using a thermal needle probe, conforming ASTM D 5334 
(2004), to verify the feasibility of the proposed CLSM as backfill for borehole heat 
exchangers. High thermal conductivity is needed to provide the heat transfer capacity of 
CLSM. For a thermal conductivity test, the thermal needle probe used consists of a heating 
element and a temperature measuring element and is inserted into the specimen. A known 
current and voltage is applied to the probe and the temperature rise with time is recorded over 
a period of time. The temperature decay with time after the cessation of heating can also be 
included in the analysis to minimize effects of temperature drift during measurement. The 
thermal conductivity is obtained from an analysis of the time series temperature data during 
the heating cycle and cooling cycle if applicable. Finally, the corrosivity of CLSM was 
studied by measuring pH of bleed and leachate collected from CLSM, conforming BS 1377 
(1990), to identify and evaluate corrosivity of the proposed mixtures. 

All measured parameters of pond ash based CLSM made with cement or CB are 
summarized in Table 1. Flowability reflects the workability and governs the self-leveling 
ability of CLSM to flow into and readily fill a void, and be self-compacting without the need 
of conventional placing and compacting equipment. As expected for all CLSM mixtures, 
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flowability, ranging from 230 mm to 300 mm, satisfied the standard requirement of flowable 
fill reported in ACI 229 (2005). The excess water added to maintain the required flowability 
of CLSM comes out as bleed. For the present investigation, CLSM is considered stable with 
bleeding of less than 5% for all mixtures. It also behaved well and no abnormalities observed 
with regards to the initial setting time, ranging from 7.65 hours to 22.42 hours, conforming to 
the requirement for general CLSM. The compressive strengths of the mixtures are also 
presented in Table 1. At 28 days age, the strength was 0.52~1.94 MPa, conforming to the 
strength requirement for CLSM by ACI 229 (2005). The corrosivity of CLSM was measured 
from bleed and leachate collected from CLSM specimens. As a result, the pH values of 
leachate and bleed ranged from 10.21 to 12.24 and 10.28 to 11.28, respectively. CLSM did 
not possess corrosivity since the range was neither less than 2.5 nor more than 12.5. Toward 
the use of proposed CLSM as the backfill of borehole heat exchangers, thermal conductivity 
was measured and summarized in Table 1. As a result, the significant higher values of 
thermal conductivity were obtained for all CLSM mixtures than those of conventional grouts. 
In addition, all parameters of CLSM were remarkably affected by the binders used in CLSM 
mixtures or the ratios of W/B and W/S. It was found that with a binder replacement or 
changes of these ratios, one can see differences in bleeding, flowability, setting time, water 
absorption, unconfined compressive strength, corrosivity, and thermal conductivity as shown 
in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. All measured parameters of CLSM 

3 days 7 days 28 days Bleed Leachate
WB3C 4 - 471.18 614.47 1095.62 2.080 24 7.82 17.92 12.24 11.28 1.66
WB2C 4.6 - 250.79 469.16 827.05 2.062 25 8.57 18.16 12.08 11.13 1.42
WB1C 5.4 - 154.13 278.76 523.16 2.630 27 9.09 18.87 11.92 10.96 1.24

WB3CB 4 - 633.88 1117.2 1582.2 3.160 24.5 16.83 17.27 12.05 10.54 1.61
WB2CB 4.6 - 556.46 805.01 1021.14 3.271 26 17.03 17.91 11.96 10.4 1.21
WB1CB 5.4 - 415.83 480.16 656.11 3.684 28 18.07 18.60 11.82 10.28 1.09
WS1C - 0.27 487.15 827.45 1339.04 1.724 23 7.65 16.77 12.13 11.19 1.54
WS2C - 0.3 250.79 469.16 827.05 2.062 25 8.57 17.77 12.08 11.13 1.42
WS3C - 0.33 224.42 331.19 631.11 3.257 29 10.32 19.42 12 11.02 1.2

WS1CB - 0.27 1088.12 1310.58 1935.82 2.914 24 16.79 16.55 12 10.51 1.23
WS2CB - 0.3 556.46 805.01 1021.14 3.271 26 17.03 17.55 11.96 10.4 1.21
WS3CB - 0.33 366.68 513.87 826.75 4.678 30 22.47 19.26 11.87 10.32 0.9

WB-C: Water to binder (CLSM made with cement); WB-CB: Water to binder (CLSM made with cementless binder)
WS-C: Water to solid (CLSM made with cement); WS-CB: Water to solid (CLSM made with cementless binder)

Compressive strength (kPa)
Mix Code W/B W/S

Water 
absorption 

(%)

pH values
Thermal 

conductivity 
(W/mK)

Bleeding
(%)

Initial set
(hours)

Flow
(cm)

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

CLSM made mainly with pond ash and fly ash, the by-products generated in Honam area, 
can be effectively used as backfill of borehole heat exchangers in GSHP since it performed 
well and conformed to the requirements of CLSM in ACI with regard to all engineering 
properties including bleeding, flowability, setting time, unconfined compressive strength, 
corrosivity, and the most important parameter, thermal conductivity. In addition, the use of 
CB in CLSM mixtures would probably decelerate the setting process, stability and slightly 
reduce thermal conductivity but still meet all requirements despite the same amount of 
cement used in mixtures. A significant point was found that the use of CB could lead to 
improvement of flowability and compressive strength, two of the important parameters on the 
performances of the proposed CLSM. Finally, another point found is that the ratios of W/S 
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and W/B can become the main control parameters for the engineering properties of CLSM 
mixtures. 
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HYBRID PIEZO-PYROELECTRIC ENERGY HARVESTING FROM 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

In the U.S., there are over 4 million miles (6 million km) of roadways and more than 250 
million registered vehicles. The energy lost in the pavement system due to traffic-induced 
vibration and deformation is enormous. If effectively harvested, such energy can serve as an 
alternative sustainable energy source that can be easily integrated to the transportation 
system. The uniqueness of this study lies in that the electrical response of PVDF under 
coupled mechanical and thermal stimulations are studied. It is well known that most 
piezoelectric materials are also pyroelectric materials, which convert temperature change into 
electricity. However, the potential of PVDF as a hybrid piezo-pyroelectric energy harvester 
has been seldom studied.  

Three series of experiments were conducted to study the coupling between piezoelectric 
and pyroelectric effects. Figure 1a shows that the piezoelectric voltage under a same 
mechanical loading changes linearly with temperature. With decreasing temperature (Figure 
1b), the transient pyroelectric voltage also decreases (Figure 1c). The slope of the voltage-
temperature curve is the pyroelectric coefficient. The curve can be fitted using either a 
polynomial or linear curve (as shown in Figure 1c), which means that although the 
pyroelectric coefficient of PVDF increases slightly with temperature, it can be assumed as a 
constant in this temperature range. Figure 1d illustrates that the hybrid piezo-pyroelectric 
effect is close to the algebra sum of the pure piezoelectric effect and the pure pyroelectric 
effect. Therefore, the total charges induced by the hybrid effect during a day can be expressed 
as Eq. 1.     

_ _ 334PVday T day M day
day

F zDQ Q Q Nd AcontA Tρ σD= + = +∑                  (1) 

where Qday, QT_day and QM-day is the total charges induced by the hybrid effect, the pure 
pyroelectric effect and the pure piezoelectric effect in a day, respectively. ρ and d33 are the 
pyroelectric and piezoelectric coefficients. ΔT is the transient temperature variation; N is the 
traffic volume; σz is the traffic induced contact pressure. APVDF is the area of the harvester and 
Acont is the contact area between tire and pavement surface.  

The air and pavement surface temperature in a summer day in Cleveland OH is shown in 
Figure 2a. The daily average traffic volume at near the weather station is 26,290 cars and 
4,000 trucks. Based on the temperature and traffic data, the generated charge from 
piezoelectric and pyroelectric effects are shown in Figure 2b. It can be concluded that the 
pyroelectric effect cannot be neglected when using PVDF as a pavement energy harvester.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

Through series of well controlled experiments, it is found that there exists interesting 
coupling phenomenon between piezoelectric and pyroelectric effects of PVDF: the voltage 
generated by simultaneous mechanical and thermal stimulations is the sum of voltages 
generated by separate stimulations. PVDF nanocomposites such as PVDF/CNT have the 
potential to further improve both the piezoelectric and pyroelectric performances and could 
be a viable candidate material for pavement energy harvesting systems. 
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Figure: 1. Experimental results: (a) pure piezoelectric effect; (b) temperature profile; (c) pure 
pyroelectric effect; and (d) hybrid piezo-pyroelectric effect.  
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Figure: 2 (a) Comparison of air temperature and pavement temperature in a summer day in Cleveland 
OH. (b) Comparison of pyroelectric charges calculated using air and pavement temperature. 
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Figure 1: The effect of different effective confining 
pressures and temperatures on the dynamic mechanical 
properties of MHBS 

CFD-DEM ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMIC MECHANICAL 
BEHAVIOUR OF METHANE HYDRATE BEARING SEDIMENT 

 
M.J. Jiang, J. Liu and J. He 
Tongji University, China 

 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Methane hydrate (MH), as one of the most promising resources, is widely distributed in 
the continental margins and permafrost regions. MH can enhance the strength of the host 
sediments due to the bonding effect. However, cyclic loads caused by earthquake, tectonism, 
ocean currents and artificial exploitation may cause MH dissociation, and may induce 
catastrophic effects on stabilization of MH-bearing sediments (MHBS), such as large marine 
landslides and tsunamis. The mechanical responses of MHBS are greatly influenced by strain 
rate. Although some progresses have been made on the mechanical properties of MHBS, 
many other mechanical problems, especially the effect of cyclic loads, need to be analysed. 

A series of undrained cyclic shear tests are carried out to study the influence of cyclic 
loads on the dynamic mechanical behaviour of MHBS (i.e., the initial dynamic shear modulus 
Ed and initial damping ratio λd) under different effective confining pressures and temperatures, 
in which the Magnus force between spinning particles and fluid is considered using a coupled 
DEM-CFD analysis.  

Figure 1 shows the effect of 
different effective confining 
pressures and temperatures on 
the dynamic mechanical 
properties of MHBS (i.e., Ed 
and λd) under two different 
dynamic stress amplitudes qcyc 
(i.e., qcyc, sand = 5/6 τf, sand and qcyc, 

MHBS = 5/6 τf, MHBS). Fig. 1 (a) 
and (b) show that Ed rapidly 
increased when the effective 
confining pressure increased 
from 0.1 MPa to 1.0 MPa, 
while λd quickly decreased at 
the same time. However, when 
the effective confining pressure 
further increased from 1.0 MPa 
to 3.0 MPa, Ed and λd slowly 
varied similar to the previous 
trends, respectively. Note that 
the values of Ed and λd caused by qcyc, sand are larger than that caused by qcyc, MHBS at the same 
effective confining pressure. The existence of MH, as a bonding material, enhanced the 
strength of host sediments, i.e., τf, MHBS > τf, sand. This results in more energy to be consumed 
with deformation and failure of MHBS. As shown in Fig. 1 (c) and (d), Ed almost decreased 
in a linear way while λd rarely varied with the increases of temperature under the effect of qcyc. 
The values of Ed and λd caused by qcyc, MHBS are smaller than that caused by qcyc, sand at the 
same temperature.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Ed rapidly increased and λd quickly decreased when the effective confining pressure 

increased from 0.1 MPa to 1.0 MPa. When the effective confining pressure further 
increased from 1.0 MPa to 3.0 MPa, Ed and λd slowly varied similar to the previous trends. 
The values of Ed and λd caused by qcyc, sand are larger than that caused by qcyc, MHBS at the 
same effective confining pressure. The existence of MH, as a bonding material, enhances 
the strength of host sediments. This results in more energy to be consumed with 
deformation and failure of MHBS. 

2. λd rarely varied while Ed almost decreased in a linear way with the increase of 
temperature. The values of Ed and λd caused by qcyc, MHBS are smaller than that caused by 
qcyc, sand at the same temperature. This is because higher temperature will lead to the 
dissociation of MHBS while temperature has little effect on pure sand. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Gas hydrates are ice-like solid lattice compounds that are composed of hydrogen-bonded 
water cages that encapsulate guest molecules such as light hydrocarbons. Because there is a 
large amount of natural gas hydrates present on Earth, hydrate reservoirs may be future 
sources of energy (Sloan, 1998).  

Gas hydrate-bearing sediments lose their original strength and stiffness if the gas hydrates 
are dissociated. These geotechnical effects of gas hydrate dissociation can result in significant 
deformation or failure in gas hydrate-bearing sediments (Kwon and Cho, 2012; Kwon et al., 
2010; Lee et al., 2010c; Sultan et al., 2004). Therefore, the geotechnical aspects of gas 
hydrate-bearing sediments are crucial with respect to safety issues in gas hydrate production.  

In 2010, the Ulleung Basin Gas Hydrate Expedition 
2 (UBGH2) was undertaken in order to identify sites 
suitable for a gas hydrate production test. 
Considering the occurrence of the gas hydrates and 
sediment strata, two drilling holes (UBGH2-2_2 and 
UBGH2-6) were chosen as potential production test 
sites and are the focus of the geotechnical examination 
in this study. Most sediment samples recovered from 
the two sites were minimally disturbed (i.e., not 
remoulded). The presence of gas hydrate-bearing zones 
at each site was estimated using core infrared (IR) 
imaging, physical observation, geochemistry, and 
logging data analyses. Most UBGH2-2_2 samples were 
retrieved within the gas hydrate-bearing zone. 
However, most UBGH2-6 samples were retrieved 
without the gas hydrate-bearing zone. 

Twelve core samples were tested in order to 
determine Atterberg limits (PL and LL), and grain-size 
distribution. An instrumented one-dimensional 
consolidation test was also conducted on eight core 
samples to determine their compressibility, and 
electrical resistivity. 

The mean grain size (D50) of the sediment samples 
ranged from 5 μm to 18 μm. The fraction of fine grains 
(less than 75 μm) was more than 80%. Most samples 
were classified as MH, which refers to inorganic silty 
soils with high plasticity. 

Figure 1 shows the stress-volume response of 
selected samples and their related compression indices 
(CC) and swelling indices (CS). Most Ulleung Basin 

 

Figure 1: Void ratio changes during 
the loading and unloading of the 
minimally disturbed sediment 
specimens from (a) site UBGH2-
2_2 and (b) site UBGH2-6. σ'p is 
the estimated pre-consolidation 
pressure of each sample and e0 is 
the initial void ratio before loading 
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sediments have high compression indices (CC > 0.4); 
these high compressibilities reflect the high plasticity 
of the silty sediment samples. The compression curve 
of the sediment samples of site UBGH2-2_2 is consist 
of virgin compression curve only (i.e. there is no clear 
recompression curve; effect of previous stress history 
is very small). This is due to the effect of the gas 
hydrate dissociation during the on-board 
depressurization test. In contrast, most samples from 
site UBGH2-6 have a preconsolidated pressure (σ'p), 
which is equivalent to in situ effective stress, implying 
that they were less disturbed and thus their gas hydrate 
saturations were insignificant. 

The measured electrical resistivity is plotted against porosity as shown in Figure 2, which 
includes Archie’s correlation. Overall, the electrical resistivity decreases with an increase in 
porosity. Considering the trends of the sediment samples, the electrical resistivity of the 
UBGH2-2_2 samples was higher than that of the UBGH2-6 samples. This is evidence of a 
change in the electrolyte concentration of the pore water due to the gas hydrate dissociation. 
Fresh water from the gas hydrates reduces the electrolyte concentration of the gas hydrate-
bearing sediment samples, and therefore the electrical resistivity of the sample is increased.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Most sediment samples are very loose and classified as highly plastic silty soils.  
2. The results of the consolidation tests exhibit high compressibility for the sediment 

samples. The compression curves of several samples consist of virgin compression curve 
only (i.e. there is no clear recompression curve), which implies that they are disturbed by 
effects of the gas hydrate dissociation during recovery.  

3. Electrical resistivity decreases with an increase in porosity. The electrical resistivity of the 
site UBGH2-2_2 samples were higher than that of the site UBGH2-6 samples, which 
indicates a hydrate occurrence at site UBGH2-2_2. 
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Figure 2: Electrical resistivity of the 
sediment cores during the 
consolidation test. 
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      Figure 1: Grain size distribution and structures
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      Figure 2: Shear stress-displacement curves 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF GEOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF CALCAREOUS CORAL SAND IN MARINE ENVIRONMENTS 

F. Li, Y.R. Lv and Y.W. Liu 
PLA University of Science and Technology, China 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  

Coral reef is mainly composed of coral debris and other marine organism debris with high 
cementation. It is deposited due to short transportation of water and wind in megathermal 
marine environments where coral can survive. Its overlying layer is calcareous coral sand 
which is loose, porous and brittle. The poor engineering properties (high crushability, high 
compressibility and low strength) make it focused, for example, a driven pile can penetrate 
more than ten meters under its self-weight without any driving force. Previous studies put 
emphases on the geological characteristics of the coral reef, but not the geotechnical 
behaviours of the calcareous coral sand.  

 To improve understanding of the geotechnical characteristics of the unique sand, a series 
of experimental tests were performed on the calcareous coral sand from the Coral Island of 
China. Sieve analysis was carried out to obtain the grain size distribution. Afterwards, the 
calcareous coral sand samples with different grain sizes were observed using the scanning 
electron microscope (SNE) to describe the structural characteristics. In addition, direct shear 
tests were carried out on four main gradations (i.e., d = 0.3 mm, 0.6 mm, 1.18 mm and 2.36 
mm) and a natural mixed sample to 
explore the shearing mechanism and the 
shear strength of the calcareous coral 
sand.  

Figure 1 shows the grain size 
distribution of the samples and the 
magnified photos for the calcareous 
coral sand with different particle 
diameters. The calcareous coral sand is 
white with little red extraneous 
components, which has strong fishy 
smell. The samples are composed of 
particles from 0.075 mm to 20 mm. 
Majority of the particle diameter range 
from 0.3 mm to 2.36 mm, taking up 
more than 80%. This indicates that the 
samples are mostly medium-fine sand. 
From the magnified photos, it is found 
that the grains of the coral sand include 
large amount of cavities like hornet's 
nest. This characteristic does not vary 
with the particle diameter. Even for 
grains with 0.15 mm-size, there are 
great amount of micro-cavities inside 
the grains. In other words, the grains 
themselves are not solid, unlike quartz 
sand, and will deform under applied 
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load. This is an obvious difference between the traditional soil grains and the coral sand 
grains.  

Figure 2 shows the shear stress-displacement curves for the natural mixed sample with 
medium density. When normal pressure is lower than 100 kPa, the shearing mechanism of the 
calcareous coral sand is similar to traditional quartz sand. The curve exhibits a peak shear 
stress followed by a stress reduction towards a residual shear stress with nearly constant value. 
When normal pressure is higher than 100 kPa, the stress-displacement curves demonstrate a 
special behaviour that the shear stress increases step by step with increasing horizontal 
displacement. Afterwards, the shear stress reduces or maintains to a constant value. This 
phenomenon is caused by two factors: firstly, the sand grains are crushed under a large 
pressure, i.e., more than 6% grains with 0.6 mm-size was crushed when subjected to a normal 
pressure of 250 kPa; secondly, the voids between grains are compressed due to the grain 
redistribution. These two changes improve the density of the samples. Based on the shearing 
mechanism, the peak and residual friction angles are similar. They are 46° and 44°, 
respectively. This implies that the theories available for the traditional sand may be 
inapplicable for the calcareous coral sand.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The calcareous coral sand was sampled from the Coral Island of China. The samples were 

graded using the standard sieve, finding that it is mainly composed of grains from 0.3 
mm-size to 2.36 mm-size. The calcareous coral sand with different grain sizes was 
examined using the scanning electron microscope, observed that there are great amount of 
micro-cavities inside the grains, even for grains smaller than 0.15 mm-size. This finding 
indicates that the grains themselves will deform under applied load. This is different with 
traditional sand, i.e. the sand grains are rigid without any defamation.  

2. A series of direct shear tests were performed on the calcareous coral sand. It is found that 
the stress-displacement curves of a natural mixed calcareous coral sand sample exhibit a 
special behaviour differing from the traditional soil. The shear stress increases step by 
step with increasing horizontal displacement under large normal pressure. This is caused 
by the crushing of the grains themselves and the compression of voids. The shearing 
mechanism results in a similar peak and residual friction angles, which are 46° and 44°, 
respectively. It is implied that the theories available for the traditional sand may be 
inapplicable for the calcareous coral sand. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 

It is quite a common practice to dig a basement or underground subway station up to 30m 
deep in Taipei basin. To reduce the uplift pressure from the underground reservoir which is 
located about 50m below ground surface, relief wells are usually installed into the gravel 
stratum where the reservoir is located. These relief wells could provide an excellent passage 
for groundwater to circulate to and fro the gravel stratum after completion of the underground 
structure. So, a circulating groundwater system utilizing these wells can provide the cooling 
source needed for air-conditioning. Using this system, the heat from the air conditioners will 
be discharged to the underground reservoir rather than exhausted to the atmosphere to further 
increase the air temperature in the basin. Since no groundwater is pumped out from the 
underground reservoir during groundwater circulation, no large scale pumping induced 
ground subsidence will be resulted from this practice. 

Using underground reservoir as a geothermal resource has been commonly adopted as the 
heat source in countries located in high latitudes. However, when used as cool source in the 
tropical area, especially as the cooling medium for air conditioning unit, it needs some 
modifications in circulation method. The proposed system in this study will focuses on the 
subjects such as the steady supply of a low temperature groundwater and the discharge 
capacity of groundwater to the Chingmei gravel stratum (i.e., the underground reservoir). In 
this paper, a groundwater flow model of Taipei basin was adopted and a full scale test on 
groundwater circulation system to cool down AC units was carried out to evaluate the 
applicability of this circulating groundwater system for the use of air conditioners. 

 
MODEL AND TEST ADOPTED IN THE STUDY 
 

Groundwater Flow Model: The groundwater flow model of the Taipei basin was 
established using a 3-D finite difference groundwater flow model MODFLOW, which can 
simulate groundwater flow under complex hydraulic conditions with various hydrological 
processes (Kuo & Liao, 2011). The conceptual groundwater flow model of the Taipei basin 
was divided vertically into three layers: 
the upper one is an aquitard (Sungshan 
stratum), the middle one is the confined 
aquifer (Chingmei stratum), and the 
lower one is an aquitard also (i.e., varve 
layer). The spatial variations in terrain 
and thickness for each layer were 
determined by interpolation from the 
boring log data provided by the Central 
Geological Survey (CGS) of Taiwan 
(Figure 1). Three types of boundary 
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Figure 1: Schematic profile of Taipei basin 
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condition were assigned: (1) the estuary 
of the Tanshui river is regarded as the 
constant-head boundary (i.e., 
groundwater level = sea level = 0); (2) 
no infiltration occurs in the hills on the 
east and south, the volcano on the north, 
and the tableland on the west are 
regarded as the zero-flow boundaries 
(i.e., groundwater flow = 0); and (3) the 
midstreams of the Xindian stream and 
the Dahan stream are regarded as the 
recharging boundaries (Figure 2). To 
calibrate the model, monthly 
groundwater level data from 23 
observation wells, provided by the 
Water Resources Agency, 
covering January 1997 to 
December 2001, were used. To 
verify the model, monthly 
groundwater level data from the 
23 monitoring wells from 
January 2002 to December 2002 
were used for checking the 
suitability of the model. The 
hydraulic parameters of the 
aquifer were determined from 
the pumping tests and checked 
with the numerical results 
published by Tsao et al. (1985). 
To examine the suitability of 
these parameters, the values of 
0.12 - 3.20 m2/min and 0.00192 as suggested by Tsao et al. (1985) were taken as the initial 
values of Transmissivity and Storage coefficient respectively for the inverse modelling. 
Furthermore, the spatial distribution of the conductivities was estimated by the Kriging 
method for regional scale. Model calibration was carried out through auto-calibration and 
artificial trial-and-error by matching observed groundwater levels and simulated groundwater 
levels. Meanwhile, spatial distributions of groundwater flow were estimated at different 
times. After the above exercises, the model can be used to simulate the groundwater flow 
vector and head contours (Figure 3) for the initial approximation of local groundwater flow. 
The suitability of this model was checked by an on-site heat-flow flowmeter test carried out 
at NTUST campus. The flow direction was in good agreement with the model (Figure 3) and 
the measured flow rate of groundwater under NTUST was about 0.2~0.4 m/day. 

Field Test: A full scale test to cool down the air conditioner with groundwater circulating 
system was carried out in the campus of NTUST (Figure 4). The indoor space to be cooled is 
a power transform station which covers a floor area of 124 m2. To control the room 
temperature, it is equipped a 15 RT water-cooled air conditioner which has two scroll type 
compressors. The nominal electricity consumption of the compressor was 11A each at full 
load. The compressors operated in two modes: one compressor running and both compressors 
running. The nominal cooling water needed for this air conditioner was 196 litre/min and the 
nominal operation temperature of the cooling water was 30~32℃ in and 37℃ out from the 
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of circulating 
groundwater system for AC unit 

AC unit. Any increase in the operation 
temperature of cooling water will result a 
decrease in the cooling efficiency of the 
compressor. 

 The gravel stratum underneath the 
NTUST site was located 39 ~ 60 m below 
ground surface. Inside the gravel stratum, there 
was a varve clay layer (Wuku layer) of 4 m 
thick (GL -46 ~ -50 m) dividing the gravel 
layer into upper layer (Chingmei stratum) and 
lower layer (Banciao stratum). The 
groundwater levels of the upper and lower 
layers were located at GL -12.5 m and GL -10 
m respectively during the period of testing. The 
test well was 1 m in diameter and 60 m in 
depth. Since the upper and lower gravel layers 
was found merged together at about 100 m 
from the test site, the test well could be further 
divided into upper well and lower well by a 
layer of bentonite seal. After doing so, one 
single well was divided into two wells: one for 
pumping the other for discharging 
groundwater. Although it helped to cut the cost 
of this experiment, the bentonite seal was 
found being washed away by the circulating 
groundwater and caused clogging in the pipe 
line. So, using two separate wells to do the circulation work is recommended for the regular 
cases. 

A plate heat exchanger (PHE) unit was used here to act as an external unit to get the cool 
from the groundwater without letting the groundwater flow into the air conditioner. The heat 
load of this PHE unit was ~80 kW. It was more than that needed by the 15 RT air conditioner 
(cooling capacity = 24 kWh). As the heated water flowing through the PHE unit, it exchanges 
heat with cool groundwater inside the PHE and the exhaust heat from AC was sent down to 
the underground reservoir with the discharging groundwater. The role of PHE played here is 
exactly the same as the cooling tower often used in the water cooled AC. 

The rate of groundwater pumped up from the well was controlled by a programmable logic 
controller (PLC) and a rpm adjustable pump. The pumping rate was adjusted based on the 
measured temperature of the cooling water flowing to the AC. If the measured temperature 
was too high, more cooling water (i.e., groundwater) was pumped to the AC. The flow rate of 
circulating water was measured with a paddle-wheel flow sensor. The readings from the flow 
sensor were sent to the PLC to adjust the flow rate from the well. During the circulation, 
water levels in the upper and lower wells were constantly measured with vibration wire type 
pressure transducers. The electricity consumption of AC and submergible pump was 
measured with digital Watt meter. 

Figure 5 shows the measured temperatures from various thermometers during a full day 
running period of the air conditioner. The groundwater pumped up from the gravel stratum 
maintained a constant temperature of 23.5℃. The indoors temperature of the power transform 
station was maintained at a constant value of 17.5 0.5℃ despite the outdoors temperature 
varying from 20℃ in the early morning to 30℃ around noon. The air temperature measured 
at the air outlet of AC varied from 12.5 to 16.5℃. Occasionally (say, 10 times over a 24-hour 
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period), the air temperature from AC dropped to 7 ~ 8℃. It indicated that AC was operated 
with both compressors running. However, the period for both compressors running was very 
short. For most of the time, only one compressor was running. In other words, the AC was 
able to operate in an energy efficiency mode under this groundwater circulation system 
(Figure 6). 

 
 

Groundwater temp. to PHE
Outdoors temp. 

  
Figure 5: Temperature measured from different 
sensors during a full day operation 

Figure 6: Flow rate of circulating groundwater 
and electricity consumption of the AC 

 
Figure 5 also shows that the cooling water temperature on the air conditioner (AC) side of 

the plate heat exchanger (PHE) varies from 32~33℃ (to AC) to 33~34℃ (from AC). It 
indicates that the compressors of AC were operating at a temperature of about 33℃ compared 
with the nominal operating temperature of 37℃ when used with cooling tower system. 
Roughly, it was expected to consume 3% less electricity when working under this 33℃ 
cooling water condition. Meanwhile, the temperature of circulating groundwater to the PHE 
unit on the well side maintained a steady 23.5℃ (from the well).  

In summary, there is a unique relationship among AC, PHE unit (heat exchange unit) and 
groundwater circulation system. The optimal operation pattern differs from case by case and 
should be determined based on different combinations of the facilities used and the condition 
of groundwater source as well. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. A groundwater flow model using MODFLOW was established from boring log data 

provided by Central Geological Survey (CGS) and calibrated with groundwater level 
observation data provided by Water Resource Agency (WRA). The suitability of this 
model was checked by a heat-flow flowmeter test carried out at NTUST campus. The 
flow direction was in good agreement with the model and the flow rate was about 0.2~0.4 
m/day. 

2. Cooling water with a steady temperature (~23.5 °C) is crucial for the design and 
operation of AC unit. For example, no extra capacity is needed to account for the higher 
and varying temperature of cooling water, which often happened in the cooling tower 
system. Higher cooling water temperature will reduce the cooling capacity of AC. Quite 
promisingly, the AC unit tested here was able to operate in an energy efficiency mode 
under such a steady cool supply from the circulating groundwater. The water pump used 
to circulate the groundwater is one of the main sources of electricity consumption. To cut 
down the electricity bill, the pumping rate of pump can be adjusted with a PLC unit only 
to meet the actual cooling need of AC. Having done that, it can further reduce the 
electricity used in the groundwater cooled AC unit. 
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3. No exhaust heat is discharged to the air by using the proposed circulating groundwater 
system. It can help mitigate the worsening heat-island effect in Taipei basin.  
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Figure 1: Temperature rise in summer at 0.3m and 
0.2m below the sea surface, perpendicular to the 
cable axis; with and without consideration of 
natural convection. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

The emergence of offshore energy generation has brought the need to investigate the 
problems associated with the transportation of the energy from these generation centers i.e 
Wind Power Stations (WPS), Tidal energy etc. to onshore distribution and consumption 
centers through seabed buried energy cables in near offshore area. In most cases these 
generation centers are not more than 150 km far off, thus opting for High Voltage Alternating 
Current (HVAC) route. These cables generate heat due to Joule heating thus raising the 
seabed temperature. This temperature rise can have adverse effect on marine life, especially 
the upper few decimeter of the seabed are inhabited by dwellers like benthos. Raising the 
seabed temperature might change the metabolism and reproductive behavior of benthos. The 
German environmental authority (Bundesamt für Naturschutz) has permitted a 2K rise at 
0.2m and 0.3m for seafloor and in Exclusive Econamic Zone (EEZ).  

Soil profile of North and Baltic Sea is consisting of gravel sand compound, rock 
fragments, sandy silt and sludge. The thermal analyses for these power cables are done 
following the IEC guidelines based on Line source model (LSM). LSM doesn’t take into 
account the heterogeneity of soil profile, convective heat transfer and buoyancy driven flow 
(IEC-Publ, 1989; Brakelman & Stammen, 2006). Near the seabed surface, heat transfer 
within the porous sediments is a complex phenomenon including heat and mass transfer. 
Most of the Finite Element studies related to the problem also neglect buoyancy driven flow 
and assume a conservative value for convection. Therefore a coupled heat and mass transfer 
model is developed to observe natural convection effects.  

The buoyancy driven flow is modelled by using Darcy’s equation for far field and Darcy-
Brinkman’s equation near the cable, coupled with heat transfer in porous media. The values 
of velocities calculated from flow equation are used in heat transfer equation. These 
equations (flow & heat transfer) are nonlinear and therefore were solved in a stepwise fashion 
with finite element solver. (Farouk & Shayer, 1988; Himasekhar & Bau, 1988)  
Figure 1 shows the computed heat transfer with and without considering natural convection 
with open boundaries. In near-shore scenario, for coarse sand, in North & Baltic Sea the 
average permeability values are ranging 
between 10-11 to 10-10 m2 (Forster et al., 
2003).  At these values the effect of 
thermal driven natural convection is 
considerable. The system is modelled as 
a closed and open thermodynamic 
system with possibility of mass transfer 
at seabed surface and through side 
boundaries. The temperature rise at 0.2 
m and 0.3 m depth are presented. Figure 
2 shows the temperature rise envelope.  
The Measurements from German 
Marine Authority (BSH) suggest that 
near shore seabed temperatures can 
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reach a minimum of 0oC in 
winter and 20oC in summer. 
These values are considered in 
modelling the extreme seabed 
temperature. Simulations are 
done for 75% load output 
generating 40oC at the outer 
cable surface for 30 days, based 
on long time measurements 
(Richert, 2003). The results 
clearly indicate that natural 
convection due to buoyancy 
effect is considerable. This effect 
causes either a decrease or 
increase of the temperature field. 
Not considering the natural convection in a thermal submarine power cable analysis will 
therefore lead to an over or under estimations of the temperature field. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Comparing the conventional Line Source Model or Finite Element Model without natural 

convection under or over estimates the thermal analysis. Thus either costing more for 
deep burring or potentially damaging the nature. 

2. When natural convection dominates i.e. in Sandy gravel, the free flow in porous media 
around the cable is rotational and with circulation in open and close thermodynamic 
system. However, no thermal wake is observed.  
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Methane hydrates are solid compounds made of water molecules clustered around low 
molecular weight methane molecules. The stability of methane depends on pressure (P) and 
temperature (T) conditions. Methane hydrates forms are common in sub-permafrost layers 
and in deep marine sediments, This is because of the necessary conditions of low temperature 
and high pressure required for hydrate stability. If changes in temperature and/or pressure are 
such that the methane hydrate shift from the ‘P-T’ stability zone, it will dissociate producing 
methane and water. Hydrate dissociation will induce in turn profound changes in the 
sediment structure and physical properties. Given the magnitude of this resource, hydrate 
bearing sediments (HBS) are considered to be a significant energy resource. However, there 
are also a number of drawbacks associated them, as for example, wellbore stability, platform 
foundation failures, large submarine landslides and also uncontrolled hydrate dissociation 
may release methane to the atmosphere, contributing to greenhouse effects.  

Hydrate dissociation is a complex phenomenon involving changes in fluid pressure, 
temperature, effective stresses, and geomechanical properties of hydrate sediments. 
Depressurization, heating and chemical stimulation are the three basic mechanisms that 
trigger hydrate dissociation. A proper modelling of this challenging problem will assist to 
study optimal methane production strategies and also to prevent the multiple hazards 
associated with uncontrolled hydrate dissociation. This work deals with the numerical 
modelling of HBS via a fully coupled Thermo-Hydro-Mechanical and Chemical (THMC) 
numerical formulation. The approach is composed of balance equations (i.e. momentum 
balance, mass balance of spices and energy balance equations), constitutive equations (i.e. for 
the thermal, hydraulic, mechanical and thermal problems), equilibrium restrictions and phase 
change equations. The proposed formulation was implemented in the finite element program 
CODE_BRIGHT, Olivella et al. (1996).  

The mechanical behaviour is a key component in analysis involving HBS. The 
Hierarchical Single Surface (HISS) framework proposed by Desai et al. (1989) was adopted 
to provide a general and versatile constitutive model for HBS. Some concepts suggested by 
Uchida et al. (2012) to deal with specific features of hydrate-bearing soils were incorporated 
into this model. The proposed framework was validated against recently published 
experiments involving both, synthetic and natural hydrate soils, as well as different sediments 
conditions. For example, Figure 1 shows the comparisons between the model and the 
experimental results for triaxial tests reported by Hyodo et al. (2013). The study corresponds 
to specimens with different hydrate saturations and the main outputs are presented in terms of 
deviatoric stress (Figure 1a), axial and volumetric strains (Figure 1b). The samples where 
isotropically consolidated first and subjected to shearing afterwards. It is observed that most 
of specimens shown a dominant compressive volume change and strain hardening behaviour 
at this level of confining pressure. Only the sample with the higher hydrate saturation 
presents a notorious dilative behaviour. A marked increase in the initial stiffness and shear 
strength is observed with the increase of hydrate saturation of the samples. Very satisfactory 
results were also obtained when modelling other experiments.    
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1: Mechanical model performance: a) stress strain behaviour, b) volumetric response. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. A general mathematical formulation to analyse coupled THMC problems involving gas 

hydrate bearing sediments was proposed.  It takes into consideration thermal processes 
(conduction, phase transformation), hydraulic processes (multiphase flow), effective-
stress dependent sediment response, and presence of solutes (e.g. salts) and the change in 
sediment properties in the presence of hydrates. It is a truly coupled formulation that 
incorporates the different phases (including hydrate and ice). It was implemented in 
CODE_BRIGHT and validated against experimental data and analytical solutions.  

2. The mechanical behaviour was investigated considering different hydrate saturations, 
types of hydrate pore habits (i.e., pore filling and cementing morphologies) and different 
range of confinement conditions. It was observed that the model was able to reproduce 
quite satisfactorily the enhanced stiffness and strength induced by the presence of 
methane hydrate in the sediment pore space, as well as the soil dilatancy observed in the 
triaxial experiments. The model was also capable of capturing the difference in the 
mechanical response associated with different SH values and also with the type of hydrate 
morphology. It can be considered that the global response of the HISS-MH model was 
very satisfactory under the variety of HBS types test conditions considered in this study.  
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

The shallow geothermal energy is limited to the first few hundred meters under the surface 
of the earth. Within this depth the temperature is in Central Europe approximately 10°C and 
increases about 3°C each 100 m. This temperature gives the possibility to heat or cool 
buildings with energy from the earth. 

There are two common systems to use the geothermal energy: closed and open systems. 
The closed system transfers the energy with the soil in case of no ground water flow just by 
conduction. Due to the fact that conduction is a very slow procedure the efficiency and the 
energy output is limited. If groundwater flow is present, the dominating heat transfer method 
is convection which is much faster and capable of transferring more energy. This increases 
the energy output of a geothermal heat exchanger. An open system is using two wells, one as 
the suction well and the other one as the injection well. The suction well is usually located in 
an upstream direction to avoid an influence among each other. Forced convention is the 
leading heat transfer and by increasing the pumping rate very efficient system can be build. 
Beside this major advantage of the open system the authorities have strict rules for building 
and running an open system so that the dominating systems are the closed ones. 

Ma and Grabe (2009) introduced a new method to couple a forced convection heat transfer 
with a closed system in case of no natural groundwater flow. The idea is to combine a 
borehole heat exchanger with a groundwater 
circulation technology. In this patented 
system the artificially ground water 
circulation is induced by an air sparging 
well. The driving force of this method is a 
difference in density of the surrounding 
water compared with the water air mixture. 
An air sparging well is normally used to 
reduce concentrations of volatile 
constituents in petroleum products that are 
adsorbed to soils and dissolved in 
groundwater. 
Ma showed numerically that this method 
can lead to a significant increase of 
efficiency and energy output. Depending of 
the permeability of the soil an increase of 
1000 % is possible (Ma, 2013). 

To investigate the effect under in situ 
conditions a field test was conducted. 
Therefore, a borehole heat exchanger was 
constructed with respect to the requirements 
from the patented system. The whole 
borehole heat exchanger was build similar to 
a well. Filter sand was placed around the 

Figure 1: Concept drawing of an air sparging 
geothermal heat exchanger (Ma 2013). 
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filter pipe to ensure a good hydraulic conductivity to the groundwater and a reliable 
operation. Inside this filter pipe a borehole heat exchanger was installed together with a tube 
that reaches to the bottom of the well to inject air. Next to the heat exchanger an array of 12 
pore water pressure and temperature probes were set up in the ground to be able to measure 
any kind of change in the surrounding groundwater. The inlet and outlet temperature of the 
system can be measured as well as the mass flow of the borehole heat exchanger and the 
volume flow of the air injection. 

Several different tests have been carried out. First of all, a reference value for the 
efficiency was determine by setting the inlet temperature of the heat exchanger to a fix value 
and waiting for nearly steady state condition. During this stage no air sparging was in 
progress and the borehole heat exchanger was run like an ordinary one with the difference of 
having water as surrounding material instead of backfilling material. After a nearly 
equilibrium is reached the next stage was started. To create an artificial groundwater flow the 
air sparging was activated. This stage was also executed until a nearly steady state condition 
was determined. The test showed that there is a remarkable increase of the heat transfer rate 
in case of activated air injection. Additional test with varying air volume flows were carry 
out. It was investigated that it is possible to modulate the heat transfer by the volume flow of 
the air. This represents a new way to control heating or cooling systems which are based on 
geothermal energy. Especially for ground-coupled desiccant assisted air conditioning systems 
this could reduce the costs of expensive back-up solution due to a highly fluctuating heat 
demand. Additionally, this modulation seems to have a very short response time which could 
add to this geothermal system a fast dynamic behaviour which can be in many applications a 
significant advantage. 

The mechanism of the air sparging technology and the field test itself will be presented. 
The results from the individual stages show an increase of the efficiency especially for short 
periods.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. A series of field tests were carried out to investigate the influence of different air injection 

rates of the new innovative geothermal heat exchanger to the heat transfer rate into the 
ground. It will be shown that the heat transfer can be increased. Under transient 
conditions this increase can improve the heat transfer up to the factor of 4.  

2. The control of the heat transfer rate by changing the amount of air injected in the well 
allows a new and innovative way to improve the usable range of geothermal heat 
exchangers to different applications. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, MODELLING AND VALIDATION  
 

Methane hydrate-bearing sand (MHBS) is a natural soil deposit containing methane 
hydrate in its pores, which occurs in abundance in deep water marine sediments and 
permafrost regions, and is considered as a potential energy source for the future. 
Understanding the mechanical properties of MHBS is crucial to evaluate its stability during 
drilling and methane production. In the last decade experimental studies on synthesized 
MHBS have been widely reported in the literature. However, only a few attempts have been 
made towards modelling the behaviour of MHBS. In addition, its volumetric behaviour 
cannot be well predicted from the existing constitutive models for MHBS. 

In this study, a state-dependent critical state constitutive model for MHBS has been 
developed. The critical states of MHBS (critical stress ratio and critical state lines in lne p′−  
plane) are expressed as functions of hydrate saturation ( hS ). A simple yield criterion for 
MHBS in p q′ −  space is proposed as follows: 

( )bf q p pη∗= − ′ +           (1) 
where bp is the bonding strength, andη∗ is the stress ratio at yielding, which is defined as 

* = ( )bq p pη ′ +           (2) 
To consider the effect of hydrate bonding, the state-dependent dilatancy for clean sand (Li 

and Dafalias, 2000) was modified as follows: 
( )0 ( )

( )
hm S

h b
h

dD M S e d
M S

ψ η∗ = −          (3) 
b b am p p

bd e−=           (4) 
where ( )hSψ is the state parameter for MHBS; d0, m and mb are model parameters. It can be 
seen that db is a scaling factor, which is a function of bonding strength bp , to characterise the 
effect of hydrate bonding on dilatancy. 

Considering the bonding nature of hydrate, the bonding and debonding of hydrate in 
MHBS during deformation should be modelled. The bonding and debonding laws are simply 
described using a nonlinear and logarithmically linear function, respectively: 

0b hp S bα=            (5) 
ln p

b d qd p k dε= −           (6) 
where 0bp is the initial bonding strength, and p

qdε is the plastic shear strain increment. 
α , b and dk are model parameters. 

Figure 1 presents the simulation results for MHBS with different hydrate saturations and 
confining pressures. The void ratios of the specimens after isotropic consolidation are around 
0.65. The increases in stiffness and peak strength, as well as the enhanced dilatancy and strain 
softening with increasing hydrate saturation are more or less reproduced by this model. The 
trend of the whole deformation process can be captured with acceptable accuracy by 
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the q qε − relations under conditions of different hydrate saturations and confining pressures. 
Meanwhile, the simulated q vε ε− relations are in good agreement with the test results, 
indicating the validity of the modified state-dependent dilatancy in modelling the deformation 
of MHBS. 

 

 
Figure 1: Comparison between triaxial drained shear test results and model simulations for MHBS 
with varying hydrate saturations and confining pressures (test data from Hyodo et al., 2013) 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

An elasto-plastic model based on the framework of state-dependent dilatancy has been 
proposed in this study to model the effects of hydrate saturation, confining pressure and 
density on the mechanical behaviour of MHBS. The bonding nature of hydrate was 
quantitatively described by a bonding strength parameter ( bp ). The degradation of bonding 
was modelled as a function of plastic deformation. The critical state behaviour, including 
CSLs in the ln 'e p− plane and the critical stress ratio, was modified for MHBS to account for 
the pore-filling nature of hydrate. By further introducing the state-dependent dilatancy, the 
mechanical behaviour of MHBS with varying densities can be reproduced using a unified set 
of model parameters. The model simulations and test results from drained triaxial tests on 
artificial MHBS were compared. It was demonstrated that the proposed model can 
satisfactorily capture the stress-strain and volumetric behaviour of MHBS over a wide range 
of hydrate saturations, confining pressures and densities of interest. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

A great amount of waste mud is produced during urban infrastructure and bridge 
constructions. Disposal of waste mud may cause severe pollution to the environment. 
Therefore, remediation treatment for waste mud is very important. There are several ways for 
remediation treatment of waste mud, including solidification, dewatering, reuse and so on. 
Solidification is a quick, cost effective and environmental-friendly method. In this study, in-
situ solidification technique is used for remediation treatment of waste mud. The bearing 
capacity of waste mud can be increased significantly after solidification and then the 
solidified soil can be reused. Moreover, this technique can stabilize waste mud by 
encapsulating contaminants within the ground and preventing migration to the surrounding 
environment.   

The in-situ solidification technique was adopted for ground improvement of a waste 
drilling mud disposal site in Zhejiang, China to increase the bearing capacity of the site. The 
ALLU stabilization system from Finland was used for in-situ solidification of the waste 
drilling mud test site, as shown in Figure 1. Different additives consisted of cement and fly 
ash are used for solidification. The bearing capacities of three solidified waste mud areas with 
different solidification depths and using different additives were investigated by in-situ static 
load tests.  

Before in-situ solidification, the bearing capacity of waste drilling mud is almost zero. 
Figure 2 shows the load-settlement curve obtained from static load tests of solidified waste 
mud areas using different additives and different solidification depths. It can be seen from the 
figure that the bearing capacity of waste mud increased significantly after in-situ 
solidification. In engineering practice, due to the limit of static load test device or test 
conditions, most static load tests can not apply load to the ultimate state. In a result, the load-
settlement curve is not completed. It is important to predict ultimate bearing capacity based 
on existing test results. In this study, hyperbolic curve fitting and exponential curve fitting of 
static load test results were employed to determine the ultimate bearing capacity of solidified 
waste mud. It can be seen from Figure 2 that both hyperbolic curve and exponential curve can 
fit the static load test results well. Both curve fitting methods can be used to predict ultimate 
bearing capacity.  

              
(a) ALLU stabilization system                               (b) Test site and ALLU stabilization machinery 

Figure 1: ALLU stabilization system and waste drilling mud test site 
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(a)                                                       (b)                                              (c) 

Figure 2: Static load test results of solidified waste mud areas 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. ALLU stabilisation system can solidify waste mud in situ efficiently and quickly. 

Moreover, the contaminants in waste mud can be stabilised in the ground by in-situ 
solidification technique using different additives. Therefore, this technique can also 
reduce environmental pollution. 

2. The static load tests show that the bearing capacity of waste mud increased significantly 
by in-situ solidification. 

3. Both hyperbolic curve and exponential curve can fit the static load test results well. Both 
curve fitting methods can be used to predict the ultimate bearing capacity of solidified 
waste mud. 
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INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Generation of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) has drastically increased over the past few 
decades and will continue to grow, resulting in an increasing solid waste disposal crisis. 
Where MSW is concerned, landfills are the most frequently used method of final waste 
disposal (Vilar and Carvalho, 2005). The vertical expansion of the existing landfills is 
presently being undertaken in many cities around the globe as an answer for dumping solid 
waste due to social and political problems associated with identifying new landfill sites (Zhan 
et al., 2008). Consequently, the stability of waste mass is one of the major concerns 
associated with the design of landfill expansion. Settlement behaviour prediction is a major 
factor which influences the design of expansion of MSW landfills. In addition, prediction of 
MSW landfill settlement can aid in evaluating the integrity of the final landfill cover. Thus, 
compressibility characteristics of MSW landfills are essential to be evaluated prior to 
conducting any such expansion design. 

Complications arise in applying a constitutive settlement model developed in one landfill 
to settlement prediction of another due to variations in MSW composition in landfills. Most 
sophisticated techniques adopted by some researchers cannot be applied within the context of 
developing countries due to budget constraints. Thus, a low cost laboratory experimental 
setup was produced to evaluate the compressibility characteristics of MSW excavated in 
varying depths of 0.5 and 1.0 m at different locations (TP01, TP02, TP03) of the dumpsite at 
Hambantota, a city in the dry zone of Sri Lanka.  

Figure 1 illustrates the cross section of the large scale oedometer apparatus used to 
measure 1-D compression of waste samples in this research study. The main parameter in 
landfill settlement as confirmed by Sivakumar et al. (2011), primary compression of the 
waste samples was tested. Samples with large particle sizes (10 mm) were tested owing to the 
oedometer ring having a diameter of 200 mm and a height of 100 mm. Shredded MSW 
samples, recompacted to field densities were used 
to conduct compressibility tests (Reddy et al., 
2011). Samples were fully saturated prior to 
conducting tests and staged loading method was 
adopted during the tests inducing stresses of   16 
kPa, 29 kPa, 60 kPa and 120 kPa. 

On average waste samples consisted 20% of 
gravel and nearly 70% of indistinguishable soil 
like particles which are less than 4.75 mm in size. 
The compression curves obtained in the tests are 
shown in Figure 2 and the corresponding 
compression index values and initial void ratios 
are shown in Table 1. The high content of gravel 
and soil like material resulted in samples with 
very low compression index values with high 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Laboratory experimental 
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variability. However, when normalised by the initial void ratio MSW samples showed 
narrower variation (Table 1) indicating that compression index is highly dependent on the 
initial void ratio of MSW. 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. A series of tests were conducted by means of a low cost, large scale laboratory oedometer 

setup to evaluate compressibility characteristics of landfilled MSW. One-dimensional 
primary compression of samples was tested and the settlement behaviour of samples was 
observed with increasing vertical stress. Due to the high content of gravel and soil like 
particulate matter low compressibility in waste was observed which ranged between 0.18 
and 0.27. When normalized by the initial void ratio, the modified compression index 
showed a significantly narrower band of variation between 0.08 and 0.11. The results 
obtained in the study indicate that the primary compression is highly dependent on the 
initial void ratio.  

2. The inherently heterogeneous nature of MSW results in producing different 
compressibility values for wastes collected from the same landfill and this causes 
difficulties in determining conservative and reliable design criteria for predicting landfill 
settlement behaviour. The modified compression index denoted by Cc/(1+e˳) produces a 
narrower range of values which can be effectively used in predicting landfill settlement. 
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 Figure 2: Compression curves of MSW 

Table 1: Compression index values 
Sample ID eo Cc Cc/(1+e˳) 
TP01 0.5 0.89 0.19 0.10 
TP01 1.0 1.36 0.27 0.11 
TP02 0.5 1.05 0.18 0.09 
TP02 1.0 0.87 0.15 0.08 
TP03 0.5 1.54 0.26 0.10 
TP03 1.0 1.02 0.21 0.10 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 
 

Municipal solid waste (MSW) disposed of in modern Subtitle D and bioreactor landfills 
degrade with time. Biodegradable waste particles are converted by microorganisms to soluble 
compounds in leachate and biogas, resulting in changes in the biochemical characteristics of 
leachate and biogas and physical and hydraulics characteristics of MSW (Bareither et al. 
2012; Barlaz et al. 2010). The characteristics of solid waste are also changed by physical 
processes such as compression, creep, moisture softening and raveling of waste (Bareither et 
al. 2012; Gourc et al. 2010). Multiple processes take place simultaneously during MSW 
degradation and are influenced by environmental and operating conditions in landfills. The 
composition, moisture content (wc), and overburden pressure (σv) of waste have been 
identified as the critical environmental and operating factors for MSW degradation and their 
values vary widely in the field (Bareither et al. 2010; Barlaz et al. 2010). Impacts of the 
factors on MSW degradation needs to be investigated systematically and quantitatively to 
improve our ability to achieve more effective degradation of landfilled MSW and efficient 
energy generation via biogas collection with appropriate monitoring techniques. 

Around 100 available studies on laboratory degradation experiments on MSW were 
gathered and the studies using large-size simulators which were able to contain waste 
constituents of realistic and representative sizes were selected for further analysis. The 
minimum diameter of a simulator is set to 0.3 m (12 inch) in this study (Fei et al. 2014). The 
selected studies were then screened for the availability of information on the composition, 
moisture content and overburden pressure of waste and the completeness and resolution of 
monitoring data with time during MSW degradation. The results of six experiments 
performed by the writers and 25 experiments from 10 studies in the literature were considered 
satisfactory and compiled into a database. 

The waste composition of each specimen is evaluated by the writers using two parameters, 
percentage of biodegradable waste on a dry weight basis (B0, %) and density of 
biodegradable waste after immediate compression of the waste is completed (γB,I, kg/L). The 
environmental and operating conditions used in each experiment were recorded. 
Subsequently, the wc of the specimens is divided into two types, being maintained at field 
capacity (wc≥f.c.) or below field capacity (wc<f.c.). The overburden pressure of the 
specimens falls into one of three ranges, <10 kPa, 10-150 kPa, and 150-400 kPa. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Methane (CH4) generation potential of waste (L0, L CH4/kg) increases with increasing B0, 

and 1% increment of B0 results in approximately 2.2 L/kg increment of L0 (R2=0.77). 
Maximum CH4 generation rate (rCH4,max, L CH4/d) is normalized by the initial dry weight 
of waste (Ws,0, kg) and the value increases with increasing γB,I when wc≥f.c. (R2=0.63). 
No clear correlation was observed between rCH4,max/Ws,0 and γB,I when wc<f.c. 
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2. The rCH4,max/Ws,0 of waste being degraded at wc≥f.c. is approximately 1.8% of the 
corresponding L0 per day (R2=0.93), whereas the value is 0.6% of the L0 per day when 
waste is degraded at wc<f.c. (R2=0.91). Therefore maintaining MSW at wc≥f.c. is 
essential to accelerate MSW biodegradation and achieve efficient and economical energy 
generation from biogas recovery. 

3. Time until initiation of CH4 generation (trCH4,0) and rCH4,max was observed (trCH4,max) were 
higher for waste at wc<f.c. compared to waste maintained at wc≥f.c. This again highlights 
the importance of proper moisture management and addition to waste for biodegradation 
purpose.  The values of trCH4,0 and trCH4,max are correlated and can be used to estimate each 
other (R2=0.64). 

4. Both total strain of waste due to biodegradation (εB,f, %) and maximum long-term 
compression ratio of waste (CLT,max, d-1) increase with increasing γB,I and the maximum 
reported values are 30% and 0.7 d-1, respectively. This demonstrates that biodegradation 
contributes significantly to long-term settlement of waste. 

5. The εB,f of waste can be roughly estimated from the corresponding CLT,max using a 
hyperbolic function (R2=0.59).  

6. For a given γB,I, the values of εB,f and CLT,max decrease with increasing σv between 10-400 
kPa. Therefore application of high σv to waste prior to biodegradation reduces settlement 
and long-term compression ratio of waste during biodegradation. 

7. Waste of higher σv and dry unit weight after immediate compression (γd,I) and lower γB,I 
tends to have higher γd after biodegradation compared to its γd,I, suggesting densification 
of waste structure due to biodegradation. 

8. Hydraulic conductivity of waste (k) decreases with increasing γd. Higher γB,I of waste 
results in larger reduction of k due to biodegradation compared to its initial value. 
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Figure 1: Volume of impact zone vs. Well height 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN OF VERTICAL WELLS FOR 
LEACHATE RECIRCULATION AT BIOREACTOR LANDFILLS 

 
S.J. Feng and Z.W. Chen 
Tongji University, China 

 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Bioreactor landfills use leachate recirculation to enhance the biodegradation of municipal 
solid waste (MSW) and thus accelerate landfill stabilization. The leachate recirculation can 
also store excess leachate and achieve significant economic and environmental benefits. The 
vertical well (VW) is operated as a major method for leachate recirculation. Therefore, it is 
necessary to analyse the leachate migration from VW to the waste body and to offer 
theoretical bases for the design of leachate collection and recirculation systems. The 
simulation of leachate migration in landfills with VWs has been carried out by some 
researchers, but deviations are inevitable when using two-dimensional numerical models. 

To reflect the actual conditions, a three-dimensional (3D) numerical model was 
established using FLAC3D software in this paper. The 3D model was used to investigate the 
saturated-unsaturated leachate migration in landfills with VWs. Firstly, main control factors 
of leachate migration in a single-well recirculation system, including vertical well height, 
permeability and anisotropic coefficient, were analysed. Then, the effects of different 
arrangement forms of a group-well system were studied and the optimal well spacing was 
determined. Certain design parameters (e.g., recirculation flow rate, volume of impact zone, 
recirculation volume and time to reach steady state) were also evaluated to develop design 
guidelines for engineering application. 

Figure 1 shows the variation of 
volume of impact zone Vim with 
dimensionless vertical well 
location h/H for different values 
of permeability k and landfill 
height H. h (m) is the distance 
between the vertical well and the 
bottom of the landfill. The 
optimal values of h/H range from 
0.5 to 0.6 for k =10-3 cm/s, which 
corresponds to the upper middle 
part of the landfill. This is 
because the leachate tends to flow 
out of the landfill through the 
bottom boundary for a lower 
value of h/H. On the other hand, 
for higher h/H, the recirculated 
leachate spreads more widely with fewer zones reaching the saturation value of 0.8, which is 
an evaluation index for the impact zone. However, the effect of recirculation increases with 
the increase in the well height h/H when k =10-4 cm/s due to the slow leachate movement. 
Under this condition, the recirculated leachate tends to accumulate in the pore space and a 
saturation of 0.8 can be reached in spite of a long recirculation time to reach steady state. The 
optimal locations for more permeability values were further determined for the engineering 
design. 
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In a single-well recirculation system, the influence radius d is defined as the radius of 
impact zone in the horizontal plane of the bottom of the recirculation source. In a group-well 
recirculation system, it is important to study the well spacing D. Firstly, a single-well 
recirculation system was simulated for different recirculation rates and permeabilities. A 
series of group-well recirculation systems for different values of D were then modelled to 
determine the optimal spacing Dopt. The result shows that there is no significant difference 
between the values of Dopt and 2d. 

 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
1. A three-dimensional numerical model was established using FLAC3D software to study 

the leachate recirculation in landfills with vertical wells. Main control factors including 
well height, permeability and anisotropic coefficient were investigated through evaluating 
the volume of impact zone, influence radius and recirculation time to reach steady state. 

2. This paper also investigated the influence of different major arrangement forms of a 
group-well recirculation system, e.g., uniform and staggered arrangements. The volume 
of impact zone under uniform arrangement is slightly larger than that under staggered 
condition. The optimal spacing Dopt and influence radius d were also studied. The result 
shows that there is no significant difference between Dopt and 2d, which means that 2d 
can be used as a reference value for the design of vertical well spacing. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

In the developing countries, municipal solid waste (MSW) commonly has a high content 
of kitchen waste, which results in a high initial moisture content of the MSW (for example, 
the initial moisture content of Chinese MSW is typically greater than 50%).  The moisture is 
released from MSW due to compression and biodegradation, generating a great amount of 
leachate.  This often results in high leachate mound in landfills, which leads to high risks of 
landfill failure and subsurface contamination, if the leachate collection system fails to 
drainage leachate.  The widely-used water balance model significantly underestimates 
leachate generation by 2~3 times for such landfills without accounting for moisture release 
from the MSW.  The capacity of leachate treatment facility is often not sufficient if the model 
is used in design. 

In this study, field capacity tests were carried out on borehole MSW samples with varied 
ages from Shenzhen landfill.  The results show that the field capacity is dependent on the age 
and stress-state of the MSW, that is, it decreases as stress increases for a MSW sample and 
decreases as age increases under the same stress.  Typical soil water characteristic curve 
(SWCC) was summarised for the 
borehole MSW samples.  These test 
results are used in a numerical seepage 
model of a valley landfill to investigate 
the impacts of initial moisture content of 
MSW on source and generation of 
leachate.  The results show that the 
released water from MSW is the primary 
source of leachate generation.  Base on 
the analysis, a modified water balance 
model with a consideration of the 
contribution of moisture release from the 
MSW during the process of 
biodegradation is proposed to predict the 
leachate generation.  This model is 
applied to leachate generation prediction 
of four MSW landfills located in South 
China that is, Xingfeng Landfill, Laogang 
Landfill, Tianziling Landfill and Xiaping 
Landfill.  The results obtained are in good 
agreement with the measured data.  It is 
shown that the proposed model gives 
much better predictions for high-kitchen 
waste content MSW landfills, compared 
to the original water balance model. 

Figure 1 show the calculated leachate 
generations of Xingfeng landfill and 

Figure 1:  Calculated leachate generation rate 
by different methods with measurement data. 
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Laogang landfill by the proposed modified model.  The measurement data are also shown in 
Figure 1.  It can be found that the original water balance model heavily underestimate the 
leachate generation.  But those of the modified model are much closer to the measured data 
as a result of considering the released water from MSW during biodegradation. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The MSW of the developing countries commonly has a high-kitchen waste content.  

Consequently the MSW has a high initial water content, greater than the field capacity of 
the MSW.  Much water is released from MSW due to compression and biodegradation, 
which leads to a high leachate generation.  This induces high leachate mound and high 
risks of landfill failure and subsurface contamination in the landfills filled with such 
MSW. 

2. The original water balance model heavily underestimates the leachate generation of the 
high-kitchen waste content MSW landfills.  A modified model is proposed in this paper 
with a consideration of the released water from MSW.  It gives a much better prediction 
as shown in the case study of four landfills in China.  The modified model has been used 
by the technical code for geotechnical engineering of municipal solid waste sanitary 
landfill (CJJ176-2012). 
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Figure 1: Relationship between resistivity 
and saturation by adding deionized water 

REAL-TIME MEASUREMENT AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF 
MOISTURE MIGRATION BASED ON HERT 
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State Key Laboratory of Hydro-Science and Engineering, Department of Hydraulic 
Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China 

 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Seepage and solute migration are basic research problems in geo-environmental 
engineering. However, measurement methods conventionally employed cannot fully satisfy 
the necessities of three-dimensional, non-destructive, and real-time measurement, especially 
in a geotechnical centrifuge environment. Based on high-density electrical resistivity 
tomography (HERT), a set of new measurement and analysis systems was developed to 
investigate water movement at multiple gravitation levels. The high-density electrical 
resistivity tomography test device can achieve real-time and three-dimensional measurement 
of electrical resistivity among migration processes. To study moisture migration, the 
electrical resistivity needs to be converted to saturation. The quantitative relationship between 
resistivity and saturation was obtained by conducting calibration tests. 

 The formula of resistivity and saturation was determined, as shown in Figure 1. It can be 
written: 

1 7365 6329 .. Sρ −=    (1) 
Where ρ is resistivity of soil (Ω·m), and S is 
saturation (%). As Figure 1 shows, the 
resistivity decreases with the increase of 
saturation. When saturation is less than 20%, 
the resistivity decreases rapidly with the 
increase of saturation. When saturation is 
more than 60%, the resistivity tends to be 
stable. The quantitative relationship between 
the resistivity and saturation obtained by the 
calibration experiment is well corresponding 
to the Archie resistivity model, which 
provides critical insights into moisture 
movement.  

Two infiltration model tests 
respectively on ground and in the 
centrifuge were conducted to investigate 
water movement. The saturation 
distribution of the direct sampling method 
and HERT method at the end of 
infiltration are shown in Figure 2 and 
Figure 3, respectively. Two infiltration 
model tests show that the device is 
capable of measuring 3D spatial and 
temporal distribution of soil resistivity in 
the model. Additionally, the accuracy of 
the formula obtained in calibration test  
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Figure 2: Saturation distribution of HERT method in 
central vertical cross-section (Unit: %) 
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was verified. The high-density electrical 
resistivity tomography method provides the 
capability of real-time measurement and 
quantitative analysis of moisture movement in 
geotechnical model tests at multiple gravitation 
levels, and it can feed into a wide range of 
investigations regarding seepage and solute 
transport. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. A set of new measurement and analysis 

systems based on high-density electrical 
resistivity tomography (HERT) was 
developed to investigate water movement at multiple gravitation levels. As the premise of 
its application, the quantitative relationship between resistivity and saturation was 
obtained by the calibration experiment. 

2. The quantitative relationship between the resistivity and saturation obtained by the 
calibration experiment is well corresponding to the Archie resistivity model, which 
provides critical insights into moisture movement. 

3. Two infiltration model tests respectively on ground and in centrifuge show that the device 
is capable of measuring 3D spatial and temporal distribution of soil resistivity in the 
model, even in difficult environment like centrifugal environment. The accuracy of the 
formula obtained in calibration tests was also verified. 

4. The high-density electrical resistivity tomography method provides the capability of real-
time measurement and quantitative analysis of moisture movement in geotechnical model 
tests at multiple gravitation levels, and can feed into a wide range of investigations 
regarding seepage and solute transport.  
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Figure 3: Saturation distribution of direct 
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ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL FOR PREDICTING DEPENDENCY OF 
MOISTURE RETENTION CAPACITY ON DEGRADATION AND 

STRESS FOR MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE 
 

H. Xu, T.L.T. Zhan, H. Li, J.W. Lan and Y.M. Chen 
MOE Key Laboratory of Soft Soils and Geoenvironmental Engineering, Zhejiang University, 

Hangzhou, China 
 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Moisture retention capacity (MRC) is a key parameter for the prediction of leachate 
production at a MSW landfill as well as at the pre-treatment container of a MSW incineration 
plant. The MRC of the MSW is significantly dependent on waste degradation process and 
stress compression.  

 Five sets of laboratory experiments were conducted in 300 mm diameter compression 
cells. Set A was conducted on the fresh HFWC-MSW with an optimal degradation condition, 
to characterize the change of MRC with the degradation process under a sustained stress. Set 
B and C were conducted on fresh high food waste content (HFWC) and zero food waste 
content (NFWC) MSWs under the condition of degradation inhibition, respectively. They 
were performed to determine the change in the initial MRC of MSW with the incremental 
stresses. Set D was conducted on the decomposed HFWC MSW, to obtain the change in the 
final MRC with the incremental stresses. Set E was conducted on the fresh HFWC-MSW by 
alternation of incremental stresses and degradation process, to investigate the dependency of 
MRC on the stress path. The MRC here is defined as the moisture content of waste after 
draining for more than 24 hours under the condition of free gravity drainage.  

Figure 1a shows the experimental results of set A. The MRC presented was taken into 
consideration of the mass loss due to biodegradation.  The results indicated that the MRC 
decreased with the duration of degradation under a sustained loading. The relationships 
between MRC and degradation time was 0.635-0.18(1-exp (-0.12t^0.5)). Figure 1b shows the 
experimental results of sets B, C, D and E. The results demonstrated that the MRC appeared 
to decrease linearly with an increase of logarithmic stress for fresh HFWC-MSW, 
decomposed HFWC-MSW and NFWC-MSW. The corresponding relationships were 0.754-
0.112 lg(σ), 0.521-0.067 lg(σ) and 0.424-0.047 lg(σ), respectively. These three lines on semi-
log coordinate were approximately intersected at the point (120,000, 0.185).  In addition, the 
results implied that the variation of MRC was independent of stress path in terms of stress 
and degradation time.  
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Based on the above findings, a one-
dimensional model considering both 
degradation and stress was proposed for 
predicting the MRC of MSW, as shown in 
Figure 2. The parameters of the model were 
verified by the measured data from references. 
After that, the model was developed to 
accommodate the calculation of leachate 
production at the Tianziling landfill in 
Hangzhou, under the multistep filling 
procedure.  Figure 3 shows the comparison between 
measured and predicted data. It indicated that the result 
obtained from the developed model was in agreement 
with the measured data.                           
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. MRC decreased composite-exponentially with 

degradation time for fresh MSW. MRC decreased 
linearly with logarithmic stress for fresh and 
decomposed MSW. The variation of MRC was 
independent of stress path in terms of stress and degradation time.   

2. A one-dimensional model considering both degradation and stress was proposed for 
predicting the MRC of MSW. The model was developed to accommodate the prediction 
of leachate production at Tianziling landfill in Hangzhou. The predicted results were in 
good agreement with the measured data. 
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Figure 3: Measured and predicted 
leachate production 
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Figure 2: Conceptual model of MRC 
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GAS EMISSION THROUGH UNSATURATED COMPACTED SILT 
AND CLAY LAYERS 

 
Z.K. Chen+, J.L. Coo+, R. Chen*, C. Zhou+ and C.W.W. Ng+ 
+ The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, HKSAR 
*Harbin Institute of Technology Shenzhen Graduate School, China 

 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

Waste decomposition can generate a large amount of landfill gases, such as CO2 and CH4. 
These landfill gases can pose health risks to residents surrounding a landfill. Landfill final 
cover is a common method used to prevent landfill gases emitting to the atmosphere. The 
current design guidelines of hydraulic barriers for landfill final covers are mainly focused on 
reducing water infiltration into the underlying waste. While research on the evaluation of gas 
emission from landfills is seldom, one of the main reasons is that landfill gases are supposed 
to be collected using a gas collection system. However, landfill gases can emit into the 
atmosphere when the gas collection system is unavailable or its efficiency is inadequate 
(Mcbean et al., 1995). Furthermore, gas emission rate in soil is not only governed by gas 
pressure gradient, but also affected by soil thickness and soil type. Although a number of soil 
element tests for gas permeability were conducted by various researchers (e.g., Moon et al., 
2008; Juca and Maciel, 2006), the soil thickness used in these studies was much smaller than 
that used in typical landfill covers. Therefore, a quantitative analysis of cover soil thickness 
on gas emission is essential for evaluating the cover performance. 

 
KEY RESULTS 
 

Figure 1 shows the test setup for one-
dimensional (1D) column test. The 
setup of the column is explained in 
detail in Ng et al., (2015). Two series of 
1D column tests were conducted 
considering two soil thicknesses (i.e., 
0.4 m and 0.6 m) and two soil types 
(i.e., kaolin clay and completely 
decomposed volcanic (CDV)). The 
CDV is a silt widely distributed in Hong 
Kong. The selected soils are normally 
utilized as a hydraulic barrier layer in landfill final covers. The soil specimens were 
compacted at the same soil layer thickness, degree of compaction (i.e., 90%) and degree of 
saturation (i.e., 60%). Four gas pressures (1, 5, 10 and 20 kPa) were applied at the bottom of 
the column. Water content and gas pressure were measured during the test. 

Figure 2 depicts the influence of soil thickness on gas emission rate at degree of saturation 
of 60%. As expected, gas emission rate increases with an increase of gas pressure with 
similar soil thicknesses. This agrees well with Darcy’s law, which suggests that gas emission 
rate is proportional to the applied gas pressure. Moreover, in the applied range of gas pressure 
(0 to 20 kPa), gas emission rate decreases with an increase of soil thickness. The rate of 
decrease is increasing with the applied gas pressure. As compared with the maximum 
allowable gas emission rate for landfill final cover allowed by Australian guideline (CFI, 
2013), all gas emission rates for both soil types and soil thicknesses fall well below the limit. 

Figure 1: Column setup for gas emission test 
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By comparing the gas emission rate between kaolin 
clay and CDV, gas emission rate for CDV is higher 
than that of clay for both soil thicknesses. This is 
because CDV has a larger particle size distribution as 
compared to the kaolin clay. At a certain applied gas 
pressure (i.e., 10 kPa), for kaolin clay, gas emission 
rate decreases up to 50% when the soil thickness 
increases from 0.4 m to 0.6 m. Similarly, the gas 
emission rate for CDV also decreases almost 50% by 
increasing soil thickness from 0.4 m to 0.6 m. 
Furthermore, the gas emission rate only decreases by 
30% when the soil changes from CDV to clay at the 
same soil thickness and gas pressure of 0.6 m and 10 
kPa, respectively. The results suggest that soil thickness has a more dominating effect on gas 
emission rate rather than soil type. The observation illustrates that the gas emission rate is 
strongly affected by soil thickness. To meet the requirement of gas emission rate limit set by 
the Australian guideline, landfill designer can reduce gas emission by increasing soil 
thickness when clay is not readily available. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Under a gas pressure of 10 kPa (the upper bound limit of typical landfill gas pressure), a 

0.4 m thick clay or CDV is able to limit gas emission at degree of saturation of 60% or 
above to meet the Australian guideline.  

2. The governing effect on gas emission rate in compacted unsaturated soil is soil thickness. 
To satisfy the gas emission limit set by the Australian guideline, increasing soil thickness 
can effectively minimize gas emission when compacted clay soil is not readily available.  
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Figure 2: Gas emission rate at different 
gas pressures and soil thicknesses 
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 Figure 1: Schematic layout of the 
modified double cell triaxial apparatus 

Figure 2: Variation of void ratio during 
the wetting-drying cycle 

 STRESS DEPENDENT WATER RETENTION CURVE AND 
VOLUMETRIC BEHAVIOR OF COMPACTED LOESS AS A 

LANDFILL BARRIER 
 

Q. Cheng, C. Zhou and C.W.W. Ng 
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, HKSAR 

 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 
Collapsible soils such as loess are widely distributed in various countries and used as the 

landfill barrier material to prevent rainfall infiltration. To better fulfill this function, it is 
essential to know the water capacity of the soil represented by water retention curve (WRC). 
In addition, the saturation would alter soil structure and induce large deformation (Antoine et 
al., 2003). Wetting induced collapse of loess deposits has induced various serviceability 
problems of landfill barriers. However, previous studies on wetting-induced collapse and 
WRC of unsaturated loess are limited to zero stress and K0 condition.  

To improve the understanding of wetting-induced collapse and WRC of loess, a series of 
stress and suction controlled tests were carried out. A modified double cell triaxial apparatus 
(Ng et al., 2012) which can control 3-dimensional stress state and measure axial and 
volumetric deformations of specimen was used, as shown in Figure 1. The axis translation 
technique is used to control the matric suction. An 
open ended, bottle-shaped inner cell and a 
differential pressure transducer (DPT) are used to 
measure the total volume change of a soil 
specimen for accurate determination of SDWRC, 
with an accuracy of 0.02%。 

The SDWRC tests are carried out on Xianyang 
loess. The tests were conducted on three 
compacted specimens under confining stresses of 0, 
50 and 110kPa, respectively. The initial density 
and water content of the compacted specimens 
were 1.24Mg/m3 and 11% which corresponds to an 
initial suction of around 150kPa. After setting up 
the apparatus, the sample was subjected to 
isotropic compression. After reaching equilibrium, 
a wetting-drying WRC was measured in steps. 
Typically, 7-10 days were required to achieve 
equilibrium condition at a given suction in steps.  

 
KEY RESULTS 
 

Figure 2 shows the variation of void ratio during 
the wetting-drying cycle. Seen from the figure, at 
confining stress of 0kPa, there is almost no volume 
change during the wetting-drying cycle. At 
confining stresses of 50 and 110kPa, significant 
deformations were observed and the extent of 
wetting induced contractive volumetric strain is up 
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Figure 3: SDWRC of compacted loess 

 

to 11% and 5%, respectively.  Moreover, the more 
significant wetting induced collapse, the higher 
possibility of serviceability problem occurrence of 
landfill barriers. 

Figure 3 shows the water retention curve of the 
compacted loess at different confining stress. Along 
the wetting path starting from the initial state, soil 
water content increases continuously with 
decreasing suction at zero stress. At net stresses of 
50 and 110kPa, however, plateaus occurred along 
the wetting path. Along the drying path, soil water 
content decreases consistently as suction increases. With an increase of net stress, the air 
entry value of unsaturated loess increases. That is to say, the water capacity increased. The 
observed stress effect on WRC is mainly because an application of net stress would affect 
pore size distribution and void ratio of soil specimen (Zhou and Ng, 2014). Furthermore, an 
apparent hysteresis between the drying and wetting curve of the SDWRC was observed, and 
the size of hysteresis loop decreased with increasing net stress, but at a decreasing rate.   
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Under both wetting and drying processes, unsaturated compacted loess shows almost zero 

volumetric strain at zero net stress, however significant irreversible contraction at net 
stress of 50 and 110 kPa was observed. The extent of wetting induced contractive 
volumetric strain is up to 11% and 5% at net stress of 50 and 110kPa, respectively. The 
more significant wetting induced collapse, the higher possibility of serviceability problem 
occurrence of landfill barriers. 

2. Results obtained from SDWRC shows that by increasing the confining stress, air entry 
value would increase however hysteresis loop would decrease at a decreasing rate. The 
observed stress effects on WRC is mainly because an application of net stress would  
affect pore size distribution and void ratio of soil specimen.  

3. It is beneficial to understand stress-dependent water retention curve and volumetric 
behaviour of compacted loess for better design of the landfill barriers. 
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EFFECT OF NANOMATERIAL ON THE PERMEABILITY OF 
LANDFILL COMPACTED BARRIERS 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

Water permeability is one of the important engineering physical property of soil as some 
of the major problems in soil mechanics are directly related with it. Its importance is further 
increasing due to its vital role in finding suitable solutions to problems in geoenvironmental 
applications such as pollutant migration and containment remediation in soils. Compacted 
soils with low permeability are typically used as caps for landfills to minimize infiltration of 
rain water and mitigate fugitive methane emission (Sinnathamby et al. 2013; Rajesh et al. 
2014). However, the materials on-site may not be suitable, thus available soils are treated to 
alter their properties. Nanomaterial is a potential soil conditioner to lower permeability of 
soils due to the difference of particle sizes which contributes to inter particle filling or 
interlayer filling, which reduce the soil void ratio. The use of nanomaterials has already 
contributed to number of innovative products in various engineering disciplines because of 
their size and unique chemical, physical and mechanical properties. 

Two different nanomaterials namely gamma-aluminum oxide powder (γ-Al2O3) and nano-
copper oxide (CuO) was selected and mixed with fine grained soil at different percentages 
(2%, 4% and 6%). Gamma-aluminum oxide powder is a white off-white powder, particle 
density of about 3.6 g/cm3 and average particle size of 20 nm with surface area greater than 
180 m2/g. Nano-copper oxide was a black powder, particle density of about 0.79 g/cm3 and 
average particle size of 40 nm with surface area at about 14 m2/g. Both nanomaterials are 
insoluble in water which is the main basis for its selection. Another reason is due to the large 
difference of particle density and particle size of both nanomaterials. Saturated permeability 
tests were carried out in flexible wall permeameter following the ASTM standard.  

 
KEY RESULTS 
 

Figure 1 shows the variations of the permeability 
of clay with nanomaterial content. Results indicate 
that the initial permeability of the clay (1.1 x 10-9 
m/s) decreases with increasing content of 
nanomaterials. At 2% of added nanomaterials, there 
is a decrease in permeability of mixed clay 
specimens of about 30% (7.5 x 10-10 m/s) and 45% 
(6.0 x 10-10 m/s), for γ-Al2O3 and CuO, respectively. 
Further addition of nanomaterial beyond 2% 
becomes less prominent (6.6 x 10-10 m/s and 4.4 x 
10-10 m/s for 6% γ-Al2O3 and nano-CuO, 
respectively) as flow paths devoid of nanomaterial beyond this value are unlikely. This trend 
is similar to bentonite-sand mixtures observed by Chapuis (1990) and Kenney et al. (1992); 
permeability of the mixture does not decrease significantly after exceeding a threshold value. 
More details of the experimental results are given in (Ng and Coo, 2015). 

Figure 2 shows the variation of the permeability of silt with nano-CuO content. It can be 
seen that the permeability of a 6% nano CuO-silt mixture has small reduction from 1.8 x 10-7 
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m/s to 1.4 x 10-7 m/s. A possible reason that 
nano-CuO is too small to clog the voids of silt 
hence during the permeability test, the nano 
particles just flow along with the water. This can 
be explained via the filter criterion by Sherard et 
al. (1984). The criterion state that for an effective 
filter the D15 of the filter must be 5 times less than 
the d85 of the base material. Following this it can 
be calculated that the factor of D15 of silt over d85 
of the nano-CuO is more than 60, thus it can be 
established that nano-CuO cannot plug the voids 
of silt. In comparison, D15 of clay over d85 of the 
nano-CuO is 7. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The test measurements indicate that an addition of 2% γ-Al2O3 and nano-CuO reduce the 

permeability of clay by 30% and 45%, respectively. As the proportion of the nanomaterial 
increases, the reduction of permeability becomes less prominent as flow paths devoid of 
nanomaterials are unlikely. Reduction of permeability is due to the pores of clay being 
clogged by the nanomaterial. 

2. The study also concludes that if the difference in soil and soil conditioner’s particle size is 
too large, it renders the treatment ineffective. Further research works are needed before 
any practical application can be considered. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

Methane emission from landfills poses a risk to the climate as a strong greenhouse gas and 
to the public as an explosive gas when mixed with air at a volume ratio between 5% and 15%. 
Landfill methane can be reduced by 10% to 70% through microbial aerobic methane 
oxidation (MAMO) near surface of landfill cover soils. MAMO is significantly affected by 
water content and temperature in soils. However, the coupled phenomena of MAMO, water, 
gas, and heat transfer are not well understood. Moreover, current researches mainly simplify 
the combined phenomena of water-gas-heat transfer considering MAMO in landfill cover as 
one-dimensional problem in numerical simulations, which is only appropriate for simulation 
of flat part in landfill covers. As a result, they are incapable of investigating MAMO at two-
dimensional conditions, such as sloping landfill cover, where water content distributions 
varies along landfill cover, leading to variations of gas transfer as well as oxidation rate. As 
far as the authors are aware, the coupled phenomena of MAMO and coupled water, gas and 
heat transfer at two-dimensional condition are seldom investigated and not fully understood. 

In this study, two-dimensional numerical simulations are carried out, using the new model 
published by the authors (Ng et al., 2015) for fully coupled water-gas-heat reactive transport 
considering MAMO in unsaturated soils. The model is capable of describing four gas 
components reactive transfer (CO2, O2, N2 and CH4) and MAMO as well as water and heat 
transfer. The theoretical model is user-built using COMSOL which is a finite element 
software dealing with multi-physics problem. A flume model test simulating MAMO by 
Berger et al. (2005) is adopted for model calibration at two-dimensional condition. After 
stabilization for 19 days, summer season is simulated.  The measurements include water 
content, temperature, gas concentration for CO2, O2, N2 and CH4 and methane oxidation rate. 
After calibration, parametric studies have been carried out to investigate effects of slope 
angle of landfill cover and landfill gas 
generation rate on oxidation efficiency. 
Influential factors of atmosphere 
pressure changes and stoichiometry of 
MAMO will be investigated.  

 
KEY RESULTS 
 

Figure 1 shows computed influence 
of slope angles on CH4 oxidation 
efficiency. At the end of the simulated 
summer, oxidation efficiency decreases 
by about 10% as slope angle increases 
from 0o to 18o at a given methane 
oxidation capacity. This is due to 
preferential flow of gas in the upper part 
of sloping landfill cover, as a result of 
water downward flow. Figure 2 shows 
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computed CH4 emission distribution 
along surface of landfill cover at 
different slope angles.  For sloping 
landfill covers (slope angle larger than 
0o), there are maximum CH4 emission 
at the upper part of sloping landfill 
cover. While for slope angle of 0o, the 
maximum CH4 emission happens at 
the lower part, which is due to effect 
of geometry of flume model used in 
the test by Berger et al. (2005). 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

The influence of gas generation rate 
on oxidation efficiency becomes more 
significant as slope angle increases. 
Preferential flow in the upper part of 
slope is more obvious as gas 
generation increases. At a given methane oxidation capacity, a larger slope angle tends to 
reduce oxidation efficiency, due to preferential flow of gas in the upper part of slope. In order 
to enhance MAMO in landfill, steep slope angle should be prevented. 
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BEHAVIOUR OF KAOLINITE AND BENTONITE AT ELEVATED 
TEMPERATURES 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

As the beginning of a larger ongoing project, two different phyllosilicates were tested at 
multiple elevated temperatures to ascertain their consolidation-temperature behaviour. For 
each temperature a series of consolidation tests were conducted at different consolidation 
ratios. Kaolinite was chosen for its abundance in the natural environment, and bentonite for 
its engineering applications. Both of these may be used insitu or as a specified fill material 
for various engineering applications. Some of these can experience temperature fluctuations 
such as in relation to: heat exchanger piles, nuclear waste depositories, and landfills. The 
amount of research investigating the effect of temperature on the mechanical behaviour of 
clay has been increasing; however, it is complex with a large number of materials and test 
parameters. There remains a need for a comprehensive model to accurately predict behaviour 
(consolidation rate and magnitude, cohesion, thermal hardening/softening and thermal creep). 
The aim of this study is to contribute to this goal.    

Due to kaolinite’s atomic and sheet structure (1:1 tetrahedral to octahedral), it has a very 
low; cation exchange capacity (10-100 mmol/kg), specific surface area (5-20 m2/g), and c-
spacing (0.72 nm). This leads to a non-expansive and stable nature. Conversely, bentonite has 
a 2:1 sheet structure (tetrahedral to octahedral), this results in a high; cation exchange 
capacity (800-1200 mmol/kg), specific surface area (600-800 m2/g), and c-spacing (1.2-2.1 
nm). These result in both its value as an engineering product and as a problematic soil, 
namely, expansive behaviour. 

X-ray diffraction and standard tests were used to identify the; material, liquid limit (LL), 
and plastic limit (PL). The first sample was identified as kaolinite with quartz, LL=54.5%, 
PL=30.0%. The second, beidellite with quartz, LL=453%, PL=46.4%. Bentonite is a 
colloquial term for expansive clays from the smectite group like beidellite.  

Consolidation tests were performed using a GDS 75 mm Rowe cell, two 2 MPa VJTech 
automated pressure controllers, a 25 mm linear variable displacement transducer, a 1 MPa 
pore pressure transducer, and a data acquisition system (Clisp Studio). To prepare samples a 
dried powder was used to mix a slurry (kaolinite 100% moisture content and bentonite 
600%). The sample was added to the Rowe cell and consolidated using an effective pressure 
of 50 kPa, after which a ‘B check’ was performed to ensure saturation (≥0.95) for kaolinite, 
however, this was not possible for bentonite as double drainage was used. The effective 
pressure was then increased to 400 kPa with sufficient time allowed to complete primary 
consolidation. The effective pressure was then reduced to 50 kPa resulting in an 
overconsolidation ratio (OCR) of 8. The cell was then transferred into a water bath and 
heated to the desired temperature for a minimum of 1hr. Consolidation tests were then 
conducted at effective stresses of 100, 200, 400, 800, and 1200 kPa allowing sufficient time 
for a completion of primary consolidation, determined by pore pressure dissipation and 
settlement analysis (kaolinite tests 1hr/step and bentonite 24hr/step). This was repeated at 20, 
40, and 50°C for kaolinite and 20 and 50°C for bentonite. 

The different test procedure was necessary due to the large difference in permeability of 
kaolinite and bentonite. The swelling behaviour of bentonite also provided additional 
difficulties in material preparation and final height measurements. Tests were conducted 
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without samples at various temperatures to 
investigate any thermal impacts on equipment 
and instrumentation readings. There was no 
significant change in the readings (<0.04 mm). 

The consolidation rates for each pressure step 
are presented in Figure 1 for kaolinite and 
Figure 2 for bentonite. As shown, there is a clear 
correlation between an increase in temperature 
and an increase in rate. One factor influencing 
the consolidation rate is the viscosity of water; it 
approximately doubles when the temperature 
increases from 20°C to 50°C. This trend 
generally agrees with both materials, as the 
observed kaolinite increase was 50%-200% and 
the bentonite increase was 50%-80%. However, 
given the range of results it indicates additional 
factors may be involved, perhaps the structure 
of the plates or stress history. 

Changes in the compression index (Cc), 
recompression index (Cr), and volume changes 
during the heating cycle were also investigated. 
No significant changes in Cc or Cr were noted 
for either material. The volume change due to 
heating was very small (<0.005 mm/mm) and 
difficult to assess given the low magnitude. This 
is likely due to the large overconsolidation ratio 
(OCR) of the sample at the time of heating 
(OCR=8).  

It is the intention that additional samples as well as tests will be completed in the future.  
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Elevated temperature has a direct influence on the consolidation rate of bentonite and 

kaolinite. 
2. Temperature did not affect the compression index (Cc) or recompression index (Cr) of 

bentonite and kaolinite. 
3. The magnitude of consolidation rate increase with increase in temperature appears partly 

but not entirely dependent on the change in the viscosity of the pore space medium. 
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Figure 1: The UHS Target Spectrum and 11 Selected  
and Scaled Ground Motions (2475-year Return Period) 

SEISMIC EVALUATION OF MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE LANDFILLS 
IN HONG KONG 

 
D. Huang and G. Wang 

The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, HKSAR 
 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Hong Kong is a highly populated region where municipal solid waste (MSW) landfills 
have been constructed close to residential areas due to paucity of land. The latest Chinese 
seismic code prescribes a peak ground acceleration of 0.12 g for the 475-year return period 
on “rock” outcrop. A recent Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) study (Arup 
2012) also reveals a similar level of seismicity. The updated seismic study provides a great 
impetus to evaluate seismic performance of MSW landfills in Hong Kong.  

In this study, an equivalent-linear sliding mass model is developed to simulate the seismic 
response of MSW landfills (Bray and Travasarou 2007, Wang 2012, Wang and Du 2012.). In 
this model, the landfill is simplified as a generalized single-degree-of-freedom system 
governed by the first modal shape of vibration. The small-strain period of the landfill, Ts, can 
be evaluated by the shear wave velocity of fill materials (Vs) and the height of the landfills 
(H) via Ts = 4H/Vs. Nonlinear properties of soils are modeled using an equivalent-linear 
approach, such that the stiffness and damping ratio of the waste materials is compatible with 
the induced strain level. Irreversible permanent displacements would occur if the base 
acceleration exceeds the yield acceleration (ac).  

Due to the lack of recorded time-history data for design-level earthquakes in Hong Kong, 
ground motions for seismic analyses are selected and modified from existing strong-motion 
databases. Figure 1 illustrates the Uniform Hazard Spectrum (UHS) resulted from the 
previous study (Arup 2012), as well as 11 ground motions that are selected and scaled to 
closely fit the shape of the target spectrum following the procedure outlined in Wang et al. 
(2015). 

Figure 2 shows the computed permanent sliding displacement and maximum shear strain 
induced within the MSW landfills under 2475-year return period earthquakes, for yield 
acceleration from 0.01 g to 0.2 g, and vibration period of landfills ranging from 0 to 2 second.  
It is evident that under shaking, the permanent sliding displacement of landfills is highly 
dependent on the yield accelerations and landfill period. The shear wave velocity of landfill 
materials, Vs, is typically in the 
range of 100-400 m/s which 
increases with depth (Zekkos et al. 
2008). The designed maximum 
depth of waste for landfills in 
Hong Kong is typically in the 
range of 100 to 140 m.  Therefore, 
it is estimated that when landfills 
are closed, their vibration periods 
would fall into the range of 1.5 to 
2 second.  For these cases, the 
sliding displacement is negligible 
as shown in Figure 2a. On the 
other hand, the maximum shear 
strains induced during earthquake 
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shaking are not sensitive to the yield acceleration if the landfill periods are greater than 1.5 s. 
For these cases, shaking induces a maximum shear strain of around 0.03%.  

 

    
(a)                                                                                   (b) 

Figure 2: (a) Estimated Sliding Displacement and (b) Maximum Shear Strain under the 2475-year 
Return Period Design Earthquake in Hong Kong 

  
CONCLUSIONS 

 
The study evaluated the seismic performance of municipal solid waste (MSW) landfills in 

Hong Kong using a simplified numerical model and updated seismic hazard. The study shows 
that under the 2475-year return period earthquake, MSW landfills in Hong Kong are not 
susceptible to sliding displacements. For this hazard level, around 0.03% maximum shear 
strain will be induced in the landfills during the shaking, which could be further used to 
evaluate functionality and serviceability of landfills.   
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HYDROGEN SULFIDE MITIGATION OF NANO-CARBON-AMENDED 
CLAY: POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVE LANDFILL COVER MATERIAL 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS  
 

Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) generated in landfill site is one of the odorous gases that 
considered as a major environmental pollutant. In order to mitigate H2S emission from 
landfill, clay is usually used to construct landfill covers. Besides, nano-carbons with particle 
size at the order of nanometer have been widely used for removal of H2S and other odorous 
compounds from gas steams in chemical engineering. However, performances of mixture of 
nano-carbon and clay on mitigation of H2S emission are not clear. In this study, the effect of 
nano-carbon-amended clay on H2S removal was investigated. 

To understand the effect of nano-carbon mixed with clay on H2S removal, three different 
contents of nano-carbon was added in clay (i.e. 0, 2%, 6%). The mixed soil with degree of 
compaction of 90% was packed in a plexiglass tube (20 mm i.d.) with height of 160 mm. 
Then H2S with 100 ppm concentration at flow rate of 50 ml/min was diverted into the bottom 
of the tube. The H2S adsorption capacity of the nano-carbon and clay mixture was analyzed 
using Gas chromatograph with FPD (GC-FPD) by monitoring the effluent concentration of 
H2S in the column. The amount of H2S adsorbed by the mixed soil was measured until the 
ratio of C (effluent concentration)/C0 (influent concentration) was approximately 1. Further 
tests will be carried out to investigate the mechanisms for nano-carbon-amended clay on H2S 
mitigation, including scanning electron microscopy images (SEM), X-ray fluorescence 
(XRF) analysis (for elements content in nano-carbon-amended clay) and sorption of nitrogen 
(for specific surface area measurement).  

Figure 1 shows the adsorption kinetic curves of nano-carbon (i.e. 0, 2% and 6%) mixed 
with clay. The results clearly indicated that the H2S removal rate was substantially boosted 
and the breakthrough was delayed by adding nano-carbon. The area under each curve 
represents total H2S gas emission. Based on mass balance, H2S adsorption capacity can be 
calculated as the difference between total H2S influx and H2S gas emission.  
 
PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS 
 

Clay mixed with different 
contents (i.e. 0, 2% and 6%) of nano-
carbon were used to investigate the 
capacity of hydrogen sulfide 
removal. It was found that increasing 
content of nano-carbon would 
enhance the adsorption capacity of 
mixture. The H2S adsorption capacity 
of clay added with 2% of nano-
carbon is about 1.5 times of pure 
clay, while for 6% case, it is about 3 
times. 
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Figure 1: Arrangement of instrumentation: instrumentation plan 

A FIELD STUDY OF STRESS-DEPENDENT SOIL-WATER 
CHARACTERISTIC CURVES AND PERMEABILITY FUNCTIONS OF 

A LOESS SOIL FOR LANDFILL COVERS 
 

J. Liu+, R. Chen+, H. Sadeghi* and C.W.W. Ng* 
*The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, HKSAR 

 +Harbin Institute of Technology, Shenzhen University China 
 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

It is well recognized that stress level is vital for determining soil-water characteristic curve 
and permeability function of an unsaturated soil (Ng et al., 2011). Given that loess soil has 
been used recently as an earthen landfill cover material in China, a field study was carried out 
to measure stress-dependent soil-water characteristic curves (SDSWCCs) and permeability 
functions of a loess soil in Xi'an China using the instantaneous profile method (Ng et al., 
2011). For the field test, a circular plot with 1.5 m diameter was instrumented and subjected 
to artificial ponding and then natural evaporation.  

Throughout a period of 147-day monitoring, variations of volumetric water content 
(VWC), pore water pressure (PWP) and settlements in the uppermost 6 m of loess were 
measured continuously using time-domain reflectometry moisture probes (SM300), jet-fill/re-
fill tensiometers or thermal conductivity probes, and settlement gauges, respectively. Figure 1 
shows the layout of the instrumentation. Considering wetting-induced collapsibility of loess 
(Jiang et al., 2012), the actual depth of each instrument was measured to estimate the 
corrected stress level at each location of the instruments. Based on measured VWCs and 
PWPs at various depths, in-situ SDSWCCs and permeability function were obtained and 
analysed. 

 
KEY RESULTS 
 

Figure 2 shows the measured PWP profile subjected to the wetting. The hydrostatic line is 
also included for reference. At the beginning of the monitoring program (0h), the measured 
PWPs near the surface 
(depth < 2 m) were 
relatively low, ranging 
from -95 kPa to -85 kPa. 
The corresponding PWP 
profile near the surface 
was flatter than the 
hydrostatic line, 
indicating an upward flux 
that might be induced by 
natural evaporation before 
the artificial ponding. 
However, the depth 
affected by the natural 
evaporation was limited to 
about 2 m, which is 
evidenced by the 
observation that the PWPs 
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Figure 2: Pore water pressure profile against depth (ponding) 

were close to zero within 
the depth below 2 m. As 
the wetting began, the 
measured PWP profile in 
the figure shifts to the 
right. Generally speaking, 
the higher the location, 
the larger the increase in 
the PWP. For example, 
the maximum change of 
PWP was about 95 kPa 
near the surface at the 
end of ponding. It should 
be noted the PWP profile 
seems almost vertical 
after 16 h of ponding.  
The vertical distribution 
of PWPs indicates that 
the hydraulic gradient is 1, which suggests the infiltration rate was equal to the saturated 
coefficient of permeability. After 43 h of ponding, the measured PWPs reached the maximum 
values and some positive PWPs were registered (e.g., at the depth of 3.3 m for instance). The 
positive PWP above the hydrostatic line may be due to the occurrence of perched water table 
during the wetting. Other results on VWC and settlement as well as SDSWCC and 
permeability function will be further interpreted in future.   

 
SUMMARY 
 
In this in-situ study, the instantaneous profile method was used to measure SDSWCCs and 
permeability function of a loess soil in Xi’an, China. The loess site was subjected to an 
artificial ponding and then followed by natural evaporation. During the wetting and drying, 
VWCs, PWPs and settlements at various depths were monitored. Detailed interpretations of 
measured data are being carried out.  
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ZERO EMISSION AND DISCHARGE LANDFILL MANAGEMENT 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 
A new method of landfill management of toxic gas emission and leachate discharge is to 

freeze the landfill. This new technology is an extension of the matured technology of 
freezing of soil/bedrock to prevent water seepage. Foundation freezing is a standard 
technology used in many foundation excavation and subway tunnelling. Temperature below 
12 degrees Celsius makes bacteria go into hibernation which is perfect for stopping landfill 
gas emission and leachate production. 

Anaerobic conditions within a landfill are the cause of landfill foul odour, explosive 
methane gas emission and extraordinary discharge of high COD leachate water. The newly 
invented nano-oxygenated water will also easily eliminate the high COD and BOD within 
the landfill. The dissolved oxygen in nano-oxygenated water can reach above 30 mg/l or 
much higher if needed. The nano-water can produce the water in very high capacity – in 
excess of 400 tons per day. This process has remediated many “Black Foul Odour” rivers, 
ponds and waterways. It is a once through system. The clean-up usually takes 10 to 60 days. 
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Figure 1: Instrumentation at the full-scale testing 
facility 

 
Figure 2: Comparison of gas permeability for the 
compacted loess (ρd=1.45Mg/m3) between field and 
laboratory measurement 

FIELD MEASUREMENT OF GAS PERMEABILITY FOR A 
COMPACTED LOESS FINAL COVER FOR MSW LANDFILLS IN 

NORTHWEST CHINA 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS 
 

The use of loess as an alternative earthen final cover material is promising in northwest 
China with the climate being mainly arid to semi-arid. Gas permeability is a key parameter 
for evaluating the performance of earthen final cover with respect to limiting LFG emission. 
This paper presents the field measurement of gas permeability by using the full-scale loess 
final cover testing facility established at Xi’an landfill. The testing facility was constructed in 
a way similar to the test sections of the Alternative Cover Assessment Project (ACAP) in 
USA, with the exception of the components for gas testing and monitoring (Figure 1). The 
main feature of all ACAP test sections was a large (10×20 m) instrumented pan-type 
lysimeter. The cover profile from bottom to upper was 300 mm thick gravel layer, 600 mm 
thick storage layer of compacted loess (ρd=1.45 Mg/m3) and 300 mm thick top layer of 
compacted loess (ρd=1.35 Mg/m3). Perforated PPR pipe lines were installed in the gravel 
layer and connected to the ground surface. Gas permeation tests were performed by pumping 
air to the bottom gravel layer via the pre-installed PPR pipe lines. The pore gas pressure at 
different depths was measured by a 
pressure meter which was connected to 
a gravel bag installed at the desired 
depth by a pipe line. TDR probes were 
installed at different depths to measure 
the change of water content with the 
weather condition. The gas flux rate 
through the cover into the atmosphere 
was measured by a static flux chamber 
(diameter 50 cm, height 40 cm) 
connected with a digital bubble 
flowmeter and with 18 measured points 
on the cover. It should be noted that the 
static flux chamber should be inserted 
in the surface with 10 cm depth and the 
bubble of the flowmeter should be 
created by artificially instead of being 
blown by gas from the chamber into the 
flowmeter. All these were done to 
accurately measure the gas flux rate. 
Gas permeation tests were performed 
before and after grass planting on the 
cover. The field measurement of gas 
permeability for the compacted loess 
(ρd=1.45 Mg/m3) and its comparison 
with the laboratory measurement was 
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shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows that before vegetation planting, the field measurement was 
about one-two orders of magnitude greater than the laboratory measurement for a given water 
content. This indicated that the compacted loess in the field consisted of more clods, being 
relatively non-uniform. After vegetation planting, the field measurement of gas permeability 
for the compacted loess was decreased to be close to the laboratory measurement. The field 
measurement indicated that the plant growing tended to reduce preferential flow channels for 
gas. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Gas permeation tests were carried out on the full-scale loess/gravel cover testing facility 

established at Xi’an landfill. Air was pumped to the bottom gravel layer and flowed 
through the compacted loess layer. The gas flux rate at the cover surface was measured by 
a static flux chamber. The variation of pore gas pressure and water content with depth and 
weather condition were measured. The gas permeability of the compacted loess was 
measured before and after grass planting.  

2. Before the grass planting, the field measurement for the compacted loess 
(ρd=1.45Mg/m3) was about one-two orders of magnitude greater than the laboratory 
measurement for a given water content. This indicated that the compacted loess in the 
field consisted of more clods, being relatively non-uniform. 

3. After the grass planting, the field measurement of gas permeability for the compacted 
loess was decreased to be close to the laboratory measurements. The field measurements 
indicated that the plant growing tended to reduce preferential flow channels for gas.  
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 
 

Compacted clay liner (CCL) has been widely used in landfill final cover system. Biochar, 
a black solid substance derived from waste biomass such as peanutshell by pyrolysis, has 
been proposed by different researchers as landfill final cover soil amendment to promote 
microbial methane oxidation rate and odour (e.g. hydrogen sulphide) adsorption (Shang et al., 
2013; Xu et al., 2014). However, geotechnical properties of the biochar amended soil (BAS) 
are rarely studied. The objective of this study is to investigate the soil-water retention curves 
(SWRCs) of the compacted clay and biochar amended clay (BAC) (20%, w/w) with 35% 
compaction water content (CWC) at different degrees of compaction (DOCs) (80% and 
100%). Each SWRC was measured at suction ranges from 0.4–14 MPa and 49–125 MPa 
using osmotic technique (OT) and vapour equilibrium technique (VET), respectively (Ng & 
Menzies, 2007). 

Kaolin clay and peanutshell biochar (425-µm-sieved) were used to prepare the BAC 
(Wong et al., 2015). The BAC was mixed with deionized water to 35% CWC and compacted 
into soil disc (10mm in height and 70mm in diameter). A humidity chamber (MHU-150L) 
was used to control temperature at 25±0.5°C throughout the experiment and the relative 
humidity at 70, 60, 50, and 40% corresponding to total suction at 48.5, 49.4, 94.2, and 124.6 
MPa, respectively. The weight of the soil samples were measured for every 12 hours and 
suction was change from one to another when the weight change of all soil samples were less 
than 0.05g within 12 hours. For the OT test, the methodology was followed Tang et al. 
(2010) with modifications. 

 
KEY RESULTS 
 

Figure 1 shows the measured drying and wetting soil-water retention curves of the 20% 
BAC and the clay with 35% CWC at three 
different DOCs (80 and 100%) obtained from 
VET tests. At low DOC (80%), the soil-water 
content of the clay at 48.5 MPa on drying path 
is 1.6%, while upon 20% biochar application, 
the soil-water content increased to 3.9%. At 
high DOC (100%), the soil-water content of 
the clay at 48.5 MPa on drying path is 1.1%, 
while upon 20% biochar application, the soil-
water content was increased to 2.0%. It can be 
seen that the application of biochar increased 
soil-water holding capacity of the compacted 
clay at both low and high DOCs, while the 
increment is more significant at low DOC. 
Hysteresis loops are also observed between the 
drying and wetting paths of all soil samples. 
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Figure 1: SWRCs of clay and 20% (by weight) 
BAC at 80% and 100% DOC 
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PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS 

 
Results from the present study show that biochar application would increase the soil-water 

retention capacity of the compacted clay at high suction (48.5–124.6 MPa) at both low (80%) 
and high (100%) compactions. However, when the DOC increases, the effects of the soil-
water retention is reduced. It implies that soil compaction alters the pore structure and hence 
the soil-water movement and retention capacity. A more detailed investigation of compacted 
BAC microstructure may be required if it is to be applied in design.  
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BACKGROUND, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Compaction bands, manifested as tabular zones with pure compaction deformations (with 
little or no shear offset parallel to their plane), were reported in the field by Mollema and 
Antonellini (1996). The occurrence of compaction bands may significantly reduce the 
porosity and permeability of the host rock, and becomes barriers to the flow fluids and 
impedes the storage of fluids (Holcomb et al., 2007). This may cause significant economic 
and social consequences to key industrial applications such as hydrocarbon extraction, 
carbon-dioxide sequestration and storage, nuclear waste disposal and aquifer management.  

While compaction bands have been reproduced in the laboratory (Baud et al., 2004), major 
discrepancies exist between the field and laboratory observations. In particular, the stress 
level for compaction bands to occur as observed in the laboratory tests is found much higher 
than that estimated from the field. There has been much less particle crushing observed in 
field compaction bands than in laboratory tests. All these add up to the great perplexity on the 
onset and developing conditions of compaction bands in the earth.   

Aiming to tackle the major issues in the understanding of compaction bands in the field 
and reproduced in the laboratory, we extended the hierarchical multiscale method we recently 
developed (Guo and Zhao, 2013, 2014, 2015; Zhao and Guo, 2015) to investigate the 
occurrence of compaction bands in sandstone. This approach couples Finite Element Method 
(FEM) and Discrete Element Method (DEM) to solve a boundary value problem without 
assuming any constitutive relations. Instead, a DEM assembly is attached to each Gauss point 
of the discretized FEM mesh to serve as the representative volume element (RVE) and to 
derive the required constitutive responses for the FEM computation. In the DEM part of the 
multiscale framework for sandstone, we adopted a linear contact law for normal forces and 
used the Coulomb’s friction for the tangential forces. A bond model is assumed to simulate 
the interparticle cohesion which will limit the total normal and tangential forces. A dual-
porosity structure consisting of macro-pores and general interparticle voids is adopted to 
simulate the mechanism of pore collapse process. We sheared a square specimen in biaxial 
compression under constant confining pressure of 10 MPa. Mesoscale heterogeneity is 
introduced to simulate the heterogeneity of natural sandstone by varying the cohesion 
strength of the RVE attached to each Gauss point. The RVEs with lower cohesion strength, 
namely the local weak points, act as the nuclei at the initiation of the compaction bands.  

Figure 1a presents the obtained stress-strain (q-ϵ_1) and debonding-strain (N-ϵ_1) 
relationship. It is evident that the debonding process in our DEM is consistent with the 
acoustic emission in laboratory tests. The stress-strain curves is qualitatively similar to the 
experimental observations of Castlegate sandstone, which can be characterized by 4 stages 
(Olsson and Holcomb, 2000). (1) 0-1.8% axial strain: linear elastic deformation stage with no 
debonding happening. (2) 1.8%-2.0% axial strain: second stage corresponding to the 
initiation of debonding to the significant increase of debonding accompanied with a mild 
stress drop. (3) 2%-4.5% axial strain: a relative stable stage in terms of both stress and rate of 
debonding. (4) 4.5%-6% axial strain: a further hardening stage with steady increase of strain 
and dramatic increase in debonding number.  During this stage, the compaction bands are 
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found to extending substantially in the horizontal direction. Similar unstable propagation of 
discrete compaction bands were reported in Bentheim sandstone (Baud et al., 2004).  

Figure 1b illustrates the mature compaction bands in terms of volumetric strain (ϵ_v) at 
ϵ_1=2.5% (corresponding to the red marker in Figure 1a). 4.5% axial strain (the marker in 
blue), the boundary between Stage 3 and Stage 4, marks the total vanishing of compaction 
band and the entire sample become almost homogenous. After that, the specimen undergoes 
an almost linear compression again, whose slope is slightly smaller than the first linear stage. 

 
 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1: Global responses of the specimen used in multiscale modelling of compaction bands 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

We have demonstrated the possibility of the formation of compaction bands induced by 
debonding and pore collapse in the highly porous sandstone based on a FEM/DEM coupled 
hierarchical multiscale framework. The global response is similar to the triaxial compression 
results of Castlegate sandstone and Bentheim sandstone in terms of stress-strain relationship 
and debonding number. The fact that compaction bands are separated by relatively less 
compressed observed in the heterogeneous specimen confirms that the heterogeneity in the 
formation and development of compaction bands. Systematic study is needed to find out the 
underlying mechanisms controlling the initiation and propagation of compaction bands. The 
multiscale study offers a cross-scale perspective for us to under the fundamental behaviour of 
compaction band in sandstone.  
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Understanding the transport mechanisms of organic compounds (VOCs) through 
unsaturated soils is of great importance for the estimation and prediction of their transport 
and fate in the landfill cover system. Landfill final cover system usually consists of drainage 
layer, compacted clay liner (CCL), gas recovery layer and the geomembrane (GM). A typical 
profile of the cover system is shown in Figure 1.  

 
 

 
 

Analytical models are very useful for preliminary design of landfill covers and assessment 
of the performance of the barriers. However, there is no analytical model available for 
diffusion of vapor-phase VOCs in these layered cover systems.   

An analytical model for VOCs diffusion in the layered covers was developed on the basis 
of the following assumptions: (1) diffusion, degradation and adsorption of VOCs transport in 
gas recovery layer; compacted clay layer (CCL) and drainage layer were considered; (2) 
diffusion and partition of VOCs migration in GM were considered; (3) concentration of 
VOCs at the bottom and surface of landfill cover system were set to be constant and zero, 
respectively; (4) concentration and flux of VOCs were continuous between the layers. The 
effects of water saturation degree on the VOCs concentration profile were analyzed on the 
basis of the analytical model (see Figure 2).  

It is demonstrated that the degree of saturation (Sr) has great influence on concentration 
profiles of VOCs in the covers. VOCs concentration increases with the decrease of Sr. 
Concentration of VOCs at the surface of CCL tends to be zero when Sr reaches 0.9. It is also 
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shown that GM can prevent VOCs diffusion through the barriers effectively. The flux of 
VOCs on the surface of cover system with GM is 10 times less than that without GM. 

The surface flux of the cover system was also calculated for the different Sr. Flux of VOCs 
for the case with Sr=0.9 is 5 orders of magnitude less than that with Sr=0.3. It is of great 
importance to control the degree of saturation to impede the diffusion of VOCs. The reason 
may be that the diffusion coefficient and retardation factor of the VOCs in the covers is 
related to the degree of water saturation. The diffusion coefficient decreases with the increase 
of Sr while the retardation factor increases with the increase of Sr.  

 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
1. Degree of water saturation has a great influence on diffusion of VOCs in the landfill 

cover systems. Surface flux of VOCs released with Sr=0.9 can be 5 orders of magnitude 
less than that with Sr=0.3. CCL with high degree of water saturation can be used in 
engineering practice as a good diffusion barrier to minimize air pollution caused by VOCs 
diffusion.  

2. Sr has greater effect on VOCs degradation and diffusion in CCL than in the gas recovery 
layer and the drainage layer. 

3. The proposed analytical model is relatively simple and can be used for preliminary design 
and evaluation of landfill cover system and verification of more complicated numerical 
models. 
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REMOVE HYDROGEN SULFIDE BY GROUND GRANULATED 
BLAST FURNACE SLAG (GGBS) AMENDED SOIL 
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INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

In municipal solid waste (MSW) landfills, the disposed waste would undergo anaerobic 
decomposition, and large amount of odors could be generated, among which hydrogen sulfide 
(H2S) is easily recognizable because of its smell of rotten egg. Odor pollution released from 
landfill systems has been a serious environmental problem. 

One method to remove H2S from a landfill system is to amend the landfill cover soil with 
conditioners. Ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) is generated from recycling the 
by-product derived from iron and steel production processes. GGBS has been used in cement 
applications to enhance strength and durability (Malagavelli et al., 2010); and also used for 
contaminated soil solidification and stabilization (Kogbara et al., 2011). GGBS is rich in 
mineral, fine in nature and highly alkaline, thus may have good potential in H2S removal.  

In this work, the use of GGBS as a novel soil conditioner in removing H2S was studied. 
Laboratory column tests, regeneration tests and chemico-physical analysis were carried out to 
evaluate the effectiveness of using GGBS to reduce H2S to an olfactory threshold (lowest 
concentration of H2S that human nose can sense) of 0.02 ppm (parts per million in volume) 
(Wanek, 2011). Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of column set-up. Three different 
percentages of GGBS 
(0%, 10% and 30% by 
weight) were mixed with 
loess soil (Sr around 
50%), compacted in a 
column and then with a 
flux of 1000 ppm H2S 
from the bottom. 
Repeated column tests 
were carried out on 30% 
GGBS amendment 
series to study the 
regeneration ability of 
GGBS amended soil.  
 
KEY RESULTS 
 
Figure 2 shows that 30% GGBS amendments can achieve a removal capacity of 0.584 mg/g 
(sulfur per gram of wet soil), and after three cycles of regeneration (by air ventilation), it 
shows an accumulated removal capacity of 1.44 mg/g. Amendment of 30% GGBS can 
significantly delay the H2S breakthrough time by nearly two times, as compared to soil 
without amendment. It is suggested high alkali and mineral content of GGBS results in the 
effective removal of H2S, by acid-base reaction and oxidation. GGBS can be considered as a 
more environmental friendly alternative conditioner to reduce H2S released from a landfill.  
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a 1D column set-up 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

The test results revealed that the use of GGBS in loess soil could remove H2S effectively 
to a level under the olfactory threshold of 0.02 ppm. As the percentage of GGBS increases 
from 0% to 30%, the capacity of H2S removal almost doubled, showing a removal capacity of 
0.584 mg/g. It is also found that the GGBS amended soil can be regenerated to remove H2S 
after being air-ventilated. Although the removal capacity of each run decreased after three 
cycles of regeneration, an accumulated removal capacity of 1.44 mg/g was found. 
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ONE-DIMENSIONAL HEAT AND WATER TRANSFER IN A THREE-
LAYER LANDFILL SOIL COVER SYSTEM 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Landfill covers are a crucial component in preventing water infiltration into buried solid 
waste to reduce leachate generation and landfill gas emission. A capillary barrier is an earth 
cover system, which consists of a fine-grained soil layer overlying a coarse-grained soil layer. 
It makes use of contrasting unsaturated hydraulic properties of the two different soils to 
minimize rainfall infiltration and to drain away any infiltrated water quickly. It has been 
demonstrated that a capillary barrier performs well in arid and semi-arid regions as a landfill 
cover. However, a capillary barrier cannot prevent water infiltration effectively in humid 
regions. Moreover, a capillary barrier cannot prevent landfill gas emission. Therefore, a 
three-layer soil cover system was proposed by Ng et al. (2015a) for landfills in humid 
climates. In this landfill soil cover system, a compacted clay layer is added beneath a 
capillary barrier consisting of a silt layer on top of a gravelly sand layer. This three-layer soil 
cover system can prevent water infiltration and landfill gas emission under all weather 
conditions (i.e., at any humid, semi-arid and arid climates) by making use of the function of a 
capillary barrier and the low permeability and low air-entry value of a compacted clay. 

Decomposition of waste generates a substantial amount of heat and causes temperature 
difference between the top and bottom surfaces of the landfill cover. Such a temperature 
gradient may influence the water distribution in a landfill cover and even result in cracking of 
cover materials. Therefore, it is important to study the heat and water transfer in a landfill 
cover and to explore the effect of heat on the performance of the landfill cover. 

In this study, element tests were first carried out to measure the thermal conductivities of 
soil cover materials with different water contents and at different temperatures. Then, 
temperature-controlled soil column tests were conducted to study one-dimensional heat and 
water transfer in a three-layer landfill soil cover system. A water head of about 0.1m was 
applied on top of the soil cover system to simulate landfill cover under ponding conditions. 
The temperature at the bottom surface of the soil column was controlled at 60℃ to simulate 
heat generation of decomposing wastes. Thermal insulation material is used around the side 
wall of the soil column to minimize lateral heat loss. Tensiometers, water content transducers 
and temperature sensors are installed at different depths of the soil column to monitor the 
variations of suction, water content and temperature in the soil cover system.  

Figure 1 shows the measured thermal conductivities of cover soils with different water 
contents. It can be seen that the thermal conductivity of each soil generally increases with 
water content. This is probably because the thermal conductivity of pore water is much 
higher than that of pore air. At a certain water content, the thermal conductivity of gravelly 
sand is the highest while the clay is the lowest. This is because the thermal conductivities of 
quartz and feldspar are higher than those of clay minerals. Besides, the thermal conductivity 
of each soil increases slightly with temperature, but the increment can be neglected. 

Figure 2 shows the measured temperature distributions along the depth inside the soil 
column during water infiltration. From the bottom surface of the soil cover system to the top 
surface, temperature decreases linearly in each soil layer but at different rates. This 
phenomenon can be explained by the thermal conductivities of cover soils. The thermal 
conductivities of the three compacted soil layers silt, gravelly sand and clay are 1.95, 0.31 
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and 1.37 W/m·K, respectively. Higher thermal 
conductivity induces a smaller temperature 
decrease. The temperature decreases most 
significantly in the gravelly sand layer. With the 
duration of water infiltration, the temperature in the 
silt layer increases slightly while the temperature in 
the clay layer and gravelly sand layer decrease 
significantly. This is because the water content in 
the silt and gravelly sand layers increases and 
results in higher thermal conductivities. Therefore, 
the heat loss in clay layer becomes more significant. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The thermal conductivities of different soil 

cover materials with different water contents 
and at different temperatures are measured by 
element tests. The thermal conductivity of each 
soil generally increases with water content. At a 
certain water content, the thermal conductivity 
of gravelly sand is the highest while the clay is 
the lowest. Besides, the temperature effect on 
thermal conductivity of each soil can be 
neglected. 

2. From the bottom surface of the soil cover system to the top surface, temperature 
decreases linearly in each soil layer but at different rates. The temperature decreases most 
significantly in the gravelly sand layer, because its thermal conductivity is the lowest. 
During water infiltration, the temperature in the silt layer increases slightly while the 
temperature in the clay layer and the gravelly sand layer decreases significantly. This is 
because the thermal conductivities of silt and gravelly sand layers increase with water 
content during water infiltration and result in higher heat loss in the clay layer. 
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Figure 1: Development of calculated and 
measured temperature (top) and suction 
(bottom) in soil column at different zones 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

In northwest China loess is commonly used as material of soil cover layer for landfills 
with municipal solid waste (MSW). The water content of the soil cover layer has great impact 
on the hydraulic conductivity, which plays an important role for the isolation function of the 
cover layer. The MSW landfill body usually has higher temperature due to the bio-chemical 
reactions. A temperature gradient will occur, that can lead the water vapour transport 
upwards in the soil cover layer. Meanwhile water can also evaporate from the surface of the 
cover layer subjected to a dry climate. 

 A laboratory experiment is performed to investigate the evaporation induced change of 
water content in a soil column with a heating bottom. In order to simulate the laboratory 
experiment, a thermo-hydraulic coupled numerical model is established, in which the heat 
transport and two-phase flow processes are involved. The advection and diffusion controlled 
water vapour transport is involved in this model and a specific evaporation boundary 
condition is applied. The material parameters (such as water retention curve and permeability 
of both water and gas phase) for the modelling 
are based on previously performed laboratory 
test. 

Figure 1 shows the numerical results and 
measured data of suction and temperature in the 
soil column. The development of temperature 
shows the similar trends at different zones. The 
temperature of the measurement point near to the 
heating bottom boundary increased to about 40C 
in 1day after the experiment began. The 
variation of the temperature was induced by the 
changes of the room temperature. The 
temperature in the soil column was sensitive to 
the room temperature, because the experiment 
equipment was exposed in the air without any 
insulation measure. The temperature near to the 
soil column top was much closer to the room 
temperature. The results of suction shows 
continually increase during the experiment. The 
zone near to the soil column top had a higher 
increase rate of the suction than the bottom zone. 
When the heating bottom was shut off, the 
temperature in the whole soil column was 
dropped to the room temperature. Meanwhile, 
the evaporation and water vapour processes were 
still active. The suction kept increase but with a 
lower rate. 
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 CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. A numerical and laboratory study was carried out to investigate the water and gas 

transport in soil column with a heating boundary. The experiment measurements show 
that the evaporation process of heating condition is much faster than the experiment with 
isothermal condition. Increased temperature can significantly speed up the drying process. 

2. The profile of water content distribution shows that the drying process takes place in the 
lower and upper zones immediately after the heating start. The zone in the middle of the 
soil column has a later decrease of water content. 

3. The higher gradients of the suction occur in lower and upper zone of the soil column. The 
higher temperature in the lower zone causes strong water evaporation, which reinforces 
the diffusion of the water vapour. For the upper zone the evaporation through the top 
surface is stronger than the water vapour migrate into this zone from the lower part of the 
soil column.  

4. After 30 days of the experiment the vapour transport process of the upper zone reaches a 
steady state and the measured suction keeps almost constant. 

5. With the coupled numerical model the experiment measurements and observations can be 
well represented by considering the vapour diffusion and environmental conditions, i.e. 
room temperature and relative humidity. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Heterogeneous multilayered structure widely exists in nature and the engineering fields. 
The geological structure is typically multilayered half space. In order to make this problem 
manageable, the heterogeneous multilayered structure is always assumed to be homogeneous 
in each layer. Several available approaches are developed to solve the static and dynamic 
responses in the multilayered structure, they are: finite element method (FEM), boundary 
element method (BEM), stiffness matrix method and propagator matrix method. The most 
powerful method to treat the multilayered structure is propagator matrix method, which is 
first developed by Thomson (1950), Haskell (1953), and Gilbert and Backus (1966) to solve 
the elastic wave propagation problem, independently. 

In the past, study on multilayered structure mainly focuses on the consolidation problem 
and wave propagation in elastic or poroelastic 
media while the temperature field is rarely taken 
into account. The only available references are 
from Small and Booker (1986) for stiffness 
matrix method and Rundle (1982) for 
conventional propagator matrix method. In this 
article, we will take temperature field into 
consideration and extend the generalized 
propagator matrix method to analyse the static 
response in multilayered thermoelastic media. 
First, the governing equations together with 
boundary and initial conditions for a 3D 
multilayered thermoelastic media with buried 
sources are presented. Second, three vector base 
is introduced, and then propagator matrix 
method is employed, with the aid of continuity 
conditions, to derive the general solutions of 
static response. The numerical instability 
problem in the conventional algorithm will be 
discussed and resolved. Next, a numerical 
strategy of high-order adaptive Gaussian 
quadrature method with continued fraction 
expansions (1983) is employed to approximate 
the integral solutions expressed in terms of 
semi-infinite Hankel type integrals. Finally, the 
solutions are applied to treat the problem of 
radioactive waste disposal in which the 
radioactive waste is regarded as a decaying heat 
source. The thermal induced behaviour is 
investigated and compared with previous works. Figure 2: Time history of temperature 

Figure 1: Temperature distributions 
along depth at 50 years 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Comprehensive analytical solutions for transient static response of 3D multilayered 

thermoelastic media with surface loads and internal sources are presented.  
2. The numerical instability problem in the conventional algorithm is discussed and resolved 

by introduction of normalization technique and a newly improved propagator matrix.  
3. The solutions are applied to solve the problem of radioactive waste disposal in which the 

geological structure is treated as a four-layered half space and the radioactive waste as a 
decaying heat source. The variations of temperature and the thermal-induced 
displacements and stresses are investigated. 
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Figure 3: Thermal induced vertical 
deformation along depth at 50 years 

Figure 4: Thermal induced vertical 
stress along depth at 50 years 
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OPTIMAL DESIGN OF GRANULAR LANDFILL COVER FOR 
MINIMISING RAINFALL INFILTRATION AND GAS EMISSION 
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The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Kowloon, Hong Kong, China 
 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

The performance of traditional two-layer covers with capillary barrier effects (CCBE) in a 
waste containment system may be unsatisfactory in areas of high annual precipitation. A 
three-layer capillary barrier is proposed as an alternative final cover for controlling water 
infiltration and gas emission. This paper presents a coupled air-water flow analysis to 
evaluate the performance of the three-layer CCBE for high precipitation areas and proposes 
optimal combinations of local soil layers for cover construction in Hong Kong.  

Conventional approaches to evaluating the performance of granular covers focus on 
limiting water percolation. Most infiltration analyses ignore the influence of gas entrapped in 
soil pores during infiltration. In reality, a landfill cover is often unsaturated by the 
simultaneous presence of water and air in soil pores, which results in two-phase flows in the 
capillary zone during water infiltration or gas emission. The influence of gas phase in soil 
should not be ignored. In fact, the release of odious landfill gases is a public concern. Hence 
both water infiltration and gas emission should be controlled in practice and simulated in 
numerical analyses.  

This paper evaluates the performance of a three-layer cover consisting of a surface fine-
texture soil layer, a coarse-texture soil layer and a bottom fine-texture soil layer, as an 
alternative cover for use in Hong Kong where the annual precipitation is high. A multiphase 
flow model is proposed considering the movements of the gas-phase and the water-phase 
simultaneously. A gas permeability prediction method is adopted as a tool to estimate the gas 
permeability based on basic soil properties. The governing partial differential equations are 
solved in COMSOL Multiphysics.  

Completely decomposed granitic soils in Hong Kong area are used as materials of the 
cover system in the numerical simulation analysis. Five types of soil are chosen as capillary 
barrier cover materials. According to ASTM D2487, these five materials can be classified as 
lean clay with sand (CL), sandy silt (ML), clayey sand with gravel (SC), silty sand with 
gravel (SM), and well graded gravel with silt (GW-GM). Figure 1 shows a CCBE model with 
a width of 25 m and a slope of 
1:3. The model consists of 
four components: a fine 
texture soil layer as a surface 
layer, a coarse texture soil 
layer beneath the surface 
layer, a fine texture soil layer 
as the bottom layer of the 
cover system, and the 
underlying waste material. 
Many combinations of layer 
materials (or cover types) are 
evaluated, taking CL, ML and 
SC as the fine soil layer, and 
SM and GW-GM as the coarse 
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Figure 1: Geometry of the numerical model 
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soil layer. The top surface of the CCBE is exposed to precipitation during rainfall. Infiltration 
flux is applied on the top surface. The bottom boundary is set as a water table. A constant gas 
pressure equal to 5 kPa is applied to the waste material. The left and right boundaries of the 
model are set to be impervious.  

Three rainfall scenarios are considered in examining the performance of the cover during 
rainfall infiltration: (1) a 1000-year return storm in Hong Kong (as an extreme precipitation 
condition) with 759 mm rainfall in 24 hours; (2) a 10-year return period storm with a rainfall 
amount of 371 mm in 24 hours; (3) a 2-year return period rain event with a rainfall amount of 
214 mm in 24 hours. 

 The criteria to evaluate the performance of the three-layer covers with various soil 
combinations include the amount of infiltration, the amount of drainage, and the amount of 
water percolating through the cover system. These three criteria are evaluated at various 
boundary conditions, for instance setting the drainage channel interface as a drainage 
boundary of the cover. 

 
KEY CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Type 1 cover is recommended for design use, adopting ML, GW-GM and CL as its 

surface fine-texture soil, coarse-texture soil and bottom fine-texture soil, respectively. 
This type of three-layer cover allows only a small amount of rainfall infiltration into the 
cover and a small amount of percolation through the cover to the waste. Meanwhile, the 
large saturated hydraulic conductivity guarantees the drainage capacity even under 
extreme rainfall conditions.  

2. Type 1 cover also ensures a relatively small amount of gas percolation and a minimal 
amount of gas emission into the atmosphere. The high coefficient of desaturation capacity 
of GW-GM efficiently keeps the moisture of the bottom fine-texture soil layer; hence 
Type 1 cover also fulfils the requirement of limiting gas emission. 

3. Increasing the thickness of the bottom fine-texture soil layer is most effective in 
enhancing the performance of the three-layer granular cover by decreasing both water 
infiltration and gas emission. Increasing the thickness of the surface fine-texture soil layer 
can also enhance the cover performance.   
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A NEWLY DEVELOPED CENTRIFUGE ENVIRONMENTAL 
CHAMBER AT HKUST: INITIAL RESULTS OF A SLOPE TEST 
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The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, HKSAR 
 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

In recent years it has become more evident that climate conditions are changing with the 
occurrence of more extreme weather events and overall change in weather patterns.  This will 
affect geotechnical works located at the surface since atmospheric flux boundary conditions 
are more pronounced.  Quantifying these climate effects are difficult due to the variability of 
the parameters involved and so studies on this topic have received the attention of 
geotechnical engineers.  However, most of these studies focus on future rainfall scenarios and 
do not consider other climate variables such as increased temperature.  Ridley et al. (2004) 
pointed out that excessive seasonal embankment settlement was observed particularly during 
hot dry summers.  This point towards the need to investigate the effect of various climate 
variables to adequately assess its impact on geotechnical works such as slopes.   

Centrifuge modelling is a useful tool to model climate effects on geotechnical structures, 
due to the advantage of inducing the correct stress states and it also allows the modelling of 
seasonal soil behaviour in a single test.  Previous centrifuge studies investigating climate 
conditions imposed wetting-drying cycles by means of rainfall and dry air circulation (Take 
and Bolton, 2002).  In these studies, relative humidity (RH) was used as reference while other 
atmospheric variables such as temperature, wind and radiation were not considered.  
Tristancho et al. (2012) developed the first chamber capable of simulating various climate 
conditions including temperature, relative humidity, rainfall, wind and radiation.  

The environmental chamber presented by Tristancho et al. (2012) employed heating and 
cooling elements in in a convection control system to change the state of the air.  Results 
report show only a particular atmospheric path. In reality climate conditions can be more 
diverse and it would therefore be more desirable to have a system where one climate 
parameter can be varied while keeping another stable.  In addition, after each heating-cooling 
cycle their centrifuge should be stopped, which is not ideal as the stress conditions of the soil 
model will change during this process.  The objective of this extended abstract is to present 
the preliminary results of a newly developed environmental chamber at the Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology 
(HKUST) based on a convection design 
principle with heating and cooling 
elements, and a few modifications to 
improve the on the current state-of-the-art.  
A separate humidity nozzle was 
introduced to allow for improved relative 
humidity control, and more cooling units 
were introduced to increase efficiency. 
Also, in-house designed software and 
rearrangement of the fans used for 
circulation allows for continuous cycles 
without stopping the centrifuge.  In 
addition, rain nozzles as well as UV and 
infrared lights were installed for rainfall 

Figure 1: Measured atmospheric paths presented 
on a psychrometric chart 
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simulation and radiation boundary 
conditions respectively.   

 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

 
A preliminary test of the new 

environmental chamber was carried 
out to evaluate its capabilities, but also 
to assess the response of a loess slope 
to seasonal temperature cycles.  The 
slope test comprises a 14 m high 
(prototype scale), 40° slope of 
unsaturated re-compacted loess soil 
(average moisture content of 10 %, dry density 1315 kg/m3).  Two temperature cycles 
(heating-cooling) were first induced, after which a constant temperature was maintained.  
Figure 1 shows the measured atmospheric paths obtained during the preliminary test at 40g 
centrifugal acceleration (where g is the earths gravitational field).  These results show that 
temperature can be held constant while varying the RH and vice versa, simulating more 
diverse climate conditions.  Figure 2 shows the slope crest settlement under heating-cooling 
cycles.  The total accumulated displacement of 0.9 mm (36 mm prototype scale) can partly be 
attributed to the thermal softening behaviour during temperature cycles leading to increased 
volumetric strains of the soil.  This indicates that temperature effects should also be 
investigated to account for the additional settlements induced during seasonal changes.  

 
PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. A newly developed environmental chamber capable of reproducing diverse climate 

conditions is presented.  Moreover, it is possible to maintain a relative constant 
temperature while varying relative humidity.  This opens the possibility of isolating the 
effect of different climate variables on geotechnical structures in order to more 
comprehensively investigate possible geo-environmental hazards.  

2. The results from the preliminary slope test indicate that temperature effects should also be 
studied as a climate variable and focus should not only be on relative humidity as a 
reference climate variable.  
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Figure 2: Measured slope crest displacement during 
temperature cycles
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STIFFNESS ANISOTROPY FOR SERVICEABILITY ANALYSIS OF 
OIL AND GAS PIPELINES CROSSING LOESS EMBANKMENTS 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

Loess deposits cover approximately 10% land area of the earth. In specific, loess is 
widespread in northwest part of China, where oil and gas pipelines would inevitably 
encounter loess slopes (Li et al., 2009). Shear modulus is a key parameter not only for 
dynamic response analysis but also for predicting deformation of earth-fill and underground 
structures such as oil and gas pipelines during their life time. Although it is conventionally 
considered isotropic, stiffness is mostly anisotropic in nature depending on soil type, 
deposition mechanism, void ratio, stress and suction state. To have a better understanding, 
therefore, it seems necessary to take into account anisotropy effects in analyses as well. The 
stiffness and anisotropy of this type of soil has not been the subject of many research so far. 
The study aims at investigating stiffness degradation as well as stiffness anisotropy of re-
compacted loess at different strain levels. 

Natural loess which is clay of low plasticity (CL) was taken from Xi'an, Shaanxi province 
of China. Our field observations confirm high void ratio of loess, which decreases with depth. 
Therefore, two levels of void ratio are considered, namely high and low corresponding to 
shallow and deep layers, respectively. Cylindrical Specimens of 70 mm in height and 143 
mm in diameter were prepared at in-situ water content (11.5%) and statically compacted in 7 
layers to two different dry densities at a loading rate of 1 mm/min. Samples were considered 
large enough to well accommodate two vertical specimens (70 mm in height and 50 mm in 
diameter) as well as one horizontal one (Figure 1). Large diameter samples were then 
carefully trimmed to the target diameter of 35 mm by using a lathe. Dry density and initial 
suction were evaluated based on mass-volume relations and SWRC of re-compacted loess, 
respectively. Details of total 6 specimens prepared for this study are summarized in Table 1. 
All tests were carried out by the fixed-free energy-injecting virtual mass resonant column 
system (Li et al., 1998). The system minimizes the number of vibrating cycles and allows 
continuous measurement of shear modulus. 

KEY RESULTS  
 

Figure 2 shows measured shear modulus degradation curves of two vertical specimens. It 
can be seen that they are consistent both void ratios. This, in fact, implies good quality of 
sampling as well as repeatability of tests. By comparing results for perpendicular planes, 

 
Figure 1: Direction of sampling 

for studying anisotropy. 

Table 1: Summary of test conditions. 
Series 
No. Test ID* 

Dry 
density 
(g/cm3) 

Strain 
amplitude 
(%) 

Confining 
pressure 
(kPa) 

Initial 
suction(kPa) 

Water 
content 
(%) 

H 
H-v1 
H-v2 
H-h 

1.187 

0.001-0.1 70 

50 
11.32 
11.25 
11.28 

L 
L-v1 
L-v2 
L-h 

1.276 70 
11.61 
11.67 
11.55 

* H: higher void ratio; L: lower void ratio; v: vertical; h: horizontal 
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horizontal specimen has higher stiffness compared to vertical one in case of higher void ratio 
while the opposite trend is valid for the other case. Moreover, the difference between stiffness 
of horizontal and vertical samples increases with an increase in density. In order to evaluate 
anisotropy, the ratio between horizontal and vertical shear modulus is considered (Ng & 
Yung, 2008). Additionally, evolution of anisotropy with shear strain can be investigated as 
well. Figure 3 shows anisotropy of re-compacted loess as a function of strain level for two 
void ratios. Results indicate that both samples are anisotropic independent of initial void ratio 
but the trend of anisotropy is vice versa. Specimen with lower void ratio, on the other hand, is 
stiffer in vertical direction compared to horizontal one. This kind of trend may be due to the 
layering effects which enhance by increasing energy level or decreasing void ratio and does 
not exist in specimen with high porosity. Regarding strain effects, anisotropy reduces as 
strain increases in case of higher void ratio and eventually converges to the isotropic state. 
However, there is a negligible increase in anisotropy of specimen with lower void ratio up to 
0.1% strain. 

  
Figure 2: Stiffness degradation curves of re-
compacted loess in perpendicular directions. 

Figure 3: Evolution of anisotropy (Gh/Gv) with 
shear strain. 

  

CONCLUSIONS: 
 
1. Anisotropy of re-compacted loess at as-compacted state is confirmed through comparison 

of stiffness in two perpendicular planes for two different void ratios. Results would help 
to have a more accurate deformation analysis and design of oil and gas pipelines in loess 
Plateau. 

2. Specimen with higher void ratio shows degradation of anisotropy with increase of shear 
strain from 0.001 to 0.1%. The specimen reaches isotropic state at 0.02% shear strain. 
Also, stiffness anisotropy seems to be independent of strain level for denser specimen.  
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

Due to the increasing concerns on global warming, scarce land for agriculture and 
contamination impacts on human health, biochar (chars that derived from biomass and end up 
in soil) application is being considered as one of the possible measures for carbon 
sequestration (Lehmann and Joseph, 2009), promoting higher crop yield (Zhang et al., 2011) 
and contamination remediation (Ahmad et al., 2014). The feasibility of biochar amendment 
in soil for balancing the ecology and soil physical stability has been reviewed (Chen et al., 
2015). The features of biochar in changing soil physical and biochemical properties are 
essential in affecting soil behaviour. In order to extend the application of biochar in 
geotechnical works, the stiffness/compressibility of biochar has been investigated.  

Biochar (peanut shell pyrolyzed at 500 oC) and biochar-amended soils were used to 
investigate their one-dimensional consolidation properties using incremental loading (ASTM 
D2435) (D18 Committee 2003). Different ratios of biochar (0, 5, 10, 25 and 100%, w/w) 
were amended to completely decomposed granite (CDG) soil. The initial void ratios were 
1.00, 1.00, 1.11, 1.43 and 2.42, respectively. All samples were prepared using same stress 
during compaction except pure biochar. The initial water contents of all mixtures were 13%, 
except 42% for pure biochar. Mixtures and biochar specimens were prepared using static 
compression method. To reach void ratio of 2.42 for biochar require a significantly larger 
stress than that of CDG (void ratio=1.00).  

 
KEY RESULTS 

 
Preliminary results 

showed that pure biochar 
is more difficult to be 
compressed compared with 
CDG (Figure 1). The 
deformation of biochar 
was significantly smaller 
than that of CDG, even 
though the void ratio of 
biochar was larger than 
CDG. Biochar is more 
elastic than CDG. More 
biochar addition exerts 
more and faster 
deformation but more 
elastic during unloading.  
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Figure 1: Compressibility of pure biochar versus completely 
biochar-amended decomposed granite (CDG) soil. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. It has been demonstrated that the biochar may have the potential to increase the soil 

stiffness and elasticity, with lower density. 
2. However, this requires higher compaction rate of the biochar before applying further 

loading. 
3. Higher ratio of biochar in soil induces more deformation when the samples were prepared 

using lower but same stress.  
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND RESULTS 
 

Nowadays, an emerging ground treatment technique (MICP), microbially induced calcite 
precipitation, is attracting much more attention from the researchers to carry out 
studies, due to its characteristics of energy efficiency, environmental protection, and small 
disturbance of soil. The precipitated calcite crystals are induced mainly by the metabolic 
activities of the bacteria with high enzyme activity, thus it is able to bond the soil particles 
together to improve the properties of the soil, such as permeability, strength, deformation, and 
liquefaction. In this way, the treated soil can be used for the construction. However, if this 
new technique is used in practice, the effect of many influential factors on the engineering 
properties of the soil should be well understood. One of the significant factors is the size of 
the soil particles, as the geometric compatibility between the bacteria and the inter-particle 
pores of the soil is one of the most important key issues for the MICP technique. 

In this study, the effect of particle size on the bio-cemented sand was investigated via 
three different ranges of particle size. Firstly, the unconfined compression test was conducted 
to obtain the strength of the bio-cemented sand and meanwhile, its corresponding failure 
mode was also gained. Secondly, the amount of the precipitated calcite crystals was measured 
by the acid treatment after the completion of unconfined compression test. Additionally, the 
porosity of the sand specimens before and after MICP-treated was determined. Finally, the 
mechanism of the strength enhancement for the bio-cemented sand was initially revealed. 

The experimental results show that the particle size can cause remarkable influence on 
the failure mode of bio-cemented sand. In other words, the specimens with coarse sand 
particles failed gradually, presenting that the calcite cementation breakage mainly focused on 
the upper zone of the specimens, and by the end of the shearing, an approximately horizontal 
plane was formed due to the drop of sand particles. However, this failure mode would be 
changed as the particle size decreased. For the specimens with medium-coarse sand, its 
failure was marked once a slope was formed. In addition, for the specimens with fine sand 
particles, markedly brittle failure occurred after the peak strength was achieved and then the 
specimen was broken into smaller blocks without forming a specific slope. 

It can be concluded from the above mentioned failure modes that the particle size would 
also have an effect on the unconfined compressive strength (qu) of the bio-cemented sand. 
As is known to all, qu is closely related to the calcite crystals, including its distribution and 
content. In this study, the amount of the calcite crystals was much larger than 60 kg/m3, 
meaning that qu  of the bio-cemented sand will be high. Through comparing qu  of the three 
groups, big difference occurred. That is to say, qu is highly dependent on the particle size of 
the sand. The finer the particles are, the higher qu can be acquired. Nevertheless, it should be 
noted that there was no noticeable relation between qu and the calcite content in this 
investigation. This phenomenon can be explained that the distribution of the calcite crystals is 
diverse on account of the varying pore structure of the sand specimens. 

Based on the above analysis, the mechanism of the strength improvement can be inferred 
as the following two aspects: (1) calcite crystals positioned in the particle-particle contact; 
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(2) calcite crystals formed in the pore space among sand particles. In this investigation, 
the effective calcite deposition rate, filling compactness in inter-particle pores and contact 
coordination number can be used to reveal the influence of particle size. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

The influence of particle size on the strength of bio-cemented sand was investigated in 
this study through the unconfined compression test. The following conclusions can be drawn: 

 
1. Particle size has dramatically effect on the strength of the bio-cemented sand. For the 

specimens with fine sand particles, more calcite crystals can be precipitated, and 
meanwhile, the higher strength will be obtained compared to those with coarser sand 
particles. 

2. The smaller size of particles can be beneficial to the precipitation of effective calcite 
deposition due to the relatively more number of contacts for the particles. 

3. The strength enhancement of the bio-cemented sand is closely related to the effective 
calcite deposition rate, filling compactness in inter-particle pores, and contact 
coordination number of sand particles. 
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INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

Debris flows occur in mountainous regions worldwide. They are typically composed of a 
mixture of water and soil particles, and have a destructive nature attributed to their high 
impact velocities and ability to entrain boulders which can incapacitate structures. They also 
damage the geo-environment, scarring natural hillsides and destroying natural habitats. 

Methods of directly mitigating debris flow hazards in regions include installing rigid 
barriers, baffle arrays and flexible barriers. Rigid barriers are commonly used due to their 
high capacity for impact loading, but comprise some key disadvantages: they are often tall 
and do not blend in well with the geo-environment, and they typically require the mass 
felling of trees before construction. There is therefore considerable interest in studying 
complementary measures such as baffle arrays. 

Baffles are an array of obstacles used to disrupt the flow pattern, thus dissipating energy. 
They can be installed easily on steep hillsides due to their compact nature, can include 
recycled materials (e.g. car tyres, recycled glass or gabions), and can easily blend in to their 
surrounding environment. Despite the advantages of using baffles, they are still installed 
using empirical, prescriptive approaches, and the most critical case, boulder-entrained flows, 
is still not well understood.  

A series of experiments using a 5-m long flume is carried out to understand the influence 
of a baffle-barrier installation on the dynamics and deposition height of boulder-entrained 
granular avalanches. The flume is equipped with high-speed cameras for understanding flow 
dynamics, laser sensors to determine flow depth and photoelectric sensors to determine flow 
frontal velocity. Both 100 kg and 30 kg mixtures of sand and glass balls (representing 
boulders) are used, with control experiments performed using just sand. Impacts are scaled 
using the Froude number, which is the ratio between inertial and gravitational forces. The 
size of glass ball is varied. The two materials are pre-segregated by placing all the balls 
directly behind the door of the flume. The flume is inclined at 26° to the horizontal in order to 
obtain Froude numbers dynamically similar to those of real debris flows. Baffle arrays with 
varying numbers of rows are used in conjunction with a tall rigid barrier. The position of the 
point of impact is kept constant for each trial, thus making Froude numbers at impact 
comparable. 

 
KEY RESULTS 
 

Preliminary results obtained from pure sand flows 
interacting with installations of baffle arrays and a 
rigid barrier show that increasing the number of rows 
of baffles in front of the barrier causes a decrease in 
the maximum deposition height at the barrier (Figure 
1). This is likely due to the increased retention 
capacity of the installation afforded by the baffles. 
Results from mixtures of sand and 39 mm diameter 
glass beads (Figure 2) demonstrate severe clogging, 
effectively forming a large mound which reduces the 

 
Figure. 1: Sand flow impacting baffle 
array & rigid barrier: deposition height 
vs. number of baffle rows 
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final deposition height at the barrier. However, an 
intermediate ramp-like feature forms near baffles, which 
allows boulders behind the flow front to travel over the 
baffle array, thus posing a serious hazard.  

These results imply that the installation of a baffle 
array may facilitate the reduction in height of a rigid 
barrier, particularly if the flow includes a significant 
percentage of large particles, although boulder saltation 
is a concern. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Baffle arrays can be effective at reducing deposition 

height on a rigid barrier. For pure sand flows at a 
channel inclination of 26°, increasing the number of 
baffle rows reduces the deposition height, regardless 
of whether retention volume or impact velocity is 
held constant. 

2. Flows which include a large percentage of boulders 
may undergo clogging when interacting with a baffle 
array, thus effectively forming a large rigid barrier, 
which may reduce the deposition height on the rigid 
barrier. However, during the deposition process, 
ramps may form, thus allowing boulders to launch 
upwards dangerously. 

3. The current study reveals that pairing a baffle array 
with a rigid barrier can allow a reduction in the 
height of the barrier, thus potentially reducing the visual impact on the geo-environment 
due to the installation, as well as potentially allowing a reduction in hillside scarring. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Soil liquefaction can cause catastrophic disasters in strong and moderate earthquake events 
and is often encountered in earthquake active regions. Effective countermeasures against soil 
liquefaction has been developed and used in practice, such as soil compaction, soil 
cementation, and lowering of ground water table, etc. In spite of the technical reliability of 
these methods, a notable limitation is that these methods are often overly expensive or require 
high maintenance, and are not economically acceptable for normal buildings and structures. 
As a result, presently soil liquefaction is still one of the major causes that accounts for 
earthquake-induced damages. The development of cost-effective methods for liquefaction 
prevention or mitigation is of great practical significance.  

One of the promising methods is soil desaturation, that is, to make initially saturated soil 
unsaturated. It has been reported that, by adding or generating small amounts of gas bubbles 
into liquefiable soils, the liquefaction potential can be greatly reduced. Because methods of 
adding or generating gas/air bubbles could be relatively cheap, soil desaturation can 
potentially be developed as a budget technique for the mitigation of soil liquefaction. If this 
desaturation method is to be practically used in the future, several technical problems should 
be resolved first. These problems include: 1) the understanding of mechanical behaviour of 
desaturated soil at various loading conditions; 2) the development of reliable techniques for 
introducing/generating gas bubbles in soil in a uniform manner; and 3) the understanding of 
long-term stability of gas bubbles in soil. Recent studies related to these three problems are 
briefly introduced, with emphasis on the bacterial desaturation method. 

Adding small amounts of gas bubbles into soil to reduce the degree of saturation (around 
80% or higher) can significantly change the undrained performance of soil in various testing 
conditions. In cyclic loading conditions, after the desaturation treatment, the cyclic strength 
of sand can be doubled more even higher (Yang et al., 2004; Okamura and Soga, 2006). 
Likewise, in quasi-static loading conditions, the undrained strength of desaturated loose sand 
is much higher than that at saturated state in both triaxial compression and extension 
conditions, and the stress-strain behaviour displays a transition from a strain-softening 
manner to a strain-hardening manner (He and Chu, 2014; He et al., 2014). Furthermore, in 
shaking table model tests, comparative studies on both saturated and desaturated sands 
demonstrate that, by reducing the degree of saturation of sand to a range of 80% - 95%, 
liquefaction resistance can be greatly improved by showing considerable reductions in excess 
pore water pressure and soil volumetric deformation (He et al., 2013). These studies can 
support the idea of using soil desaturation as a means of liquefaction mitigation, although 
further exploration is required to have a deeper understanding of the effect of desaturation on 
liquefaction performance of soils.  

Methods have been proposed and tested to achieve desaturation effects in liquefiable soil. 
These methods include direct air injection, water electrolysis, chemical methods, and 
microbial methods. Microbial denitrification process is a series of reduction reaction from 
nitrate (NO3

-) to nitrogen gas (N2) intermediated by denitrification bacteria. N2 gas is the 
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effective product used for soil desaturation. The overall reaction (ethanol is used as electron 
donor) is: 

2 5 3 2 2 25C H OH+12KNO 10CO +6N +9H O+12KOH→ ↑                                                    (1) 
The laboratory or field implementation can be carried out simply by pouring or injection 

biomass suspension (bacteria) and treatment solution (nitrate, electron donor, and other 
ingredients) into soil. Gas bubbles can be generated and the degree of saturation can be 
reduced concurrently. The denitrification process is selected over other microbial processes, 
because N2 gas is chemically stable and its solubility in water is very low. Other advantages 
of the denitrification process involves that: the microbial reaction is relatively slow, so the 
desaturation process can be easily controlled; gas is generated in the soil pores directly so that 
the distribution of gas bubbles can be uniform; the denitrification process is a natural process 
and thus its disturbance to the environment is relatively small.  

The stability of gas bubbles in soil is also of importance. In laboratory tests with 1-meter-
long sand column, bacteria-desaturated soil shows a stable manner in gas content or degree of 
saturation over 10-day testing period at the hydrostatic condition (He, 2013). In field 
conditions, it is reported that the unsaturation state of sandy ground can be maintained for 
more than 10 years with evident by not substantial increase in degree of saturation (Okamura 
et al., 2006). 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

Recent experimental studies show that soil desaturation is a potential and promising 
approach for the mitigation of soil liquefaction. However, more research work needs to be 
carried out before it can be used in practice. The mechanical behaviour of desaturated soil 
should be studied by taking more factors into consideration, including void ratio, effective 
confining pressure, soil type, and loading conditions, etc. The method of bacterial 
desaturation should be tested in large scales or field conditions, and the stability of bacteria-
produced gas bubbles needs to be experimentally investigated in real ground conditions.  
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Slope failure and erosion problems have increasingly become more frequent around the 
world. Soil-Bio engineering or the use of vegetation to prevent shallow slides and erosion has 
been historically applied in many parts of the world. Vetiver grass (Chrysopogon zizanioides 
or formerly, Vetiveria zizanioides) have been used extensively in many tropical and sub-
tropical countries for shallow slide stabilization and erosion control (e.g. Hengchaovanich, 
1998, Truong et al., 2008). Normally, planted as hedgerows parallel to the slope contour, 
Vetiver grass has a very dense fine vertical root system that penetrates as deep as 3-4 meter in 
some applications, making it very effective for slope stabilization, reduction of runoff erosive 
energy and sediment trap.  

However, there are many aspects of vegetation on slope stability which can be beneficial 
and some can be destabilizing.  For example, canopy interception of rainfall and 
evapotranspiration will reduce pore water pressure leading to increase in shear strength. Root 
fibers reinforce the soil mass, thus increasing its shear strength too. However, in the field of 
soil-water conservation, vegetation-covered and root-permeated ground surface has normally 
been reported to be of higher permeability and infiltration rate (see e.g. Styczen & Morgan, 
1995). Jotisankasa et al. (2014) employed Finite Element Method for modelling seepage and 
Limit Equilibrium method to calculate slope stability of hypothetical slopes stabilized with 
Vetiver. It was suggested that, for the case of 26.6o slope the benefit of increased cohesion 
due to roots offsets the adverse effect of potential higher permeability of root zone that may 
induce deeper infiltration into slopes. However, for 60o slope, groundwater can infiltrate to a 
greater depth through the root zone, resulting in higher pore water pressure and about 10% 
reduction in factor safety of the slope. 

 Nevertheless, a recent study by Rahardjo et al. (2014) suggested that the Vetiver grass 
tended to act as slope covers to minimize the infiltration of rainwater into slopes. Leung et al. 
(2015) reported Schefflera heptaphylla root-induced increases in the air-entry value and the 
size of hysteresis loop of soil-water characteristics. These studies have been conducted on 
residual soils and decomposed weathered granite from Singapore and Hong Kong, 
respectively.  

This study focuses on the influence of Vetiver root on soil’s permeability and soil-water 
retention curve. Only highlights of the test results will be given here. In total, three major soil 
types were selected for investigation, namely clayey Sand (SC), low plasticity Silty soil 
(ML), and high-plasticity Clay (CH). The SC soil and ML soil were residual soils taken from 
landslide sites in Southern and Northern Thailand, while the CH clay was taken from 
Bangkok area. The soils were compacted to 80% standard Proctor inside a transparent acrylic 
mold with 10cm diameter and 15 cm height. Each of these samples were planted with Vetiver 
grass and waited until the vetiver reached a certain age of zero to eight months before testing. 
Experimental set-up followed the principle of instantaneous profile tests for permeability 
function and soil-water retention curve tests. The side root-area-ratio could be calculated by 
drawing the root pattern on the transparent sheet attached to side of the mold. Due to paper’s 
length limitation, only trends of saturated permeability with root percentage will be reported 
here. 
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Figure 1: Variation of saturated permeability with 
bulk root area ratio 

Figure 1 shows variation of saturated permeability with the bulk root area ratio. Evidently 
the soil’s permeability of ML and CH soils increases a little by the presence of Vetiver roots 
for the bulk root-area-ratio less than 1%. This initial increase in permeability of the soil may 
be due to loosening effect on the soil structure from planting process.  As the bulk root area 
ratio exceeds 1%, the permeability started to decrease and became about 10 times smaller 
when the root area ratio reached 1.2-1.5%.  It was expected that some macro pores in the 
compacted CH and ML soils were later filled with roots once root growth reaching a certain 
level. The overall influence of Vetiver roots in this study seems to decrease the permeability 
of the CH and ML soils once fully grown and hence preventing infiltration into slope for 
these soils. As for SC soils, however, the trend is still not so clear, as there was decrease in 
permeability for soil with roots in some cases while increase in permeability for others. This 
observation however only applies to the Vetiver less than 8months old. For older Vetiver, 
there could be effects of root decay and rejuvenation that comes into play. 

  
CONCLUSIONS 
 

The overall influence of Vetiver roots 
in this study seems to decrease the 
permeability of the high plasticity clay 
and low plasticity silt once fully grown 
to eight months old and hence 
preventing infiltration into slope for 
these soils. As for clayey sand, however, 
the trend is still not so clear, as there 
was decrease in permeability for soil 
with roots in some cases while increase 
in permeability for others. This 
observation however only applies to the 
Vetiver less than 8months old.  
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Slope failure in Hong Kong is a major hazard receiving much public attention due to its 
hilly topography and frequent rainstorms. Greening of urban slopes using live self-generated 
vegetation with minimal maintenance has been promoted globally. Plant mechanical 
contribution is determined by root diameter, spatial distribution and tensile strength. In this 
study, the additional resistance to soil contributed by root systems of four native plant species 
was quantified as root cohesion (cr). These species include shrubs Rhodomyrtus tomentosa 
and Melastoma sanguineum; and small trees Schefflera heptaphylla and Reevesia thyrsoidea. 
The variation of root area ratio (RAR) with depth, and relationship between root tensile 
strength (Tr) and root diameter were investigated for each species. The cr is thus evaluated by 
the Wu’s root model to quantify their mechanical effectiveness on slope stability. 

Pit planting of the studied species were conducted at Kadoorie Center, the University of 
Hong Kong, using container-grown seedlings. Plants ranged between 1 to 5 m were sampled 
over the first three years after establishment. The root systems of plants were excavated 
carefully for recording root distribution. RAR is the fraction of an effective soil cross-section 
area (A) occupied by total cross-sectional area (Ar) at certain depth (Gray and Leiser, 1982). 

It is calculated by:   
RAR= 

Ar

A
= 
∑ π〖di)2

4
n
i=1

A
 
where di indicates the diameter of the i-th root among a 

total of n identified roots. Roots were measured at 50 mm depth interval up to the maximum 
root depth of the plant for calculating RAR at different levels. Fresh roots were cut into 
segments for Tr test. Tr was calculated by dividing the maximum tensile force (Fmax) by root 
cross-sectional area (Ar) at the rupture location (Mattia et al. 2005). 

During shear, the developed soil shear stress is transferred to the tensile stress of the 
embedded roots through interface friction. The Wu’s root model is widely used to estimate 
the increase in soil shear strength by root contribution (cr). The predicted shear strength 
increased from full mobilization of Tr is calculated by cr = tr (sinθ + cosθ tanϕ) = Tr 
·RAR·1.17 where tr is the total mobilized tensile stress of roots per unit area of soil, θ is angle 
of shear distortion within shear zone and ϕ is soil friction angle (Wu et al., 1979). 

Root systems of a total of 8 R. tomentosa, 11 M. sanguineum, 27 S. heptaphylla and 23 R. 
thyrsoidea seedlings were excavated. The maximum RAR of all species was found within the 
top 0.15 m soil depth. It could reach 0.45 and 8 % for shrub and tree species respectively. It 
reduces exponentially with depth. Tr fits power-law equations significantly, and decreases 
with the increase in root diameter. It ranged from 2.6 to 219 MPa. The maximum cr of shrubs 
and trees reached up to 12.28 and 3.63 kPa within the top 0.4 m soil depth. 
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Figure 1: Variation of cr with soil depth 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. RAR and Tr were the determining factors of cr. Both RAR and cr had exponential 

relationship with soil depth. Taller seedlings had higher RAR and thus mobilized higher 
cr. As root systems of shrubs comprised of more fine roots with higher Tr, so the cr of 
shrubs was higher than trees.  

2. Container-grown seedlings are commonly used in slope greening while root growth 
restriction by container is always a concern. However, this study proved that this 
influence was insignificant on their reinforcement effectiveness. Both pit planted shrubs 
and trees could provide additional resistance to shallow soil layers effectively.  
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

Debris flows are one of the fastest moving types of landslide that occur without warning in 
mountainous regions around the world (Hungr et al. 2014). Debris flows have often resulted 
in loss of lives, damage to infrastructure, and disruption of transportation networks. To 
mitigate this hazardous natural phenomenon, structural countermeasures are often installed 
along predicted flow paths. Rigid reinforced concrete barriers are one of the most commonly 
adopted structures since they can resist large dynamic loading (Lo, 2000). However, rigid 
barriers are prone to run-up along their vertical face and design recommendations often entail 
a criterion to control over-spilling debris that may pose hazards to downstream facilities 
(Choi et al. 2015). These criterions often lead to excessively tall concrete barriers, which 
result in large carbon footprints and have negative environmental impacts on natural hillsides. 
Deflectors can be installed on top of rigid barriers to control and reflect the trajectory of run-
up back upstream, thus resulting the required design height of the barrier. Despite the clear 
advantage of using deflectors, they are constructed empirically in practice: their interaction 
mechanism and optimum geometric configuration is not well understood. Conclusions from 
this study may be useful in improving the configuration of deflectors, which may in turn 
decrease consumption of construction materials and reduce their visual impact on the 
environment.   

A 5 m long rectangular flume model was used to study flow interaction between granular 
debris and deflectors of varying angles installed on a rigid barrier. The deflector angle was 
varied as 0º, 30º, 60º and 90º with respect to the horizontal orientation. Photoconductive 
sensors were installed at the base of the channel, with laser sensors mounted over the channel 
to capture the flow velocity and depth at the upstream of the barrier respectively. High speed 
imagery was used to capture flow interaction between granular and deflectors to facilitate the 
interpretation of the high speed images using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analysis.  

The test setup is shown in Figure 1. The storage container door was closed and secured 
with the activation of a magnetic lock. The springs attached to the door were then loaded. The 
aluminium rigid barrier was then installed at the base of the channel at an inclined distance of 
800 mm from the storage container door 
using a series of screws. Once the barrier 
was secured, an aluminium deflector with 
a length of 65 mm was mounted on the 
barrier with a series of screws. The 
interface between the side channel walls 
and the rigid barrier with deflector was 
sealed using plastic film. The channel was 
then gradually inclined to 26°. Cameras 
were mounted on the side, overtop, and 
downstream to capture flow interaction. 
Once the instrumentation and lighting 
were setup, the magnetic lock was 
deactivated to enable the debris to flow 

 
Figure 1: Side view of model and instrumentation 
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downslope into the barrier and deflector. The 
tests are divided in to two series. Series A 
studies the effect of varying the deflector 
angle resulting in volume retention capacity. 
Series H maintains the retention capacity, 
but changes the angle of the deflector.  

 
KEY RESULTS 
 

PIV analysis of was conducted in this 
paper to study the interaction kinematics of 
granular flows when impacting the rigid 
barrier with the 0°, 30° and 60° deflectors in 
Series A. The captured interaction process reveals that the initial run-up is successfully 
contained for all three deflector angles. A ramp-like dead zone forms rapidly for both the 0° 
and 30° deflectors, whereas the dead zone formation for the 60° deflector is noticeable slower 
by 19.4 % in terms of time. The 60° deflector develops a much steeper dead zone, which 
appears to be an effective energy dissipation mechanism as approaching flow impacts and 
climbs over the dead zone.  Results reveal that the 60° deflector has the largest effective 
height and thus higher retention capacity. Figure 2 shows the dead zone formation process of 
granular flows when approaching flow climb up dead zone for different deflectors but 
maintaining the volume retention capacity (series H). Even with the same equivalent height, 
the 60° case forms a much steeper dead zone. It is quite clear that the inclination of the 
deflector plays a role in dead zone formation. Results reveal that larger deflector angles 
appear to increase the effectiveness of a barrier by forming steeper dead zones.  
 
 CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Deflectors appear to be effective in suppressing granular avalanche run-up and reducing 

the height and carbon footprint of rigid barriers. 
2. Orthogonal deflectors lead to the rapid formation of a dead zone and appears to be the 

most adverse flow case.  
3. Deflector angle of 60° develops a steep ramp-like dead zone that acts as an effective 

energy dissipating mechanism as oncoming debris impacts the granular material.    
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Figure 2: PIV analysis for dead zone formation 
rigid barrier with 0°deflector and 60°deflector in 
series H test: H0 (left), H60 (right).  
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

Vegetation has been recognized to affect the hydrology of vadose zone in landfill covers. 
Plant evapotranspiration (ET) induced soil suction has been widely investigated (Ng et al., 
2013; Garg et al., 2015), while few attention was paid on the plant root effect on soil 
hydraulic properties (i.e., soil water retention curve and permeability function). When 
planting on landfill covers, planting spacing is an important parameter being considered. 
Small planting spacing is expected to induce high soil suction due to the intense root-root 
competition, while how planting spacing affect water retention curve and permeability 
function is not well known. 

This study explored the effect of planting spacing on SWRC and permeability function 
based on laboratory test. A plant species, Schefflera heptaphylla, was selected for testing. In 
total, three planting spacing (i.e., 60 mm, 120 mm and 180 mm) was considered, with the 
bare case as a reference. Steel drums with a height of 500 mm and a diameter of 600 mm 
were filled with CDG at DOC of 95% (normally used DOC for landfill cover design in Hong 
Kong). The tests were conducted in the temperature- and humidity- controlled room in 
HKUST.  

Test started after four-month plant maintenance. Tensiometers were installed at five 
different depths (i.e., 50 mm, 100 mm, 150 mm, 250 mm and 350 mm) at the centre of each 
drum. Two soil moisture probes were installed at depth 50 mm and 100 mm right next to the 
tensiometers. All the drums was saturated first and subjected to a 4-day drying. After that, a 
10-year-return- period rainfall in HK (i.e., 73 mm/h for 2 hours) was applied on all drums. In 
order to take plant natural variability into account, three replicates were conducted for each 
spacing case. 

Since water flow in all the drums can be reasonably assumed as one-dimensional, 
Instantaneous Profile Method (IPM) was adopted to determine the permeability functions at 
depth 50 mm within the root zone. Volumetric water content (VWC) and suction at depth 50 
mm and 100 mm were measured. VWC 
below the root zone (i.e., depth 150 mm, 
250 mm and 350 mm) was deduced from 
the SWRC of CDG, based on the measured 
suction values. On the other hand, SWRC 
at depth 50 mm was obtained by correlating 
the measured suction and VWC. 

 
KEY RESULTS 
 

Figures 1 and 2 show the measured 
SWRCs and permeability functions for the 
bare and vegetated soils, respectively. In 
Figure 1, compared with bare case, AEV in 
soil with larger planting spacing (i.e., 120 
and 180 mm) increased from 2 kPa to 4 

 
Figure 1: Measured water retention curves for the 
bare and vegetated soils 
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kPa, which may be due to the soil pore 
space occupied by the active roots. The 
root occupancy in pore space would also 
result in a decrease in permeability at a 
given suction compared with the bare 
case (Figure 2). While when the spacing 
was 60 mm, the measured AEV 
decreased from 2 kPa to 1 kPa. During 
root excavation, decay roots were 
observed at spacing 60 mm. This is due 
to the intense root-root competition, 
resulting in the inactive roots decaying 
early. On the other hand, the observed 
decayed roots induced macropores also 
caused an increase in soil permeability 
(Figure 2).  

 
PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS 
 

Planting spacing has a significant effect on soil water retention curves and permeability in 
landfill cover. When the spacing was relatively larger (i.e., 120 mm and 180 mm), AEV 
increased compared with bare (i.e., from 2 to 4 kPa). This was due to the root occupancy in 
the soil pore space. However, when the plant spacing was smaller (i.e., 60 mm), intense root-
root competition would cause inactive roots to decay early. Decayed roots induced 
macropores resulted in a decrease in AEV by 100%. For the permeability at a given suction, 
it decreased when the soil pores were occupied by active roots (i.e., spacing 120 and 180 
mm), while it increased when there were macropores induced by decay roots (i.e., 60 mm).  
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Figure 2: Measured relationship between permeability 
and suction for the bare and vegetated soils 
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INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

The debris flow hazards are important geophysical processes and impose huge threats to 
human lives in densely populated mountainous regions (Petley, 2012). Reinforced concrete 
debris-resisting barriers, so called rigid barriers, are commonly used defence structures to 
provide protection to inhabitants (Cui et al. 2015). On the other hand, flexible rockfall 
barriers had occasionally been impacted by debris flows and flow slides (Kwan et al. 2014). 
It is demonstrated that suitably designed flexible barriers are also capable of arresting 
landslide debris due to their large deformation flexibility and water permeability (Volkwein 
et al. 2011). Moreover, flexible barriers have relatively lower carbon footprint than concrete 
countermeasures and is much easier to blend with the surrounding environment. Despite the 
advantages of flexible barriers in environmental aspect, a systematic study of the dynamic 
performance of flexible barriers subject to debris flow impact has not been conducted. In-
depth investigation of flexible barriers is warranted. 

Compared with small scale flume tests, centrifuge modelling provides a scientific means 
to scale impact energy, source volume, and stress state for flowing sediment problems. Two 
centrifuge impact tests have been carried out on both rigid and flexible barriers. The flexible 
barrier model in the centrifuge tests comprised four steel cables, connecting with spring 
elements which could replicated the load-displacement behaviour of energy dissipation 
device. Load cells were attached on each cable to measure the impact load. Laser sensors 
were adopted to record the displacement of the cables. The rigid barrier model was made up 
of a steel plate, the corresponding test provides reference data for comparison with the 
flexible barrier performance. Stain gauges were mounted along the centreline of the rigid 
barrier model to measure the bending moment time history. Viscous liquid was adopted to 
simulate viscous debris flows.  

 
KEY RESULTS 
 

Fontal velocity of the viscous liquid was 12.3 m/s. Froude number (Fr) characterizes the 
flow regime for debris impact problems. An Fr 
of about 4.0 was designed in this study. In flow 
impacting rigid barrier, a jet-like run-up 
appeared right after the flow front impacted the 
rigid barrier (Armanini et al. 2011). The 
deflected flow rose up quickly without much 
deceleration along the upstream face of the 
barrier.  It eventually ran up on the barrier and 
spilled over the barrier crest. On the contrary, in 
the test of the flexible barrier, the debris run-up 
behaviour was not significant. The debris flow 
was fully retained by the enlarging retention 

 
Figure 1: (a) Interaction kinematics by high 
speed camera, (b) Particle Image Velocimetry 
(PIV) result (prototype) 
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zone provided by the elongation of the flexible 
barrier cable.  

Figure 1 shows deduced upstream direction 
velocity component from PIV analysis. The 
measured elongation of each flexible barrier cable 
under viscous fluid impact (prototype) is shown 
in Figure 2. The bottom cable and the lower 
intermediate cable showed a peak load after the 
debris front impacted the barrier at 1.0 sec. The 
measurement shows a maximum elongation of 
1,000 mm in prototype at the bottom cable. The 
elongation levelled off as the debris flow became 
stagnant after 5.0 sec. The top cable only exhibited a small impact load at 4.0 sec., since the 
debris only reached the top cable at a low velocity and overflow did not occur. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Flexible barriers are environment-friendly and promising countermeasures to the debris 

flow hazards. The centrifuge model replicated the key features of the prototype flexible 
barrier. The flow front impacted the flexible barrier and caused large deformation at the 
bottom and lower intermediate cables of the barrier. Compared with the overflow of rigid 
barrier test, the debris flow was fully retained by the enlarged retention volume brought 
about by the flexibility of the flexible barrier.  

2. The flexible barrier deformed significantly upon debris impact. The bottom cable and the 
lower intermediate cable showed a peak load after the debris front impacted the barrier. 
The measurement showed a maximum elongation of 1,000 mm at the bottom cable.  
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Figure 2: Flexible barrier cable elongation 
under viscous fluid impact (prototype) 
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Figure 1: Imaging after the first time injection 
of S. pasteurii suspension and cementation 
solution  

 
Figure 2: Imaging after the second time of 
cementation solution injection  

PORE-SCALE STUDY OF MICROBIAL-INDUCED CALCIUM 
CARBONATE PRECIPITATION 

 
Y. Wang and K. Soga 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 
     Microbial-induced calcium carbonate precipitation (MICP) is potentially a new innovative 
soil improvement technique. MICP is capable of increasing the shear strength and stiffness of 
soils, and decreasing the hydraulic conductivity of soils (Whiffin et al., 2007; Al Qabany et 
al., 2012; Montoya and DeJong, 2015). However, the precise roles of the microbes in the 
carbonate precipitation process and the mechanisms that are responsible for the observed 
deposition of carbonate in soil pores are still not clear (van Paassen et al., 2010). In this 
study, micromodel experiments were conducted to visualize small-scale physical, chemical 
and biological processes of MICP.  
     Sporosarcina pasteurii (ATCC 11859), a ureolytic bacteria strain for MICP, was cultivated 
in the ATCC1376 NH4-YE medium at 30 °C (Mortensen et al. 2011) and stained by a nucleic 
acid stain SYTO-9 to be fluorescent and still alive after staining (Schultz et al.,2009). The 
optical density (OD) of 600 nm (OD600) was measured by a spectrophotometer to quantify 
cell density. A 2-D porous Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) micromodel was manufactured as a 
representative of the porous soil matrix (e.g. Karadimitriou and Hassanizadeh, 2012). 
Cementation solution consisting of 0.1 M CaCl2, 0.1 M urea and 0.3 mg/mL nutrition bust 
were prepared. In order to observe the transport of bacteria in the micromodel and to study 
the effects of injection of a later phase on the previous phase, a multiple-phase injection was 
conducted. First bacteria were injected into the PDMS micromodel at the injection rate of 0.5 
mL/h. Then the cementation solution was injected into the micromodel, followed by another 
injection of bacteria suspension. The time interval between each injection phase is 30 mins. 

Figure 1 is an image after the first time 
of injection of bacteria suspension and 
cementation solution. It can be seen that 
there were interfaces between these two 
phases of liquid. The injection of 
cementation solution pushed the bacteria 
suspension forward towards the outlet zone 
of the microfluidic chip. In the interface of 
bacteria suspension and cementation 
solution, calcium carbonate precipitated. 
Figure 2 is an image after the second time 
of injection of bacteria suspension. The 
cementation process had already begun 
during the injection phase in the inlet zone 
of the microchip. As the calcium carbonate 
was in a non-stable stage, it was flushed 
and it transported in the porous media. It 
can also be seen from Figure 2 that less calcium carbonates were produced on the top of the 
chip, as there was a gas bubble on the top left corner of the microchip, which stopped the 
transport of either bacteria suspension or cementation solution there. This means gas bubbles, 
which commonly present in natural soils, may have effects on the uniformity of the 
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distribution of calcium carbonate in the porous media. The work is currently extended to find 
an optimum injection process of bacteria and cementation solution in order to maximise the 
efficiency of MICP. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. A 2-D porous PDMS transparent micromodel and bacteria florescent staining were used 

in this study. These two techniques together offer a good way for microscale study of 
MICP in the porous medium.  

2. The bacteria suspension, cementation solution and gas bubbles compose the multiple 
phases in the porous medium. The injection of cementation solution pushed the bacteria 
suspension forward to the outlet of the chip and on the interface of these two liquid 
phases calcium carbonate precipitated. The precipitated calcium carbonate within the first 
a few minutes are in an unstable phase, which can transport through the pore throats in 
the porous micromodel. Gas bubbles stopped the transport of bacteria suspension or 
cementation solution, influencing the uniformity of the distribution of precipitated 
calcium carbonate. The next phase of injection of cementation suspension pushed the 
unstable phase of calcium carbonate, which may be good for increasing the injection 
depth of carbonate cementation. 

3. In this paper, the injection intervals were not long enough for CaCO3 to become the stable 
phase. Experiments of longer time will be conducted to analyse the effects of injection 
intervals on MICP efficiency. Also, other factors such as concentration of cementation 
solution and flow rates will be considered in future work to optimise the MICP process. 
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Figure 1: Effect of matric suction on sink term 
distribution in drum tests within different soil elements 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY  
 

Vegetation is considered as a kind of environmental friendly and sustainable means in 
geotechnical projects. It works though plant transpiration, inducing additional negative pore 
water pressure (matric suction), resulting in a decrease in soil permeability and an increase in 
soil shear strength (i.e. higher slope stability and less infiltration in landfill covers). Stem 
height, as a common describing parameter in engineering practice (GEO, 2004), has 
significant effects on root water uptake capability (Forrester et al., 2010), which can be 
quantified through sink term (i.e., the volume of water transpired within unit volume of soil 
for a given time interval). Various experimental means (Jackson et al., 2000; Garg et al., 
2015) and analytical solutions (Ng et al., 2015) have been conducted to determine sink term. 
The measured/back-calculated sink term in previous studies is a “global” value representing 
the root water uptake over entire root zone. The sink term of roots within an area of root zone 
(defined as “local” sink term), its spatial variation and how it is influenced by stem height 
have not been investigated. 

The objective of this study is to investigate effects of plant height on reactions of local 
sink term distribution to soil matric suction. A back analysis technique is developed based on 
three-dimensional (3D) water continuity equations and Darcy’s law under an axisymmetric 
flow condition. The amount of water transpired locally would be equal to the difference 
between a decrease in soil water content and total net outward flux within a soil element. 
Schefflera heptaphylla, a common tree species for ecological restoration in Asia, is selected 
for experiments. In total, four tree seedlings with heights of 295 mm (T295), 510 mm (T510), 
805 mm (T805) and 1015 mm (T1015) are grown in drums with a diameter of 300 mm and a 
height of 500 mm each. Arrays of tensiometers and moisture probes are distributed 
horizontally and vertically with a spacing of 50 mm, for monitoring suction and volumetric 
water content, respectively, when the seedlings were subjected to a drying process in an 
atmosphere-controlled room (i.e., air temperature = 25 ± 1 °C; relative humidity =  60 ± 5%; 
radiation = 120 μmol/m2/s). 

 
KEY RESULTS 
 

Figure 1 compares the 
relationships between back-
analysed local sink terms and 
induced suction of trees with 
different heights. Suction threshold 
values (st) are observed, before 
which sink term remains largely 
constant, and it reduces rather 
linearly afterwards. The trend is 
consistant with theoretical model 
(Feddes et al. 1976) and previous 
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experimental results of “global” sink term (Garg et al., 2015). At 50 mm depth along the 
centerline of root zone, st for T295, T485, T805 and T1015 are about 31, 39, 47 and 70 kPa, 
respectively. It appears to increase with tree height. This suggests that taller trees have a 
higher ability in maintaining their water uptake at a given matric suction.  

For T485, the st at 50 mm, 100 mm and 150 mm depths is similar (i.e., about 39 kPa). The 
rate of reduction of sink term at different locations are also similar at higher suction than st. 
The consistancy of st found at different root locations is also observed in samples with other 
tree heights (data not shown). However, induced soil suction is generally non uniform within 
tree root zone caused by effects of surface evaporation and induced hydraulic gradients by 
sink term. As a result, suctions at some locations reach threshold value sooner when sink 
term starts to decrease. It supports the idea that plants prone to uptake more water where 
suction is less and keep entire suction profile within a reasonable range (Feddes et al. 1976).  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Taller Schefflera heptaphylla trees have higher suction threshold value, as compared with 

shorter ones. They are able to endure more soil moisture reduction and maintain water 
uptake capability during long term drying. This characteristic suggests that taller trees 
have more beneficial effects on natural hazard mitigation projects such as preventing 
slope failures and water leakage of landfill covers. 

2. For a given height of Schefflera heptaphylla, the suction threshold value is found to be 
similar along the centreline of its root zone. It suggests that a specific plant individual 
reduces its water uptake at locations where excessive soil moisture has been depleted (or 
suction is highly induced). The self-adjusting mechanism of trees may prevent reduction 
of soil shear strength (i.e. high loss of contractile skins) and harm of drought to trees at 
overly high induced suction, being beneficial to slope stability during long term drying. 
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Figure 1: Variations of ground settlement with time in 
Lianyan Highway 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

The rapid construction of highways has caused a large number of geotechnical problems in 
China, especially for those built on soft clayey soil deposits in the east coast area. One major 
problem associated with road embankment on these deposits is long-term settlement. If it is 
not addressed adequately, excessive post-construction settlement may cause serious 
consequences for the maintenance of road pavement. More emphases have been put on the 
investigations of ground improvement techniques before construction of highways. However, 
the study on mitigating ground settlement of operating highways that subjected to excessive 
post-construction settlement is relatively rare. 

An environmental-friendly technique using vertical jet grouted columns by drilling holes 
through the embankment was developed. The construction process could be described as 
three principal stages: to drill boreholes through the whole embankment, to construct jet 
grouted columns, and to backfill holes and recover the original pavement. All materials used 
in the technique, water and cement, are natural inert materials which have no negative impact 
on environment. Two sites at Lianyan Highway and Linhai Highway in Lianyungang, China, 
were selected for field trials to investigate the practicability of the proposed technique. The 
long-term variations of ground settlement were measured before, during and after 
construction. Field test results of both cases were presented and compared to study the effects 
of jet grouting on ground settlement. 

Figure 1 shows the variations of ground settlement with time in the typical case of Lianyan 
Highway. For the abscissa, time zero is defined when the construction of the highway was 
completed. The predicted result of settlement without jet grouting is quoted from Ding et al. 
(2013). As seen from the measured result of point A, an excessive post-construction 
settlement of 420 mm at most before jet grouting was caused because of the high water 
content, void ratio and thus high compressibility of soft soils in Lianyungang. The average 
settling rate was roughly 60 mm per year. To solve this problem, the initial method was to 
pave a new asphalt pavement layer on the old pavement. Although this method could avoid 
excavating the embankment, it could 
not solve the problem thoroughly as it 
increased additional pressure on 
subgrade. As shown in the measured 
result of point B, a total 233 mm 
thickness of asphalt pavement was 
increased in four years. During jet 
grouting, it is found that a great heave 
of about 167 mm was induced by jet 
grouting, indicating that the 
embankment was uplifted to offset the 
majority of previous settlement. After 
jet grouting, the settling rate was 
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markedly reduced to only 9 mm/year, suggesting that the vertical jet grouted columns could 
support the embankment and alleviate ground settlement significantly. It should be noted that 
although both soil conditions and operation parameters of jet grouting (i.e. grouting pressure, 
withdrawal rate and rotation rate of drilling rod) were similar in two cases, only large surface 
cracks were observed in Linhai Highway. This may be because that the embankment height 
of Linhai Highway was smaller than that of Lianyan Highway and it would be easily 
damaged due to jet grouting.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. An environmental-friendly technique using vertical jet grouted columns by drilling holes 

through the embankment was proposed to solve the problem of excessive post-
construction settlement of operating highways. Two field cases in Lianyungang were 
carried out. Field test results shown that the embankment was uplifted, with great heaves 
due to jet grouting, to offset the large previous settlement. The long-term observed results 
demonstrated that the technique could support the embankment and mitigate ground 
settlement well for operating highways. 

2. Although most construction conditions in both cases were similar except for the 
embankment condition, only significant surface cracks were observed in Linhai Highway. 
This may imply that the condition of embankment should also be considered to design an 
optimal set of operation parameters for this technique. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS 
  

In the past, most slope stability analyses were conducted using the linear Mohr–Coulomb 
(MC) failure criterion. However, many experimental results demonstrated that the failure 
envelopes for most soils are not linear, especially in the range of small normal stresses. 
Hence, various nonlinear failure criteria were proposed to fit the curved failure envelopes of 
soils. To investigate the effects of the nonlinear failure criteria on the assessment of soil slope 
stability, many attempts have been made to incorporate the nonlinear failure criteria into the 
limit equilibrium method, the kinematic approach of limit analysis, and some numerical 
methods. The previous results revealed that the slope stability analyses conducted by the 
linear MC strength envelope could lead to higher safety factors than those obtained by using 
the nonlinear failure criterion. Nevertheless, these results were limited to two-dimensional 
(2D) slope problems under plane-strain condition. 

Based on a 3D admissible rotational failure mechanism for soil slopes, this study extended 
the kinematic approach of limit analysis for the stability of 2D slopes with nonlinear failure 
criterion into the 3D condition. Various soils with linear and nonlinear failure envelopes were 
adopted to obtain the upper bound solutions for uniform slope stability under plane-strain 
(2D) or 3D conditions. The differences between the critical heights associated with linear and 
nonlinear failure criteria were presented for homogeneous slopes in different kinds of 
cohesive soils. Some comparisons are made to investigate the 3D effects on the safety of 
slopes in soils obeying the nonlinear failure criterion. 

Figure 1 shows the critical heights associated with the linear and nonlinear failure criteria 
for Israeli clay slopes. It can be seen that there are two intersection points (β1 and β2) between 
the linear and nonlinear solutions. For slopes with β < β1 or β > β2, the critical height 
associated with the linear criterion is larger than the nonlinear solution. Under such 
conditions, using the linear criterion will overestimate the safety of soil slopes and it is 
reasonable to adopt the nonlinear criterion to assess the slope stability. However, for slopes 
with the inclination angles in the intermediate range of β1 < β < β2, the linear solutions will 
underestimate the safety of soil slopes and the underestimation cannot be neglected. 
Simultaneously, it can be found that the 3D effects have insignificant influence on the two 
critical slope inclinations β1 and β2. However, the effect of the nonlinear failure criterion on 
the assessment of slope stability will be more significant for slopes with a narrow width 
constraint. 
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Figure 1: Critical heights for Israeli clay slopes with various B/H: (a) B/H = 2; (b) 2D (B/H = ∞) 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

This study combined a nonlinear failure criterion into a kinematic approach of limit 
analysis to assess the stability of uniform slopes. Various clays in previous literatures were 
used here to explore the influences of nonlinear failure criterion on the slope stability. The 3D 
effects on the upper bounds on the critical heights Hcr associated with linear and nonlinear 
criteria are also investigated. The main conclusions emerging from the results and analyses 
are: 
1. The differences between linear and nonlinear solutions could change with varying slope 

inclination β, resulting in two critical slope inclinations β1 and β2. For slopes with β < β1 
or β > β2, using the linear failure criterion will overestimate the stability of slopes in soils 
obeying the nonlinear failure criterion. However, in the intermediate range of β1 < β < β2, 
the critical heights derived by the linear failure criterion are smaller than the nonlinear 
solutions, and the underestimation by using the linear failure criterion cannot be 
neglected. 

2. The 3D effects nearly have no influence on the critical values of the two slope inclination 
angles β1 and β2. 

3. The effect of nonlinear failure criterion on the slope stability will be more significant for 
slopes with a smaller B/H. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS 
 

Bandung Basin is a basin surrounded by volcanoes with an altitude of 650 m to more than 
2000 meters. Stands above some big cities such as Bandung, Cimahi, Bandung regency and 
West Bandung Regency has experienced a very intensive growth both in terms of 
infrastructure and in terms of population. Impact of infrastructure development carried out 
continuously lead to the increasing burden of the masses on the surface followed by a 
reduction of soil and hydraulic pressure resulting in land subsidence. While the impact of 
population growth resulted in an increased need for clean water is mostly pumped from 
groundwater aquifers. 

Some studies of geological, geophysical and others have been done in this area and its 
surroundings. However, until now the detailed state of the subsurface geology is still not 
clearly explained. By conducting quantitative interpretation of gravity and assisted by some 
other relevant data, the state of the subsurface geology of this basin can be predicted. 

The study area is shown in Figure 1. Figure 1a depicts a topography image of the 
measurement area and it appears that the measurement area is surrounded by the high 
topography. Figure 1b shows the geological map of the measurement area. 

The study area shown in Figure 1 was gravity measured by 96 measurement points spread 
with distances of 500 m – 3000 m between stations. The fact in the field that young 
sedimentary layers (Kosambi Fm, Fm Cikapundung, and Cibeureum Fm) have a lower 
density values than the older rocks (Tertinary volcanic and sedimentary rock of tertinary). 
Gravity measurement results are shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2 there seems to be no gravity 
highs (yellow to red) on the west, east and central areas of measurement. From here we can 
interpretation that this area has a thin layer of sediment. Other areas to the north and central-
south have low gravity value (the value of the gravitational blue) measurements, and it can be 
interpreted that this area has a thick layer of sediment. 

To understand subsurface conditions modelling of the gravity signal is conducted on a 
north south line and 
the modelling results 
are shown Figure 3. 
The model shows in 
an increase in old 
rocks (volcanic 
tertinary) closer to 
the surface. 

The resources in 
the area of Bandung 
Basin are the water 
resources. Water 
resources will be 
stored in a variety of 
rock, the 
sedimentary and 

 
Figure 1: (a) topography of study area, (b) geological map of study area 
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volcanic rocks. Sedimentary rocks 
that are mainly young berumut 
sedimentary rocks. To calculate water 
resource a rough calculation of water 
reserves is performed with some 
assumptions:  water-carrying layer 
only 10%, porosity 10%, thickness of 
groundwater found is 40 m and area 
of aquifer is 500 km2, so the volume 
of water is 400x10-6 m3. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

Subsurface conditions in Bandung 
Basin area has been described using 
the gravity method. From the 
modelling done it showed that the 
young sedimentary thickness (Kosambi Fm, Fm Cikapundung, and Cibeureum Fm) is not 
uniform and that there are gravity highs seemingly on the western, eastern and central areas 
of measurement. From here we can interpret that this area has a thin layer of sediment. While 
other areas to the north and central-south show low gravity measurement values (the value of 
the gravitational blue). We can interpret that this area has a thick layer of sediment. The 
amount of groundwater reserves that can be estimated based on gravity methods of 250 m3. 

 

 
Figure 3: Subsurface interpretation based on gravity method. 

 
Figure 2: Gravity map of study area 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

With a generation of 3,245 MW thermal power plants every year, large quantities of by-
products are being produced during an incineration and stored at Honam area in Korea. The 
disposal of these wastes will be a big challenge in the near future for Korea to decrease 
harmful environmental effects (Do et al., 2015). Meanwhile, in term of construction 
guarantee, a considerable amount of soil is excavated and removed from the construction site 
(e.g., pipe trench or deep excavation projects). Some of this material may be reused as a 
compacted structural backfill or random backfill. However, there are situations when this 
material is not used and is placed in a spoil bank at the construction site or must be hauled 
away from the construction site. Therefore, finding alternative use of these wastes in 
construction is one of the effective ways to reduce the cost of disposal and furthermore 
reduce the cost of treatment, decrease of consumption of virgin materials, reduce 
environmental pollution, and thereby contribute to sustainability. It is necessary to test these 
wastes before they are used to ensure their acceptability and feasibility in construction. 

 The research is intended to determine the feasibility of a beneficial reuse of the by-
products and excavated soil (ES), generated in Honam area, in controlled low strength 
material (CLSM) production. A test matrix of mixture proportions was developed, and 
mixtures of these proportions were produced using a laboratory mixer. Firstly, a control 
mixture was produced with Portland cement, Class F fly ash, pond ash, and water. 
Subsequently, excavated soil was substituted for pond ash in amount of 10, 20, 30, and 40 
percent replacement by mass. The properties of the fresh mix, such as bleeding, flowability, 
fresh unit weight, and setting time were tested immediately after mixing in accordance with 
applicable ASTM Standards (2004): C 940, D 6103, D 6023, C 403, respectively. For 
hardening property, unconfined compressive strength test was further performed on 50 × 100 
mm cylindrical specimens moulded in plastic moulds and then stored under the curing 
storage condition with a curing chamber that can maintain the temperature and humidity 
immediately adjacent to the cylinders until desirable testing times of 3 days, 7 days and 28 
days as presented in ASTM D 4832 (2004). The universal testing machine with loading rate 
1.1 mm/minutes was employed for the unconfined compressive strength test. Each strength 
test was carried out on three cylindrical specimens and then the average was recorded. Finally, 
the corrosivity of CLSM was studied by measuring pH of bleed and leachate collected from 
CLSM, conforming BS 1377 part 3 (British Standard Methods for Test of Soils for Civil 
Engineering Purposes), to identify and evaluate  whether a satisfactory corrosivity can be 
obtained with the proposed mixtures. 

Flowability reflects the workability of CLSM during on site placement. As a result, the 
value of flowability for all mixtures ranged from 160 to 290 mm. A slightly lower than the 
minimum value of 180 mm may be acceptable for several applications (Naganathan et al., 
2012; Wu, 2005). The excess water added to maintain the required flowability of CLSM 
comes out as bleed. For the present investigation, CLSM is considered stable with bleeding of 
all mixtures less than 5%. As shown in Figure 1, the flowability and bleeding decreased 
remarkably as the ES replacement increased. This is due to the cohesive property in ES. The 
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replacement of ES in mixtures can cause the viscosity increase and eventually make 
flowability and bleeding decline. In addition, the smaller fineness modulus (FM) of ES (1.08) 
than that of pond ash (3.37) is another reason explained for the flowability decrease. The ES 
replacement increases the amount of surface-adsorbed water such that the flowability is 
reduced. As illustrated in Figure 2, CLSM mixtures developed in this investigation behaved 
well and no abnormalities observed with regard to the initial setting time, ranging from 9.53 
to 13.79 hours, conforming to requirement for general CLSM. Moreover, it was found that an 
increase of ES replacement tended to decelerate the setting process. This effect might be 
explained by the reduced contributions of pond ash to the chemical process involved in 
setting as well as the obstructed release of capillary water after replacing. The compressive 
strength of the mixes is presented in Figure 2. At 28 days age, the strength was 0.53~0.8 MPa, 
conforming to the strength requirement of re-excavation in ACI (American Concrete Institute, 
2005). Furthermore, another finding derived from strength results in Figure 2 is that the 
strength of each ES replaced-mixture is less than that of the control mixture due to a decrease 
in some pozzolanic activity led to some loss in strength. Since the pond ash is pozzolanic, it 
is expected that some contribution to strength development results from its presence, even 
though that contribution appears to be small. Therefore, the strength contribution by the pond 
ash is decreased when the pond ash amount is decreased. Another contributor to the decrease 
in strength could be the increased surface area imparted by ES particles that probably resulted 
in the increased water demand somewhat reduced the compressive strength because of a fixed 
mixing water. The corrosivity of CLSM was measured as bleed and leachate collected from 
CLSM specimens. As a result, the pH values of leachate and bleed ranged from 10.7 to 11.08 
and 11.8 to 12.05, respectively. The range was neither less than 2.5 nor more than 12.5. 
Therefore, the CLSM did not possess corrosivity. It is also worth noting that the pH values 
slightly decreased with an increase of ES replacement primarily due to a smaller pH value of 
ES (4.76) than that of pond ash (8.92). 

 

  
Figure 1: Effect of ES content on flowability                 
and bleeding 

Figure 2: Effect of ES content on initial set and 
compressive strength 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

Pond ash and fly ash, the industrial by-product generated in Honam area, can be a good 
component in CLSM. It performed well with regard to all engineering properties considered 
in the control mixture. In addition, the partial replacement of ES to pond ash (up to 40%) in 
mixtures would probably decelerate the setting process, reduce compressive strength and 
flowability but still meet all requirements for CLSM despite the small amount of cement used 
(4.78%). Especially, a significant point was found that an increase in ES replacement could 
lead to improve the stability and corrosivity on the performances of the proposed CLSM. 
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Finally, a significant point was found that it is feasible to reuse pond ash and excavated soil 
as the fine aggregate in controlled low strength material (CLSM) production. 
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Figure 1: The location of Bandung city 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS 
 

Water demand in Bandung city (Figure 1) is rapidly increasing nowadays. The city 
generally uses groundwater to meet the needs, both for industries and households. Due to the 
massive water consumption conducted by the residents, it is decreasing the availability of 
groundwater volume.  

One of the geophysics methods that can be used to detect and monitor subsurface object 
activities is by using the gravity. Basically, subsurface impaired (fluid injection or fluid 
removal) will change its physical properties; in this case, the density. The density changes 
can be detected by conducting a gravity measurement on the surface at two different times 
(time-lapse gravity), or it often referred as 4D gravity. Using forward modelling and inverse 
modelling, we can process the data to predict the subsurface density changes. 

The gravity measurements were conducted for a period of five years. The measurements 
were conducted at August 3-4, 2010, April 11-12, 2015 and 23-25 June, 2015. Figure 2 
shows the relative gravity maps which is obtained by L&R gravimeter (2010) and Scintrex 
CG-5 (2015). The anomalies were corrected by the subsidence effect. Most of the Bandung 
south region experienced subsidence (Figure 3) (Ge, 2014). The differences of the time-lapse 
gravity map before and after subsidence effect correction are shown in Figure 4. Signal of 
regional spectrum (deep depth) and residual spectrum (shallow depth) separated by spectral 
analysis. Figure 5 shows the low frequency maps caused by density changes from deep layer 
anomalies (left) and the high frequency signals from shallow depth layer anomalies (right). 
The high frequency signals correlated with the groundwater extraction. The volume of water 
extracted is about 50 million cubic-meter per-year, taken from 40-250 meters depth (Abidin, 
2011). It was found that the areas that experienced major changes are located in industrial 
areas while the residential areas experienced a relatively smaller change. The inversion 
method using genetic algorithm will be performed to estimate the density changes at the area 
of investigations (40-250 meters depth) for further research. 
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Figure 2: Gravity relative 2010 maps of Bandung city (left) and 2015 (right). 

Figure 3: Subsidence maps of Bandung city in 2010-2015 time-lapse (left) and the subsidence 
correction gravity in μGal (right). 

Figure 4: Time-lapse Gravity maps in 2010-2015 of Bandung city without subsidence corrections 
effect (left) and with subsidence corrections effect (right) 

Figure 5: The low frequency signals map 2010-2015 time-lapse due to deep depth anomalies (left) and 
the high frequency signals map due to shallow depth anomalies (right). The cross marks are the 
gravity stations. 
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 CONCLUSIONS 
 

The 4D microgravity measurement and processing were carried out to investigate the 
groundwater movement in the year of 2010-2015. It was found that the areas that experienced 
major changes are located in industrial areas while the residential areas experienced relatively 
smaller change, at the years of investigation.  
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

The use of recycled materials in Civil Engineering has been of increasing interest and 
applications the last few decades. Focusing in the geotechnical field, it is found common to 
improve soils with recycled granules or industrial by-products, creating the so called 
engineered geo-materials. A particular example of an engineered soil is the mixture of rubber 
particles that are obtained usually from recycled 
tyres, with sand.  

Due to the soft nature and properties of rubber 
particles, mixtures of sand-rubber will exhibit high 
compressibility, high damping and high friction 
angle (Kim & Santamarina, 2008; Senetakis et al., 
2012). In this study, mixtures of rubber and sand 
particles are simulated in three dimensional triaxial 
drained tests by employing the discrete element 
method (DEM) (Cundall and Strack, 1979). DEM 
allows the tracking of the particle contacts and the 
distribution and magnitude of the forces at all test 
stages, which is not feasible in laboratory 
experiments. The purpose of this contribution is to 
explore the micro-mechanics that are developed at 
the critical state and in particular to investigate the 
contribution that is made by each type of contact i.e. 
sand-sand, rubber-sand or rubber-rubber to the 
macro-mechanical response. 

Simulations were carried out using a 
modified version of the open-source code 
LAMMPS (Plimpton, 1995). The parallel 
particle size distribution (PSD) used for the 
simulated sand is plotted in Figure 1, which 
is representative of a uniform sand. Rubber 
particles were created following the same 
PSD of the sand, having ratios of (D50R/D50S) 
equal to 1.0 as seen in Figure 1. Rubber 
contents by mixture weight varied from 10% 
to 30%, in increments of 10%. Views of the 
numerical samples for the clean sand and the 
mixtures at 100 kPa of isotropic pressure are 
also included in Figure 1. Resonant column 
test were conducted in torsional mode of 
vibration and the DEM simulated samples 
were calibrated based on the laboratory test 

Figure 1: Particle size distribution used 
in this study. 

Figure 2: Critical state lines for clean 
sands and mixtures.  
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results capturing the stiffness at very small 
strains and the strain-dependent stiffness up 
to relatively medium strains. A simplified 
Hertz-Mindlin contact model was used. 
Sand particles were assigned a particle 
Poisson’s ratio (ν) of 0.12, interparticle 
friction angle (μ) of 0.25 and a density (ρ) of 
2650 kg/m3. Input parameters for rubber 
particles include a ν of 0.5, μ of 1.0 and ρ of 
1100 kg/m3. 

In order to simulate the inclusion of soft 
(rubber) particles into rigid (sand) ones, the 
ratio of particle shear modulus (Gsand/Grubber) 
was set to 102. A small local damping 
coefficient of 0.1 was used for all 
simulations where gravity was inactive. All 
simulations were run on a high-performance 
cluster using a stable time step of 5.3 ns. 
Samples were isotropically compressed to 
values of p’0 of 50, 100 and 200 kPa and 
subsequently sheared under drained constant 
σ’3 conditions up to axial strains of 65%. All 
samples tested reached a critical state where 
the deviatoric stress (q) was constant and dilatancy was zero as shearing was still taking 
place. 

Critical state lines (CSLs) for the clean sand and the mixtures are plotted in the void ratio 
(e)-(p’/pa)0.7 plane. The high inter-particle friction coefficient of rubber particle plays a role at 
low pressures ((p’/pa)0.7 < 1), making rubber particles less susceptible to re-accommodate due 
to sliding and instead yielding in higher void ratios. At higher pressures, ((p’/pa)0.7 > 1) and 
with rubber content greater than 20% the material begins to become rubber-controlled, with 
rubber particle making part of the stress transmission and as a result of their compressible 
nature, attaining lower void ratios. Similar trends in the CSLs have been reported by Fu et al., 
(2015).  

The cumulative contribution from each type of contact to q is plotted against the normal 
contact force normalized by the average normal contact force in Figure 3. At a rubber content 
of 10% sand-sand contacts contribute the most to the overall q, rubber particles appear 
embedded in a sand matrix allowing rubber-sand contacts to contribute but in a lower amount 
to q. At a rubber content of 20% rubber-sand contacts start to contribute more to q than sand-
sand contacts and rubber-sand contacts are the main contributors to the overall q at a rubber 
content of 30%. Rubber contents greater than 20% allow stress transmission through rubber-
rubber contacts and thus not only contributing to q but to the overall compressibility of the 
sample.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. DEM simulations of clean sand and sand-rubber mixtures were performed under triaxial 

monotonic compression up to their critical state. At low rubber contents, rubber particles 
helped attained higher void ratios at the critical state mainly due to the high inter-particle 
friction angle of rubber particles that prevent them to slide and re-accommodate in a 
closer packing. For rubber contents greater than 20% the stress transmission goes mainly 
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through rubber particles. The system becomes rubber-controlled becoming more 
compressible due to the nature of the soft particles. 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS 
 

Geo-electrical methods have been frequently used in studying and resolving geo- 
environmental related problems, e.g., monitoring ground water and solute transportation 
in soils, detecting contaminants in the vadose zone, and mapping the leachate distribution 
in a landfill site, and many others. The commonly used techniques include electrical 
resistivity method, induced-polarization method (time- and frequency-domain), ground 
penetration radar (GPR), and self-potential method. As an emerging technique, the 
capacitive resistivity method is an alternative to the traditional direct current (DC) 
resistivity method. It utilizes non-contact capacitive electrodes for the current injection 
and potential measurements, thereby reducing significant amount of time and effort for 
field measurements to deal with the electrodes. In this extended abstract, the line-electrode 
capacitive resistivity method and its applications on some geo-environmental problems are 
briefly introduced. 

As shown in Figure 1, the capacitive resistivity (line electrode) method uses two line 
current electrodes and two potential electrodes to measure the resistance of the ground. 
These four electrodes are usually arranged in a dipole-dipole array in the field. Here, a 
new expression of the geometric factor (GF) to convert the measured resistance to the 
apparent resistivity is proposed. The new GF considers the separation between the two 
current (and the two potential) line electrodes, and thus it could significantly improve the 
accuracy of the measurements. The capacitive resistivity method (line- electrode) can also 
be applied to do the resistivity mapping of the subsurface using multiple pairs of potential 
electrodes and inversion technique. The sensitivity-based indirect inversion method that 
approximates the line electrode array with an equivalent point electrode array is used. 

The first application using this method is to monitor water dynamics of vadose zone 
during rainfall. The instrument, OhmMapper (Figure 1; Geometrics, Inc., USA), is used to 
conduct the time-lapse resistivity measurement. The test site is a lawn located at The 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST) and the rainfall is simulated 
using a garden sprinkler. In total, nine resistivity surveys have been carried out to image 
the resistivity change during and after the rainfall. The resistivity distributions obtained  
from inversion show that both the wetting period (due to the rainfall infiltration) and the 
drying period (due to the downward water flow) of the soil layer above 2.5 m were clearly 
captured, thus proving the applicability of the capacitive resistivity method for 
characterizing vadose zone water dynamics. 

The OhmMapper is also used to study the influence of vegetation on the slope 
hydrology in Hong Kong. The test is conducted on a man-made embankment in the Eco 
park of HKUST. Year-round resistivity measurements are collected from a bare slope 
and a vegetated slope. The investigation depth of the resistivity array is specifically chosen 
to focus on the soil layers that are affected by the vegetation roots. The measured resistivity 
was used to infer the soil moisture in the slopes. The results show that vegetation generally 
has a strong influence on the soil moisture and this effect varies among seasons. In 
summer, vegetation increases the soil moisture significantly. This is mainly the result of 
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the high precipitation. Most of rain water 
enters the vegetated slope because of the 
increased permeability and infiltration rate 
caused by the vegetation. In autumn, it 
appears the vegetation could decrease the 
soil moisture more profoundly if compared 
to Stage 1. This is mainly because of the 
low precipitation (monthly less than 100 
mm) and the relatively high potential 
evapotranspiration (monthly around 100 
mm). In dry and cold winter, the presence of 
vegetation helps retain the soil. Therefore, 
the difference between bare slope and 
vegetated slope is the most significant 
among the four seasons. In the following 
spring, the influence of vegetation the 
slope is gradually wiped out because of the 
frequent rainfall. The influence disappears 
completely in early summer when the monthly rainfall reaches ~400 mm. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The capacitive resistivity (line electrode) method is a good alternative to the 

traditional DC resistivity method. It can be successfully used in characterizing the 
vadose zone water dynamics. However, the new geometrical factor and the 
sensitivity-based indirect inversion method have to be adopted. 

2. The field test using capacitive resistivity method shows that the vegetation has a 
strong influence on the slope hydrology in Hong Kong. The experimental results reveal 
that the vegetation effect varies among seasons, mainly depending on the 
precipitation and the potential evapotranspiration values of the site. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 

Reinforced rigid walls, flexible barriers, and ground reinforced embankments are widely 
used around the world as debris flow protection structures to mitigate landslide and debris 
flow hazards (Buzzi et al., 2013; Peila et al., 2009; Peila et al., 2011). At present, cushioning 
materials such as rock-filled gabions have been used to reduce the impact force acting on 
rigid barriers in the event of a landslide or debris flow. In order to gain a better understanding 
of the cushioning effect of eco-friendly materials, recycled glass cullet was studied for its 
dynamic response under boulder impact. A pendulum setup was used to simulate boulder 
impact onto recycled glass cushioning walls in front of a rigid reinforced concrete barrier 
(Figure 1). Cushioning walls comprise baskets which are filled with recycled glass cullet. 
Impact energies of 20 kJ and 70 kJ were used for the tests. For each impact energy level, six 
successive impacts were carried out to study the densification effects. Eight load cells were 
installed on the reinforced concrete barrier to measure the force distribution. An 
accelerometer was also installed on the concrete boulder to measure its deceleration upon 
impact. Two laser sensors were used to measure the penetration of the cushioning material 
after the impact. The dynamic impact response has been analyzed by measuring the ball 
reaction force, wall reaction force and penetration into the cushioning material. Forces 
measured for different impact energies and the successive impacts have been examined. The 
results were also compared with the 
measurement of impact tests on conventional 
rock-filled gabions.  

 
KEY RESULTS 
 
1. Recycled glass material resulted in a 

relatively lower impact force than the 
conventional rock-filled gabions  

2. Impact forces on recycled glass cullet 
increase with increasing number of 
repeated impacts.  
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Figure 1: Test set-up of impacting recycled 
glass material 
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Figure 2: Effect of electrode configuration 
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Figure 1: Effect of nonlinear variation of soil 
parameters 

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF ELECTRO-OSMOTIC 
CONSOLIDATION 
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China. 

 
 

BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Electro-osmotic consolidation involves the movement of pore water from anode to cathode 
under an applied electrical field, and the soil mass can be consolidated and strengthened 
during this process. Many numerical simulations have been performed to analyse the 
consolidation and settlement characteristics of soil treated by electro-osmotic consolidation 
(Lewis and Humpheson, 1973; Rittirong and Shang, 2008; Hu et al., 2012). Most of the 
previous numerical models were two 
dimensional and had many limitations 
such as the multi field coupling 
characteristic was not reflected, and the 
nonlinear variation of soil parameters 
during electro-osmotic consolidation 
was ignored. In this study, a three 
dimensional (3D) numerical model was 
developed in which the seepage, 
electrical, and stress and strain fields 
were coupled together. With the 
numerical model, the effects of 
electrode configuration and nonlinear 
variation of soil parameters on electro-
osmotic consolidation were investigated. 

The relationships between soil 
parameters and void ratio and 
effective stress were developed 
and coupled into the numerical 
model to study the effect of 
nonlinear variation of soil 
parameters. The results were 
showed in Figure 1. Four 
electrode configurations were 
summarized from previous studies 
and numerical models for the four 
configurations were developed. 
The treatment area (16 m3) and 
applied voltage (50 V) were the 
same in the four models. The 
comparisons of average surface 
settlement and differential surface 
settlement were showed in Figure 
2. 
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Figure 4: Comparisons between the numerical 
results and field measurements. 
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Figure 3: Comparisons between the 
numerical results and test data. 

The numerical results were also 
compared with the results of two 
laboratory tests and two field 
experiments to verify the effectiveness 
of the numerical model. The two 
laboratory tests were conducted on a 
kaolinite with an axisymmetric 
apparatus to study the drainage behaviour of electro-osmotic consolidation. The initial water 
content of the kaolin samples in the two tests were 140% and 100% respectively. Two 
numerical models were developed to compare with the two tests and the comparisons of the 
surface settlement were displayed in Figure 3. Two field experiments conducted by Bjerrum 
et al. (1967) and Burnotte et al. (2004) were also simulated and the comparisons of the 
settlement were illustrated in Figure 4. Both the comparison with laboratory tests and field 
experiments indicated that the developed numerical model could predict the development of 
surface settlement correctly. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The nonlinear variation of hydraulic conductivity, electrical conductivity and volume 

compressibility induced a higher excess pore water pressure, while the electro-osmosis 
conductivity showed a contrary result. The electrode configuration had significant impact 
on the development of settlement. The numerical results indicated that the triangular 
configuration was therefore recommended.  

2. The developed 3D numerical model for electro-osmotic consolidation could predict the 
settlement correctly.  
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Figure 1: Degradation rate of methyl orange 

REMEDIATION OF ORGANIC CONTAMINATED GROUNDWATER 
BY OZONE MICRO-NANO BUBBLES 
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Groundwater is an important water supply in most cities. It can be easily contaminated by 
pollutants and the contaminated groundwater seriously threatens the safety of drinking water. 
Organic contaminants such as fertilizer and pesticide are usually non-degradable and can 
easily spread with the flow of groundwater to affect larger area. Ozone was widely used in 
the remediation of drinking water and organic contaminated wastewater. However, the 
treated area and remediation efficiency of air-sparging by ozone were very limited because of 
the fast degradation rate of dissolved ozone. The micro-nano bubble technology (MNBs) 
made great breakthrough in recent years and showed potential application in groundwater 
remediation. Micro-nano bubbles could remain stable in water for even months and transport 
easily with groundwater. MNBs had larger specific surface area and higher inner pressure 
compared with normal bubbles, which significantly enhanced the mass transfer efficiency. In 
this study, the potential use of ozone MNBs in groundwater remediation was investigated in 
laboratory condition. Methyl orange was chosen as representative contaminant, and the 
remediation efficiency of ozone MNBs was compared with normal ozone bubbles in surface 
water. Based on the surface water remediation result, column test was taken to study the 
application of ozone MNBs in groundwater remediation. 

 The remediation of surface water was 
done in a designed tank (80 cm*20 cm*20 
cm). The initial concentration of methyl 
orange was 10 mg/L and the volume of 
the solution was 20 L. Ozone MNBs were 
produced by MNBs generator and normal 
bubbles were injected through tubule with 
the diameter of 4 mm. The injection rate 
of both tests was 1.0 L/min and the 
remediation lasted 30 min. The 
concentration of methyl orange was 
measured throughout the tests, and the 
degradation rates were shown in Figure 1. 
In the ozone MNBs test, the degradation rate of methyl orange reached 91% in 10 min. Then 
the degradation slows down and the final degradation rate was 98% after 30 min. In the 
normal bubbles test, the degradation rate rose constantly and reached 10% in 30 min. Ozone 
showed obvious oxidation ability on methyl orange, while ozone MNBs had remarkable 
remediation efficiency compared with normal bubbles. 

 The column test was taken based on the result of surface water remediation test. The 
column reactor was shown in Figure 2. Glass beads with the diameter of 140 nm were used as 
soil, and they were saturated by methyl orange solution. The concentration of methyl orange 
was 10 mg/L, and the permeability coefficient was 10-5 m/s. Deionized water with or without 
ozone MNBs flow through the column from the upper side. Water was sampled from 5 
observation points to measure the concentration of methyl orange throughout the test. The 
results were shown in figure 3. At each observation point, the decrease of methyl orange in 
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Figure 3: Concentration of methyl orange in column test 

 
Figure 2: Column reactor 

two tests almost started at the same time. While the decrease of methyl orange in the MNBs 
test was more significant compared with the other test. In the test without ozone MNBs, some 
methyl orange remained in the soil; while in the ozone MNBs test, methyl orange was almost 
totally removed. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Ozone produced obvious ability in the remediation of organic contaminated water. The 

degradation rate of methyl orange in MNBs test and normal bubbles test reached 91% and 
3% in 10 min, respectively. The remediation efficiency of MNBs was almost 30 times 
greater than normal bubbles. 

2. In the deionized water test, methyl orange adsorbed on the soil and could not be totally 
removed. While in the ozone MNBs test, the removal of contaminants was more 
complete. Ozone MNBs showed potential application ability in the remediation of 
groundwater. 
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INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND KEY RESULTS  
 

Polli-brick is an interlock-able plastic bottle with a unique shape (Figure 1). The new 
product makes its first appearance in the 2010 Taipei International Flora Exposition, and 
more amazingly it is the main construction material for the event’s main exhibition hall, also 
known as EcoARK, which is in a size of two basketball courts, and as tall as a nine-story 
building. Moreover, the thousands of Polli-bricks used in the construction were all recycling-
made from regular plastic bottles in the garbage cans. Understandably, interlock is the idea 
and the mechanism providing internal stability for a polli-brick wall after assembling, as 
many interlock-able materials that have been developed and used (such as modular block for 
retaining-wall construction).             

On the other hand, the idea of using soil and other materials as a new composite material 
is commonly practiced in geotechnical engineering.  For example, geocell is designed for the 
purpose, using soil to infill the pocket, or cellular cell, making geocells suitable for soil 
reinforcement (Ling et al., 2009).   

Therefore, the motivation of the series of study is in an attempt to use Polli-brick and soil 
together as a composite material for geotechnical engineering, utilizing the unique 
appearance of the bottle to provide interlock stability, and filling the bottle with soil to 
increase the weight of the bottle as a brick.  Specifically, the soil-bottle composite can be 
used for ground improvement, retaining-wall construction, etc., which can help contribute to 
our environment sustainability by transforming daily waste to construction material.  

As shown in Figure 2, the first series of the study were that we installed a bottle-soil 
composite panel in the ground, and tested the bearing capacity with such ground 
reinforcement.  Fig. 3 shows the experimental layout, with the model size as 130 × 80 × 100 
cm (L × W × H).       

 
 

         
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: The life cycle of the 
unique-shaped Polli-brick made 
from recycling (Miniwiz, 2015) 
 

Figure 2: The bottle-soil panel used for ground improvement  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
     The preliminary assessments show that the interlocking between bottles is not as strong as 
expected. The internal strength of the soil-bottle panel should be less than the high-density 
soil, based on the ground’s bearing capacities from five preliminary tests (Figure 3).  
However, it is worth noting that the use of Polli-bricks in the EcoARK project is more than 
utilizing bottle interlocking.  As shown in Fig. 1, in fact a significant part of the internal 
strength was contributed from the two plates at the side. Therefore, a similar work should be 
developed in the future to make the soil-bottle brick much stronger when used for 
geotechnical engineering.  But on the other hand, the test did show that the ground’s bearing 
capacity was increased with soil-filled bottles installed in the ground compared to empty 
bottles.  In other words, the internal strength of the soil-bottle panel should positively 
correlate with the weight of soil infill.     

Although the tests cannot offer the concrete evidence at this point for the benefits of 
using recycle-able and interlock-able plastic bottles in ground improvement, the idea could be 
further tested with some novel modification.  We hope this study can play some role 
motivating more studies to use “wastes” as for civil engineering applications, for the good of 
a sustainable environment.   
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Figure 3: The layout of the 
experiments 
 

Figure 4: Results of five tests installing soil-
bottle panel for ground reinforcement or ground 
improvement 
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